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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Purpose of the study.-- The purpose of this study was to evaluate, 
revise, and supplement the exercises in the Series of Graded Exercises 
for Use with the Durrell Analysis 'of Reading Difficulty by Patricia S. 
Adams, et al., Service Paper, Boston University~ 1952. 
Justif~cation for the study.--
1. The exercises had not been tested to determine their functional 
value. 
2. The distribution of exercises seemed to need adjustment to pro-
vide a balanced series of exercises. 
3. In the judgment of experienced teachers, some of the exercises 
-
needed revision for clarification. 
4. For maximum usefulness, there was a necessity for indicating 
the level of difficulty and level of interest of each exercise. 
Scope and limitations.-- This study was limited to exercises for 
0 • 
the improvement of reading read1ness and reading skills in the primary 
grades. The exercises were tried out with 20 clinic cases, 41 remedial 
cases, and 170 slow learners from the regular classroom. The exercises 
were administered and evaluated by 12 clinicians, 2 remedial teachers, 
and 24 classroom teachers. 
A description of the steps used in developing this study may be 
found in the foll~wing chapters. 
2 
CHAPTER II 
R~VIEW OF RESEARCH AND RELATED READINGS 
This research chapter deals with certain topics related to the 
purpose of the thesis, namely: (1) symptoms and causes of reading 
disability; (2) remedial teaching in the areas of readiness, word 
recognition, and spelling, study skills, comprehension and recall, 
silent and oral reading; and (3) prevention of reading disabilities. 
Since the exercises which make up the body of this thesis are 
intended for use at the primary reading level, emphasis in this chapter 
is placed on the implications of the research findings for primary re-
medial instruction. 
1. Symptoms and Causes of Reading Disability 
There are many reasons why children fail in reading. The causes 
may, for convenience, be divided into three general areas : (1) physi-
cal and intellectual handicaps; (2) emotional disturbances; and (3) 
educationa l factors . 
Since children with handicaps have succeeded in school and in 
reading, t he presence of one or more handicaps does not connnit the 
!/ 
child to fa i lure. However, in alluding to handicaps, McKee 
1/Paul McKee, The Teachi ng of Reading in the Elementary School . 
Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston, 1948, p : 1,71. 
states : 
" .... no one denies that they can retard normal development 
of readiness to learn to read. There is good reason, therefore, 
for the teacher to discover handicaps and disturbances among her 
pupils as soon as possible and to do whatever she can to secure 
the removal of those conditions." 
Among the physical factors which may affect reading is the child's 
general health. The symptoms of poor general health are not .always 
easily detected; they may be insidious, evidenced only by the child's 
!_/ 
lowered vitality and short attention span. McKee says: 
"Poor general health, often promoted by malnutrition, lack of 
sufficient sleep, persistent over-stimulation, or chronic infection 
of teeth, tonsils, and other parts of the body, tends to rob the 
child of the energy with which he can attend actively and enthusi-
astically to the tasks included in getting ready to learn to read. 
The teacher should be alert to observe listlessness , continuous 
fatigue, the chronic cold, frequent sore throat, and other symp-
toms of poor general health in any child." 
'?;_/ 
Harrison concurs with McKee in the importance of good general 
health as a factor related to success in reading : 
"Quality and quantity of achievement are always influenced 
by the general health status of the child. A child with low 
general health is likely to be listless, to be readily fatigued, 
and t o have a much shortened attention span." 
Another physical handicap affecting reading achievement is poor 
~I 
vision . Kottmeyer points out that a t eacher who knows the symptoms 
of the common eye difficulties of children may be able to detect them 
in the early stages of their development and in so doing faci litate 
~/Paul McKee, op . cit., p. 171 . 
?;_/Lucille Harrison, Reading Readiness. Houghton Mifflin Company, 
Boston, 1939, p . 20. 
3/William Kottmeyer, Handbook for Remedial Reading. Webster Publishing 
Company, St . Louis, 1947, p. 7. 
their early treatment. 
!/ 
He lists the two commonest visual defects as farsightedness 
(hyperopia, hypermetropia) and nearsightedness (myopia) and explains 
these two conditions on the widely accepted theory of the misshapen 
eyeball. 
" .... people who have such misshapen eyeballs can see very 
clearly and comfortably so long as the objects at which they look 
are roughly twenty feet or more from their eyes. Such people are 
said to be hyperopic or farsighted. It is generally believed that 
most children, from the time of birth until they are about nine 
years old, have such misshapen eyeballs and that they are far-
sighted."?:_/ 
The hyperopic child, in contrast to the nearsighted child, has 
difficulty in reading from his book. Looking at the blackboard places 
~/ 
less strain upon his eyes . Kottmeyer explains the process by which 
a farsighted child must read: 
'When objects are brought close to hyperopic eyes--for 
example, a line of print at about sixteen inches--much accommoda-
tion must be brought into use. When the retina is so close to the 
lens that the ciliary muscle cannot make the lens convex enough 
blurred. images result." 
A farsighted person may be aided in securing satisfactory vision 
il 
by means of lenses. Kottmeyer states : 
" ... :the problem of providing satisfactory vl.Sl.on for far-
sighted people becomes one of discovering just what degree of con-
vexity a glass lens must have in order to bring the rays together 
just far enough so that clear images fall on the retina." 
~/William Kottmeyer, op. cit., p. 14. 
~/Ibid., p . 15. 
~/Ibid., p. 16. 
i/Ibid., p. 16. 
The teacher may detect nearsight edness or myopia more easily than 
~/ 
hyperopia. Kottmeyer describes the symptoms in this manner: 
"The myope complains that he cannot see what is written on 
the blackboard. He often holds printed matter very close to his 
eyes. He wrinkles his brow and frowns as he struggles to see ob-
jects which are not very close to him. Many children who learn 
to read easily and who read extensively become myopes. Myopia is 
often rapidly progressive and unless the condition is arrested with 
lenses, the person so afflicted may become seriously handicapped." 
~/ 
Eames was interested in determining whether nearsighted and far-
sighted children's speed of visual perception of objects and words im-
proved with glasses. He studied one hundred children from age five to 
age seventeen who had been prescribed glasses for these two visual de-
fects . He found t ha t wi t h glas s es their s peed i nc reased in perceiving 
objec t s and wor ds, and t ha t the more s er ious the deficiencies the more 
frequent ly the children's speed improved . 
On the controversial question of t he re lation of eye-hand dominance 
~/ ~/ 
to reading achievement, Harrison and Stevenson and Robinson agree 
that there is little conclusive evidence concerning mixed eye-hand domi-
5/ 
nance as related to poor reading. Harrison says: 
~/William Kottmeyer, op . cit . , p . 19. 
~/Thomas Harrison Eames, "The Effec t of Glas ses for the Correction of 
Hyperme t ropia and Myopia on the Speed of Vis ual Perception of Objects 
and Words," Journal of Educat ional Research (March, 1949), 42 : 539 . 
1/Lucille Harrison, op . cit., pp . 25 -2 6 . 
~/Lillian P. Stevenson and Helen M. Robinson, Eye-Hand Preference, Re-
versals, and Reading Progres s, Clinical Studies in Reading , 1953, 
Number II, Supplementary Educat ional Monographs, Number 77, University 
of Chicago Press, Chicago, Illinois, p . 88 . 
~/Lucille Harrison, op. ci t. , pp . 25-26 . 
5 
"Neither have investigators to date brought forth findings 
concerning mixed eye-hand dominance which may make us greatly 
concerned with this as a factor in reading disability. Never-
theless, eye dominance and mixed eye-hand dominance may influence 
perceptual habits in the initial stage of reading; so we may be 
justified in listing these as possible factors influencing reading 
readiness. In case no preference as to handedness is shown by 
children, a definite handedness should be established and right-
hand dominance should be preferred. In cases of left -hand domi -
nance there should be no change attempted by the teacher f or fea r 
of setting up an emotional blocking which is detrimental to any 
type of learning and is believed occasionally to be a cause of 
stuttering." 
Stevenson and Robinson studied 61 pupils from the kindergarten 
and first grade, some of whom had mixed eye-hand dominance and others 
who were consistent in their eye-hand preference. The largest group of 
children with mixed eye-hand dominanc e were those who were right - handed 
and left-eyed. 
From careful study of these children through testing and teacher 
2/ 
observation, Stevenson and Robinson concluded that the group of 
right-handed and left-eyed children "tended to move Ltheir eyef!._/ from 
right to left before reading instruction .... " In alluding to these 
children who were right-handed and left-eyed, they described them as 
showing "inconsistent right preference." They emphasized, however, 
that because of superior teaching" .... pupils with inconsistent right 
preference make no more reversal errors than do those with consistent 
right preference .... " 
~/Lillian P. Stevenson and Helen~. Robinson, op. cit., p. 88. 
VIbid.' p. 88. 
6 
Harrison stresses that poor vision affects the child's general 
health: "Faulty vision may cause strain and discomfort for the child, 
making him nervous and unnecessarily fatigued. It is also certain to 
make quite impossible the rhythmic and regular eye-movements which are 
necessary for later rapid reading." 
Hearing loss is a physical factor which may seriously impair read-
?_/ 
ing. Harrison states: "Hearing is important as a factor in reading 
readiness because the child first learns to attach meaning to printed 
symbols through the medium of spoken language." 
Since the sounds of many of the letters have a high-tone frequency, 
~I 
children with high-tone loss are seriously h~i~,ndicapped. Henry con-
eludes from her research: ''From this study it would certainly seem that 
for the population under consideration high-tone hearing loss is one of 
the causes of reading deficiency, even that poor reading might be viewed 
as symptomatic of high-tone loss." 
There are several other handicaps which may contribute to reading 
failure. That mild brain injury may cause reading difficulties is sug-
':!_/ 
gested by Harris. 
l/Lucille Harrison, op. cit., p. 22. 
?_/Ibid., p. 26. 
3/Sibyl Henry, "Children's Audiograms in Relation to Reading Attainment, 
III, Discussion, Summary, and Conclusions," Pedagogical Seminary 
(September, 1947), 71:57. 
4/Albert J, Harris, How to Increase Reading Ability. Longmans, Green 
and Company, New York, 1947, p. 221. 
Prolonged illness, states Harris, may be an indirect cause of 
reading failure: 
Harris 
"There is no evidence that surgical operations or the common 
infectious diseases of childhood are related to reading disability. 
Prolonged illness of any kind may influence reading ability if the 
child is out of school for a long period of time and misses impor-
tant work. A history of a series of long absences in the first 
and second grades is found fairly often among children with severe 
reading handicaps." 
Glandular imbalance is a third physical deterrent to reading which 
~/ 
lists. 
~I 
This factor is included by Durrell when he states: 
"Almost arty kind of physical defect may affect the child's 
school work. Medical examinations of children attending the 
Educational Clinic of Boston University have revealed cases of 
chorea, rheumatic fever, malnutrition, low metabolism, as well as 
the more usual physical defects." 
It would seem that there is close relationship between reading and 
4/ 
a physical disability in speech. Eames states: 
"(1) Neurological lesions in the language centers or their 
interconnections may impair both speech and reading. (2) Failure 
or inadequacy of auditory association and discrimination may pre-
dispose to either speech or reading trouble." 
~/Albert J. Harris, op. cit., p. 218. 
~/Ibid., p. 220 . 
~/Donald D. Durrell, Improvement of Basic Reading Abilities. World Book 
Company, Boston, 1940, p. 282 . . 
4/Thomas Harrison Eames, "The Relationship of Reading and Speech 
Difficulties," Journal of Educational Psychology (January, 1950), 41:53. 
8 
9 
Monroe, in referring to the psychological effect that a speech 
difficulty may have upon the child and his attitude toward reading says: 
'~hildren who are sensitive to their speech defects are often 
unwilling to talk and thus to display their difficulties. Some-
times language becomes seriously retarded because of the child's 
withdrawal from situations in which he must speak. Since the 
earliest work in learning to read is largely oral, children with 
speech difficulties may reject reading, too, in their efforts to 
avoid painful embarrassment .... " 
Concerning the teacher's role with respect to speech defects, 
?_/ 
Strickland has this to say: 
"The kindergarten and primary teachers bear the responsi-
bility for locating children who need special help and seeing 
to it that problems are diagnosed and a program of treatment 
planned and instituted. Teachers who have these children in 
later grades are responsible for carrying on the program which 
has been instituted for the children until the needs are met or 
until as much has been accomplished as the nature of the case 
permits." 
The child who is handicapped intellectually because of defective 
or delayed cerebral development fails in reading if required to work 
beyond the level of his mental ability, as do children of normal or 
~/ 
•uperior intelligence. Betts states: 
"For a child of low intelligence, formal reading instruction 
should be postponed until he has obtained a mental age of at 
least six and one half years. Such an individual will progress 
!/Marion Monroe'· Growing Into Reading. Scott Foresman and Company, 
New York, 1951, p. 85. 
2/Ruth G. Strickland, The Language Arts in the Elementary School. 
D. C. Heath and Company, Boston, 1951, p. 161. 
~/Emmett Albert Betts, The Prevention and Correction of Reading 
Difficulties. Row, Peterson and Company, Evanston, Illinois, 1936, 
pp. 105-106. 
more slowly and require more repetition. The greatest mistake 
is usually made by initiating the slow-learning child into typical 
first-grade reading activities before he has the mental maturity. 
Although it appears that many mental factors other than intelli• 
gence contribute to reading aptitude, it is well established that 
mental maturity is one essential element in the situation." 
When it is remembered that mental age is an average of a number of 
mental abilities rather than a single factor, it becomes clear that 
mental age should not be regarded as a predictor of success in reading. 
y 
Concealed within that average, says Durrell, may be a number of 
abilities of high degree which facilitate reading achievement. 
~I 
Sister Mary James Harrington, in studying the relationship of 
auditory discrimination, visual discrimination, phonetic ability, and 
mental age to the reading achievement of second-grade children, arrived 
at a number of conclusions, among which occurs the following: "There 
is a slight, positive relationship between mental age and reading 
achievement .... " 
~I 
Writing of emotional causes of reading difficulty, McKee states 
that within a school one finds children who adjust readily to the class-
room and become happy there. Their attitude toward reading is a posi-
tive one. He says that there are, however, always children who are 
unable to adjust to a classroom situation and who, therefore, may have 
a rebellious attitude toward learning to read. He believes that the 
!/Donald D. Durrell, "Learning Difficulties Among Children of Normal 
Intelligence," The Elementary School Journal (December, 1954), 50;202. 
10 
~/Sister Mary James Harrington, The Relationship of Certain Word Analysis 
Abilities to the Reading Achievement of Second Grade Children, Unpub-
lished Doctor's Dissertation, Boston University, 1953, p. 126. 
l/Paul McKee, op. cit., p. 174. 
:11_ 
teacher must strive to develop the emotional maturity of the second 
group. 
1/ 
Harris describes a number of different types of emotional dis-
turbances found in children. He believes that these disturbances tend 
to create aversion to reading. Some children, he states, may not be 
ready to assume the responsibilities and initiative which should accom-
pany independent work. Others may express their resentment toward 
their mothers by rejecting reading, he asserts. Another group which 
?:./ 
Harris describes may begin happily in reading but meet with diffi-
culty and quickly become discouraged. Still others may be so severely 
disturbed emotionally that they cannot concentrate on school work. 
~/ 
Durrell suggests that there is a danger in explaining reading 
difficulty in terms of emotional factors. This danger, he explains, 
lies in a possible shifting of responsibility for failure from school 
to home. The implication is that such a shift might reduce the likeli-
hood of an aggressive attack on the reading problem by the teacher 
through the use of improved and varied teaching methods. 
That studies have revealed similar emotional problems among high 
'!_/ 
achievers and low achievers is pointed out by Durrell. 
~/Albert J. Harris, op. cit., p. 234. 
~/Ibid., p. 235. 
~/Donald D. Durrell, "Learning Difficulties," op. cit. 
!/ 
In 1933 Ladd conducted a study by which she sought to examine 
the relationship between reading achievement and a number of factors 
which had previously been regarded as possible causes of reading dis-
ability. Among these factors were intelligence, socio-economic status, 
foreign language background, play interest, personal adjustment, and 
social adjustment. In her conclusions she stated: "If there are real 
differences between good and poor readers with respect to these factors, 
they do not appear when many details are averaged together to make a 
score called, for example, 'personality adjustment.'" 
?:_/ 
In stating the implications of her study for education, Ladd 
says: "If a child who has difficulty in learning to read proves to 
have an unfavorable score on a. personality test, the teacher of psy-
chological examiner will not be justified in saying, 'That accounts 
for· it. '" 
The educational factor in the incidence of reading difficulties 
seems to be significant. It includes such causes as lack of auditory 
and visual discrimination, pupil absences from school, and ineffective 
teaching. 
There is much evidence to indicate the significance of auditory 
discrimination and visual discrimination as essential factors in read-
ing success. 
!_/Margaret Rhoads Ladd, The Relation of Social, Economic and Personal 
Characteristics to Reading Ability, Bureau of Publications, Teachers 
College, Columbia University, New York City, 1933, p. 83. 
1 2 
~/ 
Murphy in 1943, Mack in 1953, and Sister Mary James Harring-
~/ 
ton in 1954, found that training in auditory and visual discrimination 
brings about increase in reading achievement. These findings bear out 
'!_/ 
earlier statements of Monroe, who had found that reading-defect cases 
were significantly lower in auditory discrimination than were unselected 
~ 
first-grade children . Monroe had also concluded from her observations 
that lack of visual discrimination might impede progress in reading. 
In studying the effect of absence upon reading achievement in the 
§_I 
first grade, Devlin concluded that, "Absence has no significant 
effect on reading achievement in first grade.'' However, prolonged ill-
ness is generally conceded to affect reading achievement adversely. 
~/Helen Agnes Murphy, An Evaluation of the Effect of Specific Training 
in Auditory and Visual Discrimination on Beginning Reading, Unpublished 
Doctor's Dissertation, Boston University, 1943. 
2/Esther Mack, An Investigation of the Importance of Various Word 
Analysis Abilities in Reading and Spelling Achievement, Unpublished 
Doctor's Dissertation, Boston University, 1953. 
~/Sister Mary James Harrington, op. cit. 
4/Marion Monroe, Children Who Cannot Read. The University of Chicago 
Press, Chicago, Illinois, 1932, p. 94. 
~/Ibid . , p. 106. 
6/M. Gertrude ·Devlin, The Effect of Absence Upon Reading Achievement 
in Grade One, Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University, 1954, 
p. 39. 
Facets of the· problem of poor teaching which Harris numbers 
as contributory to reading difficulties are: (1) failure to develop 
the rich background of experience which is basic to a program of dis-
cussion, writing, and reading; (2) failure to provide a program which 
recognizes individual differences in maturity and level of achievement; 
(3) failure to provide a wide choice of reading matter graded in dif-
ficulty and varied in interest; (4) failure to create a classroom atmos-
phere conducive to cheerful willingness to learn; and (5) failure to 
locate reading difficulties at their inception. 
In the search for causes of reading failure, then, one finds 
mentioned such general factors as poor health, prolonged illness, 
emotional disturbance, and inadequate teaching, as well as more speci-
fie factors such as visual handicaps, auditory handicaps, speech dis-
ability, glandular imbalance, inadequate cerebral development, mild 
brain injury, lack of auditory and visual discrimination, and other 
reading readiness factors. 
While the authorities cited are in general agreement as to the 
importance of good general health to school success, the effect of 
emotional maturity, prolonged illness, and school absence on reading 
success remains in question, as does the relation of mental age and 
mental maturity to reading success. 
?_I 
In contrast to Ha.rris' belief that emotional disturbances 
~/Albert J. Harris, op. cit., pp. 18-19. 
?._/~ .• p. 234. 
J 
15 
affect reading, we find Durrell's argument that children of high 
and low achievement are beset by the same emotional problems supported 
y 
by Ladd's conclusion that personality factors found in good readers 
do not differ appreciably from those found in poor readers. 
~/ 
Whereas Harris stated that prolonged illness, by necessitating 
'±.I 
absence from school, may influence reading achievement, Devlin con-
eluded that pupil absence does not affect reading achievement signifi-
2/ 
cantly in the first grade. And whereas Betts has asserted that 
§_/ 
mental maturity is essential to reading aptitude, Harrington has 
found that the relationship between mental age and reading achievement 
is slight. These questions present interesting problems for further 
research. 
On the question of educational factors which affect reading, there 
I 
is agreement among the writers cited. Tha't auditory and visual dis-
crimination are important to reading achievement and can be developed 
by training is supported by extensive evidence. That inferior teach-
ing makes necessary remedial teaching in many cases seems evident. 
!./Donald D. Durrell, "Learning Difficulties," op. cit. 
~/Margaret Rhoads Ladd, op. cit. 
~/Albert J. Harris, op . cit., p. 221. 
i/M. Gertrude Devlin, op. cit., p. 39. 
i/Emmett A. Betts, op. cit . , pp. 105-106 . 
~/Sister Mary James Harrington, op. cit. 
16 
The important implication to be derived from the research relating 
to the -effect on reading achievement of the specific factors cited is 
~/ ~/ 
crystallized by both McKee and Strickland. They place upon the 
teacher the responsibility for discovering such aberrations and anomalies 
in order that they may be treated as early as possible, thereby reducing 
to a minimum .their effect on the child's reading achievement. 
2. Remedial Teaching 
When the difficulties identified are educational, the solution 
of the problem lies iri the realm of remedial teaching . . The teaching 
methods required are those which have been found by research and ex-
perience to be successful in the treatment of like or similar diffi-
culties. In remedial instruction the child is taught at his learning 
level and at his learning rate, with each learning developed to the 
point of mastery. This often requires intensive drill and frequent 
repetitions. For this reason motivation is an important aspect of 
remedial teaching. 
Readiness . -- Among the children in a typical first-grade class 
there is a wide range of abilities, backgrounds, and maturity. This 
range of differences presents a teaching problem which has been the 
subject of much educational research. Out of this research has come 
an improved approach to the teaching of beginning reading. This approach 
~/Paul McKee, op. cit., p. 171 . 
~/Ruth G. Strickland, op. cit . , p. 161. 
involves the development in each child of certain skills and attitudes 
which have been found to affect success in reading and without which 
success would be doubtful. The program followed for the development of 
these skills and attitudes is commonly known as the reading readiness 
program. The child who has responded adequately to the training, who 
is healthy physically, reasonably well-adjusted emotionally and socially 
to the school situation, and whose curiosity about books has inspired a 
!.! 
'will to read," may be said to be ready to read. 
y 
Lucille Harrison divides the readiness program into three areas 
which she calls Intellectual Development, Physical Development, and 
Personal Development. These three categories mentioned by Harrison 
3/ 
include all of the reading readiness factors mentioned by Harris,-
'!_/ 2_/ 
McKee, and Hildreth. 
In the area of intellectual development appear such factors as 
1_'7 
interest in reading, visual and auditory discrimination, listening 
vocabulary, comprehension of oral English, and left-to-right orientation. 
Physical development involves the child's general health and his 
status and growth with respect to the various physical factors which 
1/Dora V. Smith, New England Reading Association Bulletin, Report of 
the Sixth Annual Conference, Manchester, Vermont, September 26-28, 
1954, p. 74. 
?jLucille Harrison, op. cit., p. 5. 
~/Albert J. Harris, op. cit., p. 24. 
i/Paul McKee, op. cit., p. 145. 
5/Gertrude Hildreth, Readiness for School Beginners. World Book 
Company, Boston, 1950, pp. 13-16. 
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affect his reading. 
Personal development stems from the child's experiential back-
ground and his emotional and social adjustment. 
On the development of these factors rests the success of the child 
in beginning reading and' the prevention of future reading difficulties. 
While the absence of one or two of these factors may not impede the 
child's learning, a combination of a number of them will presumably 
facilitate learning. 
!! 
Hildreth asserts that readiness must be considered not only in 
relation to subject matter, but also in its broader scope as it applies 
to the education of the whole child, to his social, intellectual, phys-
ical, and emotional development. This application gives rise to the 
important principle of adjustment of instruction to individual differ-
ences, that is, guiding each child according to h i s needs and abilities. 
?_I 
McCullough, Strang, and Traxler present a further development 
of this consideration of individual differences in reading readiness: 
"Reading readiness, originally a concept applying to 
the kindergarten and the first grade, is now recognized as 
a broad term applicable to the readiness of any person at any 
stage of development for reading and understanding the materials 
with which he is faced . It means that the kindergarten teacher 
must offer preparation for the types of experiences awaiting the 
child in the first grade, that the first-grade teacher will teach 
reading to only those who are ready, and will plan suitable ex-
periences for the unready child until he too can engage in 
beginning-~eading activities ... 
~/Gertrude Hildreth, op . cit., p. 17. 
2/Constance M. MCCullough, Ruth M. Strang, and Arthur E. Traxler, 
Problems in the Improvement of Reading. McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 
New York, 1946, p. 101. 
By studying the vocabularies which appear in first-grade reading 
!/ 
material, Genua constructed a measure of the background experiences 
of 1020 first-grade children. She divided the vocabularies into ten 
categories. The refined list of categories follows : 
"I. Insects, Birds, Animals, and Their Parts 
II. People 
III. Food and Clothing 
IV. Farm 
V. Dramatic Play and Play 
VI . Places 
VII. Number Understandings 
VIII. Science 
IX. Transportation 
X. Miscellaneous (Nouns, Verbs, Adjectives)" 
'?;_/ 
Among her conclusions were the following: 
"a. People and Food and Clothing were the two categories in 
which there was most knowledge. 
b. Dramatic Play and Science areas had least knowledge. 
c. No area was so well known that experience in it could be 
deleted from the curriculum." 
'!/ 
Boynton, in her study of the different backgrounds brought by 
children to the first grade, attempted to learn to what extent these 
differences in background affect their success in beginning reading. 
The areas studied included motor skills, a knowledge of letters from 
1/Florence Priscilla Genua, The Construction and Validation of an 
Instrument to Measure the Background Experiences of First Grade Chil-
dren, Unpublished Doctpr's Dissertation, Boston University, 1954, p. 45. 
'?;_/Ibid., p. 111. 
3/Katherine F. Boynton, et al., Differences in Reading Background 
Brought to First Grade, Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University, 
1954, p . 90. 
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dictation, identification of letters in groups from dictation, identi-
fication of letters in groups from flash cards, sounds of initial and 
final consonants, visual memory, and identification of upper and lower 
case letters and sounds. 
From the results of tests given the children in September, November, 
and March, from observations made by the teachers, and ' from information 
supplied by the parents concerning active and quiet play, toys, stories, 
music, writing activities, and ability to entertain themselves, she 
arrived .at the following conclusions: 
"It appears that knowl~dge in all of the areas tested in 
September affect reading achievement . Children paired exactly 
for mental age but achieving differently in reading - ~n November, 
one high and one low, showed differences on all the ·factors 
measured in September in favor of the high reading group. These 
differences were all significant except the motor." 
y 
Boynton further concluded that: 
" .... the comparison in achievement of upper and lower 
quartiles according to mental age showed significant differences 
on all of the tests given in September as well as the reading 
test in November in favor of the high mental age group." 
From this it becomes apparent that reading readiness, a composite 
of many concepts and abilities, can be developed through training. Such 
training would embrace enrichment of experience, development of auditory 
and visual discrimination, visual memory, motor skills, and a knowledge 
of letters and sounds . 
~I 
Murphy, in 1943, in evaluating the effect of specific training 
t/Katherine F. Boynton, op. cit., p. 90a. 
~/Helen Agnes Murphy, op. cit., p. 75. 
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in auditory and visual discrimination on beginning reading, employed 
exercises devised for the puYpose ~developing those skills. Use of 
the exercises preduced mark~d increase in reading achievement and, 
interestingly, shed light on a question which has long perplexed teachers 
and others engaged in educational research, namely, the question of sex 
differences in reading achievement. Whereas estimates of the incidence 
of reading disabilities among boys and girls have rang~d from a four-to-
one ratio to a nine-to-one ratio, Murphy found that specific training 
in auditory and visual discrimination caused the sex differences in 
reading achievement virtually to disappear. 
!/ 
Crossley, in 1948, evaluated the effect of lantern slides on the 
development of auditory and visual discrimination of word elements. 
When tried out on a normal first-grade population, her method proved 
successful. Results revealed that both learning rate and reading are 
affected positively by the use of lantern slides in the training to 
develop auditory and visual discrimination. She points out also that 
the child gains thereby a definite tool to assist him in retaining 
words presented by the "Look and Say" method. 
A method of training for auditory discrimination was devised and 
~/ 
evaluate~ in 1952 by Bresnahan, who measured the effectiveness of 
1/Beatrice Alice Crossley, An Evaluation of the Effect of Lantern Slides 
;n Auditory and Visual Discrimination of Word Elements, Unpublished 
Doctor's Dissertation, Boston University, 1948, p~. 132-133. 
~M. Marie Bresnahan, An Evaluation of Recordings for Teaching Auditory 
Discrimination of Word Elements for Beginning Reading, Unpublished 
Doctor's Dissertation, Boston University, 1952, p. 101. 
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recordings against then current, approved teaching techniques and found 
that the recordings were as effective in ten minutes a day as current, 
approved teaching techniques in twenty minutes a day. 
By means of these and similarly ingenious and creative devices, 
today's children may be prepared for reading. Their interest in read-
ing is sustained, their opportunity for experiencing success is assured, 
and unnecessary reading failure is averted. 
Word recognition and spelling.-- The child who, for one reason or 
another, has failed to acquire skill in auditory discrimination, visual 
discrimination, or a rich and varied background of experiences upon 
which to build a vocabulary, or who lacks auditory memory or visual 
memory for word forms and letter forms, must, regardless of his age or 
grade level, be trained in the readiness skills before he can respond 
efficiently to instruction in chart reading, word recognition, or read-
ing in a book. 
The problem of developing word recognition in either the average 
reader or the remedial case is essentially one of systematic instruc-
tion at the child's instructional level. However, the methods used in 
teaching the average reader may not be adequate for the remedial case. 
y 
Monroe has mentioned the use of motor responses and the establishment 
of "secondary links in the learning process" as being necessary for 
many remedial cases. These methods, according to Monroe, may be un-
necessary for the average reader and might even lessen his enjoyment 
1/Marion Monroe, Children Who Cannot Read. The University of Chicago 
Press, Chicago, Illinois, 1932, p. 113. 
in learning. Because the various methods of teaching word recognition 
are not equally successful with all children, it is wise to provide 
children with numerous methods of attacking unknown words. 
!/ 
Gray has cited five techniques for identifying an unknown word. 
These include the use of one's sight vocabulary, ~~~text clues, configu-
ration clues, phonetic and struc~ural analysis, and use of the dictionary. 
Always the objectives in reading instruction must include reading power 
and independence. Through the sight vocabulary comes reading power; 
through mastery of word analysis skills comes independence. 
Present-day authorities on reading agree that a basic sight vocab-
ulary is desirable before formal wore-analysis techniques are attempted. 
This basic sight vocabulary equips the child with a reading power which 
is essential in sustaining his original interest in reading. It further 
enables the child to read in thought units and thereby to derive mean-
ing from the material read. 
In connection with the basic sight vocabulary, McKee says: 
"In the first stage of instruction in beginning reading, the 
teacher will use the sight method exclusively in helping the 
pupil to identify each word. In his first contact with a given 
word, the child will look at the form of the word as the teacher 
tells him the pronunciation for which that form stands. The 
pupil's hearing of the familiar pronunciation will force him to 
recall the familiar meaning. Then, by looking at the form, 
supposedly as a unit, and at the same time thinking or speaking 
1/William S. Gray, On Their Own in Reading, Scott Foresman and Company, 
New York, 1948. 
~/Paul McKee, op. cit, . ..,.....-pp. 199-ZQ.!h_ 
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the pronunciation and thinking the meaning, the child will associ-
ate the pronunciation and the meaning with the form. Subsequently, 
by repeating this association of form, pronunciation, and meaning 
again and again and again in interesting reading matter, the pupil 
will identify the word so thoroughly that he will be able to recog-
nize it readily in various settings . 
But the sight method will be used exclusively for only a 
short time. Very soon the teacher will begin to teach phonetic 
elements and structural elements which are contained in familiar 
words already learned by sight and which are needed for identify-
ing independently strange words to be met in subsequent reading. 
In fact, any one of certain phonetic elements which need to be 
taught, such as a single consonant (t), a speech consonant (ch), 
or a consonant blend (gr), in the initial position in a word, 
will be taught as soon as the list of words already learned by 
sight includes two or three words which begin with that phonetic 
element and which, therefore, ·can be used for introducing the 
element. Likewise, any one of certain structural elements which 
need to be taught--a suffix such as ed, es, ing, added to a base 
word to make a variant--will be taught as soon as the list of 
words already learned by sight inc ludes two or three words which 
contain that element and which, therefore, can be used for intro-
ducing the element. These phonetic elements and structural ele-
ments can then be used by the child, not only as aids for remem-
bering the forms of words already taught by the sight method or 
as clues in identifying ot her words to be taught partially by 
that method, but also in conjunction with the context as aids in 
identifying strange printed words independently." 
The success of this plan would obviously depend in large part upon 
. the sound readiness background described earlier. Such a procedure 
would provide a smooth transition from the seeing and hearing training 
of the readines s program to the word analysis development in the first 
and second grades . · Concurrent ly wi t h t his, the child would, of course, 
be progressing from chart reading t o preprimer and primer-level reading, 
using his combination of skills as they developed. In addition to the 
sight vocabulary and t he word analysis t echniques, he would be taught 
to make use of configuration c lues and context clues, the latter being 
particularly helpful when applied in conjunc t ion with word analysis 
attempt s. 
25 
1/ 
Gray makes this interesting point in connection with context 
clues: 
"One of the first prerequisites for the effective use of con-
text clues is interest in the meaning of what is read. If the 
total context in which a new word appears lacks interest for the 
child, there is little incentive for him to search for the mean-
ing of the new word." 
The analysis of words is divided by Gray into two main types--
phonetic analysis and structural analysis. These two types of word 
y 
analysis are interrelated and must, says Gray, 
" .... often be combined in attacking a word. In these cases, 
structural analysis logically precedes phonetic analysis in the 
word-attack process. 
To see how this is true, let us assume that the child has 
derived from the context a meaning clue for an unfamiliar printed 
word. He must next scrutinize the word symbol for clues to its 
spoken counterpart. Before he can 'sound out the word' (analyze 
it phonetically), he must make a visual survey of the whole word. 
As he studies the word form, he looks for meaningful units in it; 
these units may be the root word, a prefix, or a suffix. And he 
looks for pronunciation units--that is, the syllables of which 
the word is made up. If through visual scrutiny he identifies 
a root word as a meaningful unit, or if he identifies syllables 
as pronunciation units, he has analyzed the structural pattern 
of the word and is equipped to proceed with 'sounding it out. '" 
~I 
Gray continues: 
"To get the sound of many types of words from their printed 
forms, the child must be able to associate appropriate sounds 
with consonant and vowel symbols and to blend these sounds into 
pronounceable units or syllables . ... " 
This he calls "phonetic analysis." 
~/WilliamS. Gray, op. cit., p. 56. 
~/Ibid., p. 56. 
~/Ibid., pp. 76-76, 91. 
If the child fails to identify the unknown word after applying his 
knowledge of these techniques, his last resort is the dictionary. Be-
cause of the complexity of the operation, the dictionary is little used 
by primary children for this purpose although the foundation skills for 
its use are laid in. the primary grades . 
y 
In relation to independent word recognition, Beery has 
written: "Since the aims of the program should be versatility and 
flexibility of attack on words rather than mastery of a fixed body of 
facts and principles, overdependence upon any one technique should be 
avoided . " 
Witty, in discussing the value of training in phonics, says: 
"Experimentation has led to contradictory clai1118 and to some 
confusion concerning the value of phonic training in helping chil-
dren to recognize new words. Nor is there agreement concerning 
the number of specific phonic units to be taught and the time 
when these units are to be introduced. The practice frequently 
followed in modern schools is to postpone formal phonic instruc-
tion until children have acquired a basic stock of fifty to one 
hundred sight words. Moreover, it is recognized that some chil-
dren have little need for formal instruction in phonics. But 
since such training appears to be helpful to certain children, 
the teacher should be prepared to offer appropriate aid whenever 
it is required. She will give all children encouragement and 
guidance in word recognition and word study in order to bring 
about steady growth in vocabulary." 
1/Althea Beery, Committee on Reading in the Elementary School, National 
Society for the Study of Education, Reading in the Elementary School, 
Forty-eighth Yearbook, 1949, Part II, Chicago, Illinois, pp. 181-186. 
2/Paul Witty, .Reading in Modern Education. D. C. Heath and Company, 
Boston, 1949, p. 144. 
Recent research indicates that a positive correlation exists be-
tween word analysis ability and success in reading and spelling. 
!_I 
Sister Mary James Harrington describes her study thus: 
"The writer set out in this study to discover the relation-
ship of certain word analysis abilities to reading achievement 
of second grade children. . Included in the WQrd analysis -abilities 
were auditory discrimination, visual discrimination, and P.honetic 
ability. In order that mental age might be studied as a separate 
influence, it was added as a fourth variable, to be compared with 
reading achievement." 
She discovered within her population a slight positive relation-
ship between mental age and reading achievement., a positive relation-
ship between auditory discrimination and reading achievement, a high 
positive relationship between skill in visual discrimination and read-
ing achievement, and a high positive relationship between knowledge of 
phonetics and reading achievement. 
Word analysis instruction may be carried out in connectiorl with 
the teaching of spelling. There is evidence to support the belief 
that a knowledge of word analysis techniques affects success in spelling. 
?./ 
Russell, investigating the effect of word analysis on spelling 
ability, reached the following conclusions: 
power 
tion. 
words 
"Good instructiQn includes techniques to improve spelling 
through improving the child's auditory and visual percep-
This study supports the beliefs that poor sound images of 
are perhaps the greatest handicaps in spelling; ability to 
~/Sister Mary James Harrington, op. cit., p. 123. 
~Karlene Verna Russell, The Effect of Word Analysis on Spelling Ability, 
Unpublished Doctor's Dissertation, Boston University, 1954, pp. 108-109. 
produce sound images in writing must be taught; syllabication 
helps to improve visual memory of words; and teacher-directed 
instruction is most valuable. If schools are to stress the 
development of spelling power, they must devote specific time 
to word analysis related to writing words. This must not ex-
clude specific teaching of non-phonetic words which will always 
be needed." 
!_/ 
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Artley supplements these conclusions with three general observa-
tions, the first two based on the premise that spelling can be improved 
by adjusting the vocabulary to the individual needs of the pupil. He 
states: 
"1. Each child develops at his own individual rate, and 
spelling instruction must be differentiated in terms 
of this rate of development. 
2. A spelling vocabulary grows out of the need for ex-
pression rather than from a prepared spelling list. 
3. Spelling, like any other subject in the curriculum, 
has to be taught." 
Since certain basic skills appear to be common to word recognition 
and spelling success, it would seem wise to teach them in conjunction. 
?:./ 
The five-word recognition techniques cited by Gray and supported by 
~I 
Beery provide the child with a variety of methods of word attack. 
~I 
These methods include phonetic and structural analysis which Russell 
found to be important also to spelling achievement. 
1/A. Sterl Artley, "Principles Applying to the Improvement of Spelling 
Ability," Elementary School Journal (November, 1948), 49:137-148. 
~/William~· Gray, op. cit., p. 56. 
~/Althea Beery, op. cit., pp. 181-186. 
~/Karlene Verna Russell, op. cit., pp. 108-109. 
Study sk~lls.-- The purpose of a well-organized program for the 
development of study skills is to provide the child with techniques 
for efficient comprehension and recall. These skills are used mainly 
in the upper grades and are continuous through high school and college. 
They include the organizational skills and the locational skills. 
Although few of these skills are used in the primary grades, the 
foundation is laid there for their development. In kindergarten and 
the first grade, the child takes the first steps in building study 
skills. When the child retells a story, he is beginning to organize 
material in sequence and practice recall. 
When the child in the primary grades classifies a list of objects 
under two or three appropriate headings, he is building organizational 
skill. When the child can state the main idea from a selection of 
factual material presented by the teacher, he is taking an initial 
step toward outlining skill. When the child learns to use the table 
of contents and the index, he is taking an early step in locating in-
formation. 
McKee suggests the following general outline of instruction 
for use in developing organizational skill at the third-grade level: 
"1 . Develop an understanding of what is meant by the topic of 
a paragraph. 
2. Develop an understanding of how to find the topic of a 
paragraph. 
~/Paul McKee, op. cit., p. 489. 
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3. Develop skill in finding the topic of a paragraph. 
4. Develop the understanding that a paragraph may be poor in the 
sense that it does not keep to the topic. 
5. Develop skill in finding the sentence or sentences in a para-
graph that do not keep to the topic." 
!.1 
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Dawson emphasizes the importance of giving consideration in the 
primary program to instruction in the organization of thought. She be-
lieves that pupils should learn to stick to the point in discussion 
and to think sequentially and express their ideas in good order when 
giving explanations or retelling stories. 
Dawson further states that as the child progresses through the 
primary grades, his skills program should become increasingly definite. 
During this training period the more mature third-grade children may 
try to limit themselves to brief talks, making an effort to utilize 
' 
good sentences, narrow the topic, and present their ideas in orderly 
sequence. 
Sullivan evaluated the effect of formalized lessons on reading 
readiness skills. Among the reading readiness skills included in her 
experiment was classification, which is a study skill basic to out-
lining. The results of the check test at the end of the experiment 
showed gain by the experimental group. 
!/Mildred A. Dawson, Teaching Language in the Grades. World Book 
Company, Boston, 1951, p. 159. 
2/Frances R. Sullivan, The Evaluation of Formalized Teaching .of Reading 
Readiness Skills in the Kindergarten, Unpublished Master's Service 
Paper, Boston University, 1944,. p. 44. 
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In an evaluation of the effectiveness of exercises for teaching 
y 
classification skill in Grad~ I, Daly found that the exercises were 
highly in favor of the experimental group. 
Locational skills include those activities which involve finding 
information in textbooks, encyclopedias, dictionaries, and supplementary 
materials. 
In order to locate information quickly and accurately, the child 
must be taught the purposes and uses of printed parts of the book which 
give references to pages and to information contained therein. The 
printed parts taught should be introduced at a time when pupils can 
make use of the material in connection with their school work. 
?:_I 
McKee suggests the following tentative outline for use in the 
third grade: 
"1. Teach the use of the title of an ordinary book as an aid in 
deciding whether that book probably contains information on 
a given topic or question. 
2. Teach the use of the table of contents of an ordinary book as 
an aid in decidins ~hether that book probably contains informa-
tion on a given topic or question, and as an aid in locating 
within the book whatever appropriate information is given. 
3. Teach the use of the index of an ordinary book. Probably the 
instruction given at this level should be limited to those 
items required in using only the main-topic type of index." 
1/Lilia Catherine Daly, An Evaluation of the Effectiveness of Exercises 
For Teaching Classification Skills in Grade I, Unpublished Master's 
Service Paper, Boston University, 1950, p. 29. 
?:_/Paul MCKee, op. cit., p. 430. 
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~/ 
Durrell emphasizes the importance of motivation and carefully 
graded lesson plans adjusted to pupil needs. His suggestions for moti-
vation include employing variety in assignments, showing the child the 
relation of the assignment to his need~ and the use of progress charts. 
The assignments, he says, may be graded in difficulty according to the 
level of difficulty of the material used, the length of the units, and 
the complexity of the assignment. 
It is clear from the readings and research cited that the writers 
are in general agreement as to the introduction of study skills instruc-
tion in the primary grades. McKee and Dawson definitely place early 
~/ 
study skills instruction in the primary grades, while Sullivan and 
~/ 
Daly found study skills instruction effective in Grade I. The im-
portance of instruction in these reading skills becomes obvious when 
we recognize that they are the tools for effective comprehension and 
recall, both of which are essential to school success. For this reason 
they are given emphasis in the remedial reading program. 
Comprehension and recall.-- By utilizing the study skills, the 
child arrives at his goal, comprehension and recall. In discussing 
~/ 
comprehension, Russell points out that, 
~/Donald D. Durrell, Improvement of Basic Reading Abilities, World 
Book Company, Boston, 1940, p. 232. 
~/Frances R. Sullivan, op. cit., p. 44. 
~Lilia Catherine Daly, op. cit., p. 29. 
4/David H. Russell, Children Learn to Read, Ginn and Company, Boston, 
l949, p . 81. 
i1 , ••• comprehension operates on differen~ levels. The 
simplest level is very close to perception. It is an identifica-
ticm af the symbol or idea. in its primary, literal sense. Some-
what deeper comprehension involves memory: the idea is compared 
and associated with similar ideas. Out af some relating and 
classifying activities the child goes on to generalize. He de-
velops a concept, or generalized understanding, af a word or 
statement. At first, the concepts are rather meager; with ex-
perience they take on added meaning." 
Since comprehension is of primary importance to the student, 
33 
failure to comprehend what is read presents a seriaus handicap. Remedial 
work in the area of comprehension becomes necessary for a student with 
!_/ 
this handicap. Durrell mentions two approaches to the problem of 
impr.ovement of comprehension. 
'The first is the related-activity approach which recognizes 
that meaning rests upon experience and that the ultimate use of 
reading is in enriching the activities of living. The second 
approach .... is the reading-skills approach which gives the child 
systematic practice in the basic skills needed for effective read-
ing. A balanced program in reading comprehension will utilize 
both approaches and will adapt them to individual and group 
needs." 
~/ 
Gates presents suggestions for the improvement of reading com-
prehension which apply to the classroom and to pupils who are having 
reading difficulties: 
"1. Choose the most interesting and challenging material possible. 
2. The ·pupil should be introduced from the beginning to a variety 
of types of reading. 
1/Donald D. Durrell, Committee on Reading in the Elementary School, 
National Society for the Study of Education, Reading in the Elementary 
School, Forty-eighth Yearbook, 1949, Part II, Chicago, Illinos, p. 194. 
~/Arthur I. Gates, The Improvement of Reading. The Macm-illan Company, 
New York, 1947, pp . 389-393 . 
3. Find material suited to the child's special interests. 
4. Provide full opportunity for pupils to discuss, report, and 
otherwise use what they have learned. 
5. Provide abundant opportunity to carry what is read into other 
types of action. 
6. Provide an abundance of the most attractive supplementary 
materials and arrange a schedule to make free reading possible. 
7. Organize various reading and related activities in topical 
units that continue for some time." 
For the primary child, instruction to develop comprehension is 
necessary if he has not formed the habit of attaching meaning to words, 
spoken language, or printed material. Reading for a purpose which is 
me~ningful to the child is important in meeting the problem. Among the 
many purposes for which a child at this level may be motivated to read 
are: reading to find the answer to a question, reading to evaluate, 
y 
or reading to recall. 
As the child advances in school, recall becomes of increasingly 
greater importance. In the third grade he has greater responsibility 
to recall than he had in the first grade. 
?:_I 
McKee lists the following items as essentials of an effective 
program in the third grade for instruction in retaining ideas: 
"1. Develop an awareness of situations in which one needs to re-
member ideas instead of depending upon written aids from which 
to talk or work. 
lfPaul McKee, op. cit., p. 272. 
?:_/Ibid., p. 532. 
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2. Develop the understanding that no one can remember all the 
ideas contained in a given prose selection, and that care must 
be used in selecting those ideas which should be retained for 
a given purpose. 
3. Develop skill in deciding which ideas should be retained for 
a given purpose." 
These specific suggestions of McKee for developing comprehension 
and recall are in harmony with the !./ general descriptions by Russell, 
y ~I 
Durrell, and Gates of their concepts of a prc;>gram to develop com-
prehension and recall. 
Silent reading.-- It is most important for teachers in the primary 
grades to stress the skills requisite to silent reading. As the child 
progresses beyond the primary and elementary grades into high school 
and college, there is more and more emphasis upon independent silent 
r~ading . By developing mastery in silent reading, the child is enabled 
. to read and comprehend material which personally interests him . This 
growth in reading skill leads on to new interests and widened horizons. 
In a discussion _of recent modification of techniques in silent 
reading instruction, Harris mentions two types of silent reading, work-
type read i ng and pleasure-type reading, which appear in the modern 
':_I 
program. He says: 
1/David H. Russell, op. cit., p. 81. 
2/Donald D. Durrell, Committee on Reading in the Elementary School, 
op . cit . , p. 194. 
~/Arthur I. Gates, op. cit., pp . 389-393. 
':_/Albert J. Harris, op. cit . , p . 88. 
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'~hanges have also taken place in the teaching of silent 
reading. One of them is the tendency to think in terms of specific 
kinds of reading and to plan lessons designed to improve a particu-
lar reading skill. One lesson is designed to give practice ·in 
finding the central idea of a selection, another to improve ability 
at locating answers to specific questions, a third to devetop 
ability to remember the sequence o~ events, etc. Each lesson 
should have a definite aim. Reading for appreciation and pleasure 
is clearly distinguished from work-type reading or study. Minute 
dissection of plot and characters is avoided in pleasure-type read-
ing because of its tendency to spoil enjoyment, while habits of 
careful and accurate reading are built up with carefully planned 
exercises in the reading of informational material." 
There has been a question among educators as to whether more empha-
sis should be placed upon the silent reading program than on the oral 
~I 
reading program in the primary grades . According to Durrell, those 
in favor of initial silent reading instruction have believed that this 
method tends to encourage comprehension since it precludes the necessity 
for concern with the skills special to oral reading. 
Present-day opinion on this question indicates that a balanced 
program which includes both oral and silent reading is desirable in 
~/ 
the early grades. Harris recommends that silent reading have a 
place in the beginning reading program and that it be given as much 
attention as oral reading in order to avoid ·~ord-calling.'' 
~I 
MCCullough, Strang, and Traxler support Harris in this opinion, 
agreeing that early silent reading will facilitate development of 
l/Donald D. Durrell, Improvement of Basic Reading Abilities. World 
Book Company, Boston, 1940, p. 147. 
~/Albert J. Harris, op. cit., p. 88. 
~/Constance M. McCullough, Ruth M. Strang, and Arthur E. Traxler, ~· 
cit., p. 107. 
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speeded silent reading and thereby eliminate those lip movements which 
might result from a program devoted exclusively to oral reading. 
Oral reading.-- Fluent oral reading in the primary grades is the 
product of skillful teaching of word recognition and certain other spe-
' . 
cific skills which pertain particularly to oral reading. It should be 
a purposeful activity insofar as possible, motivated by the pupils' needs 
and interests. Properly managed, the reading program will develop both 
good readers and good listeners by providing many opportunities for 
reading interesting, vital material, the value of which is recognized 
by the children. The objectives in oral reading instruction should go 
beyond mere fluency of reading to include the social and personal values 
to be realized through the sharing of recreatory reading, literature, 
and factual material read for purposes of discussion and debate. 
In discussing the specific skills connected with oral reading, 
!! ~/ 
Durrell and McKee mention among others: (1) use of a pleasing, 
flexible voice; . (2) use of correct pronunciation and enunciation; 
and (3) use of correct phrasing and expression. 
Activities in the school program which utilize oral reading are 
many and varied. Oral reading of dramatic and poetic material may be 
engaged in for the purpose of enjoyment, while oral reading of pupil 
reports usually is intended to inform. Oral reading may be a sharing 
~/Donald D. Durrell, Improvement of Basic Reading .Abilities. World Book 
Company, Boston, 1940, p. 106. 
~/Paul McKee, op. cit., p. 134. 
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experience in both the reading of literature and reading for such pur-
poses as to answer a question, to affirm an o~inion, or to settle a 
point on which there is disagreement. 
Among the many worth-while oral reading activities suggested by 
!I 
McKee are: (1) reading aloud to entertain others with a poem, an 
anecdote, or a story; (2) reading aloud to furnish information; and 
(3) reading aloud in concert, as in choral reading and responsive read-
ing. 
That oral reading has value in the beginning reading program is 
generally agreed upon, although in the past there have been occasional 
arguments in favor of a beginning program devoted exclusively to silent 
?) 
reading. Harris believes that oral reading instruction should pre-
cede silent reading instruction since the child comes to school with 
~/ 
an oral vocabulary . McCullough, Strang, and Traxler recognize the 
importance of the auditory factor in oral reading, suggesting that it 
may reinforce the association of symbol and word. 
~/ ?._/ 
Durrell and McKee cite a further value of oral reading in 
~/Paul McKee, op. cit. 
~/Albert J. Harris, op. cit., p. 78. 
3/Constance M. McCullough, Ruth M. Strang, and Arthur E. Traxler, 
;p . . cit., p. 106. 
~Donald D. Durrell, Improvement of Basic Reading Abilities, p. 115. 
?_/Paul McKee, op. cit., p. 607. 
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the class~om, that of providing the teacher with a simple check on 
faulty reading habits, understanding of punctuation, and understanding 
of relationships between parts of sentences and paragraphs. 
Thus the necessity becomes apparent for both silent and oral read-
!_/ '?;_/ 
ing in the school curriculum. Both, according to Harris and McKee, 
divide into two important areas--recreatory and informative. Both pre-
sent interesting developmental potentialities. · Both are essential in 
the primary grades, as all authorities cited agree. 
In summary, the principal problem in remedial teaching is seen to 
be that of discovering through testing and observation the status of 
the child with respect to his ability, achievement, readiness, and 
particular reading difficulties, then adjusting the instruction to his 
individual needs. The remedial instruction will in many cases be simi-
lar to superior original instruction. However, the procedure followed 
in the remedial situation must depart from that followed in the regular 
classroom situation when the child fails to respond to such instruction. 
Then it becomes necessary to employ such special methods as motor re-
sponse techniques and placement of secondary links in the learning 
y 
process, as Monroe has stated. 
~/Albert J. Harris, op. cit., p. 88. 
?;_/Paul McKee, op. cit., p. 134. 
~/Marion Monroe, Children Who Cannot Read, p. 113. 
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Factors mentioned which contribute to readiness include a wide 
!./ " y background of experience as found by Genua and Boynton in 1954, 
~/ 
visual memory and knowledge o.f the alphabet as concluded by Boynton, 
~I 
and auditory and visual discrimination as concluded by Murphy in 
?._/ ~/ 
1943, Crossley in 1948, and Bresnahan in 1952. These factors 
should be developed by remedial teaching when the child with reading 
disability is deficient in them. 
That children should have at their command numerous methods of 
II ~I 
word recognition is implied by both Gray and Beery, and that 
special methods of teaching vocabulary may be necessary in the remedial 
't_/ 
situation is indicated by Monroe. 
10/ 
The research of Sister Mary James Harrington in 1954 con-
tributed evidence to support the theory that a positive relation exists 
between word analysis abilities and reading achievement. These abilities 
l/Florence Priscilla Genua, op. cit., p. 45. 
~/Katherine F. Boynton, et al., op. cit., pp. 90-90a. 
i/Helen Agnes Murphy, op. cit., p. 75. 
?_/Beatrice Alice Crossley, op. cit., pp. 132-133. 
~/M. Marie Bresnahan, op. cit., p. 101. 
I/William S. Gray, op. cit., p. 56. 
~/Althea Beery, op. cit., pp. 181-186. 
~/Marion Monroe, Children Who Cannot Read, p. 113. 
10/Sister Mary James Harrington, op. cit., p. 123. 
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included auditory discrimination, visual discrimination, and phonetic 
ability. 
In the area of spelling, which is closely allied to reading, 
y 
Russell has presented significant evidence which indicates that 
word analysis ability and, specifically, auditory and visual percep-
tion and phonetic ability bear a positive relation to spelling achieve-
ment. 
Both studies have important implications for remedial instruction. 
The place of study skills instruction in the primary grades is 
~I ~I 
affirmed by Dawson and McKee. Their assertions are supported in 
'!:._/ ~I 
part by studies of Sullivan and Daly, who found exercises in 
classification successful at first-grade level. 
For effective comprehension and recall in the primary grades, 
selection of appropriate reading materials, carefully graded exercises, 
and interesting motivation and purpose are important. On this there 
?_I 
is general agreement. For the improvement of these skills, Durrell 
has suggested the related-activity and the reading-skills approaches, 
~/ ~/ 
while Gates has emphasized the importance of transfer, and McKee 
~/Karlene Verna Russell, op. cit., pp. 108-109. 
~/Mildred A. Dawson , op. cit., p. 159. 
~/Paul McKee, op. cit., p. 489. 
~/Frances R. Sullivan, op. cit., p . 44. 
~/Lilia Catherine Daly, op. cit., p. 29. 
6/Donald D. Durrell, Committee on Reading in the Elementary School, 
;p. cit., p. 194. 
L/Arthur I. Gates, op. cit . , pp. 389-393. 
~/Paul McKee, op. cit., p. 532. 
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has stressed the value of selectivity in recall. 
That oral and silent reading are of importance in the primary 
grades is the general consensus. Although opinions differ as to the 
relative emphasis which should be placed upon the~ in the beginning 
reading program, recognition is evident of the need for instruction in 
both. 
In general, as the child progresses through school, increased 
emphasis is placed on silent reading. In the remedial situation, 
however , oral reading provides a basis for analysis by the teacher 
~I 
of several types of difficulty, as Durrell has noted. 
3. Prevention of Reading Disabilities 
Since the positive approach to the teaching of reading lies, in 
part, in the prevention of reading difficulties, we may consider cer-
tain preventive factors which are known to relate to this problem. 
It is important that the child be in good physical health and 
that he be well-adjusted emotionally and socially to the school situa-
tion if he is to succeed in reading. A good classroom climate promotes 
such adjustment. He must be ready to read at each phase of the reading 
program. Frequent testing by the teacher enables her to determine his 
,. 
readiness. He should be so motivated that his interest and enthusiasm 
will give impetus to his learning. 
The teaching of skills and information in terms of individual 
needs arid abilities is a significant part of the program of prevention. 
~/Donald D. Durrell, Improvement of Basic Reading Abilities, p. 115. 
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It recognizes that differences in learning rate and in educational 
backgrounds call for individualized instruction. It implies that the 
child will be taught always at a level at which he can succeed and that 
he will be taken to the mastery level in instruction before proceeding 
to the next learning task. To this end the grouping of children of 
similar needs and abilities is often necessary in order that the 
teacher may serve well all the children in her class. 
!/ 
Durrell emphasizes the need of teaching to individual differ-
ences and asserts: 
"It is unlikely that research will ever discover a single 
method which will be the most efficient one for all the pupils 
and all teachers. Differences among pupils in intelligence, in 
physical and mental background, and in immediate and future needs; 
variations in abilities and interests of teachers; and differ-
ences in instructional needs for various communities and at 
various times make highly unlikely the discovery of a single 
most effective method or course of study." 
In prevention of reading difficulties, the quality of the instruc-
tion and the teacher's insight and perception of children's needs are 
crucial. 
Witty emphasizes the importance of preventing reading failures 
and their accompanying emotional problems thus: 
"This can most effectively be accomplished by providing 
successful first experiences in reading, by fostering the en-
joyment of the reading process as well as the results, and by 
providing a desirable classroom atmosphere and a sympathetic 
l/Donald D. Durrell, Improvement of Basic Reading Abilities, p. 1. 
2/Paul Witty, "Reading Success and Emotional Adjustment," Elementary 
English (May, 1950), 27:293. 
teacher-pupil relationship . Of course, reading difficulties, 
when they do arise, should be identified early and given sys-
tematic treatment. It should be recognized, however, that as 
children mature, reading proble~ become more difficult to re-
duce or to eliminate and emotional disorders become more obsti-
nate and deep-rooted." 
!./ 
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Betts st~tes that in recent years there has. been an abundance 
of research in the field of reading. A wealth of material is at the 
teacher's disposal in professional libraries where she may review 
literature related to reading problems. The teacher who avails her-
self of this information is in a better position to forestall the 
development of reading difficulties. It is hardly possible for a 
teacher to cope with such problems until she has been made aware of 
and possesses the necessary tools of prevention. 
?:/ 
Strickland describes an effective, well-adjusted program in 
reading as one that should make success possible for all children, 
within their capacities and limitations, so that they enjoy the 
process of reading and experiences they acquire through reading. In 
such a program, the child grows id reading power and in insight, and 
finds some satisfaction at each step in the learning process. 
Thus it is seen that the factors which are rec~gnized as impor-
tant in prevention of reading difficulty are at the; same time the 
factors which constitute ' a superior reading program. When, as 
YEDme.t.t A. Betts, op. cit., pp . 244-245. 
~Ruth G. Strickland, op. cit., p. 309. 
·' 
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~/ 
Durrell suggests, provision is made for individual differences in 
physical, emotional, and mental development and instructional needs, 
~/ 
and when, as Betts suggests, instruction is directed with insight 
and perception by a skillful teacher who applies principles and methods 
based on sound research and proven by practice, there is greater assur-
ance that the child will succeed in reading. Through this preventive 
approach to the problem of reading instruction, more children may be 
guided to the heightened living experiences which are made possible 
by the free and diversified use of reading for its many purposes. 
~/Donald D. Durrell, Improvement of Basic Reading Abilities, p. 1. 
~/Emmett A. Betts, op. cit., pp. 244-245. 
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CHAPTER III 
PROCEDURE 
This study is an evaluation and revision of the Adams study, with 
the addition of exercises which seemed essential for a well-rounded 
developmental program. 
In evaluating the exercises, it was planned to try them on the 
following population: 
1. Children in the Boston University Educational Clinic receiving 
remedial instruction, known to be seriously retarded in reading 
2. Children in remedial reading classes in the public schools, 
known to be retarded in reading 
3. Children who are slow learners in the regular classroom. 
The 20 clinic cases included a cross section of pppulation from 
towns within a 40-mile radius of Boston. This group consisted of 17 
boys and 3 girls . 
The 41 remedial cases were from the residential town of Dighton, 
Massachusetts, and the industrial city of Waltham, Massachusetts. 
These groups comprised 32 boys and 9 girls . 
The slow learners used in the study were from regular classrooms 
in the communities of ~lghton ~nd Waltham, and the residential town of 
Franklin, Massachusetts. Of the 170 children participating in the ex-
; 
periment, 119 were boys and 51 were girls . 
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The total number of teachers assisting in administering and 
evaluating the exercises was 38. There were 12 cliqicians, 2 remedial 
teachers, and 24 classroom teachers . 
The primary-level exercises of the Adams study were duplicated 
and distributed for try-out on clinic cases, remedial cases, and slow-
learning children in the regular classroom in grades I, II, and III. 
Teachers were asked to evaluate the exercises for quality, level of 
difficulty, and interest levels, and to make any other pertinent 
comments . 
The check list of difficulties of the Durrell Analysis of Reading 
Difficulty was used as a basis for devising a code. This code was 
planned for facility in identifying the areas of reading under which 
the exercises were tabulated . The code is shown in Table A. 
TABLE A 
CODE 
Areas of Reading 
Reading Readiness 
Language Development .. . . .. .. ....... . . .. . ........ ... . 
Lis t ening Comprehension . . . ..... ..... . ............ .. . 
Experience Background . ... . . . .. . ... . ... . . ... . . ... . .. . 
Motor Coordination . . . .... . ... . . ... . . .. ... . ... . ...... . 
Left-Right Orientation . .. .. . ...... . .. . .. .... .. ... . . . 
Visual Memory ... .. . ... . .. ... ... .. .. . . .. . ... . .. . .... . 
Auditory Memory . . . .. .. .... ... . . . .. . . . . .. .. . .. . ... . ~ . 
Visual Discrimination of Word Elements .. . . ... .. . ... . 
Auditory Discriminat ion of Word Elements . . .. .. ... .. . 
Matching Letters or Words Shown .. ... .. .. ....... .. .. . 
(continued on next page) 
Code Number 
R-1 
R-2 
R-3 
R-4 
R-5 
R.-6 
R-7 
R-8 
R-9 
R-10 
TABLE A (continued) 
Areas of Reading 
Identifying First and Final Sounds . ......... . . ... .. . . 
Giving Initial Sounds or Letters . . ..... . . . ... ... ... . . 
Gi ving Final Sounds or Letters ... . .•. ... . ..... . ... . . . 
Copying Le t ters Accurately . . .... .. .. . . . . . .... . .. ... . . 
Know i ng Names of Letters .. ..... . . . ... . . . ... . .. . .. . . . . 
I denti fying Letters Named .. .. .. ... . .. .. ...... . . . . . . . . 
Wri t ing Letters Named . . .. .. . .. ...... •.. .. ...... . . .. .• 
I dent ifying Words by Picture .. ... . ... . . . .. ... . .. . . .. . 
Word Mastery 
Sight Vocabulary . . ... .. • . ...• . . .. . . ... .. ....•.•.• · ..... , 
Cont ext Clue s .......... . .. . ... . . .. .. .. ......•.•... ' .. . 
Cons onant Sounds .•.... .. .. . •..... . .. . . . . . ... . .. . . . . .. 
Vowe 1 Sounds . . ... . . .. . ... . .... ... .. .. . ... . . . . . .... . .. . 
Rever sals ... . . . ..... . ... . . . .•. . ..... .. . . .. . . . .... . ... 
Addi t ion or Omission of Sounds .. . .. ........ . ..... ... . 
Subs t itut ion of Words or Sounds . . .... . .. .. . .. . .. ... . . 
Bl end Sounds ..•. . ... .. ... .. .. ..... . . . . . . . . .. . .. . ..... 
Rhymi ng Wor ds .. .. . . . •.. . .. ..•.. . ... . . . . ... · .. ...• . ... . 
Auditor y Discrimination ... .. .•..... .. ... ~ ......... . . . 
Visual Dis c r i mination . . .. .. . ... . . ·· ···· · · ~ ······ · ; .•• . 
Syllabic a t ion ... . · .• .. ; ..... ........ ... . .. . . .. .. •. .. . . 
Suffixes ...... . . . .•....... . .. . .. .. . . . . .... • ..... • .... 
Pr efixe s . . ......... .. . . ... . .... ... . · . . .. . . .•.. . ... . ... 
Wor d Var iants . . . ........•. .. . ...... ... . .. . ..... • .. .. . 
Compound or Root Words . .... . • .... • •.. .. . .. . ... .... . .. 
Spe ll ing ....•.•.... . ...... . . . .. ... . .. . • . . • . .•... . . .. . 
Study Skills 
Following Direc t ions . . . ... .... . ....•. . .. ... . . ... . .... 
Skinnning ........ ... . . . • .. ·, . .. . .. . ..... . .. • ........... 
Main I de a ••.. . .. . ...• .. ... ... . . .... . .. . . .. . ... . . .... . 
Det a ils ....•.. . . . .•.... · ....•.......... . .......... . .. . 
Sequence ....... ... .... . . . .. . ..... .. ...... . .. . ....... . 
Outlini ng .......... . .. .. .. . ..... . .......... . .... .. .. . 
Sunnnarizing . .... .. .. •... . . .... .. ..... ..... . ...... . . . . 
Table of Contents and Index .. . .... . . . .. . . ....... . .. .. . 
Referenc e Material and Dictionary .. .. . .... .. ... . .... . 
( concluded on next page) 
Code Number 
R-ll 
R-12 
R-13 
R- 14 
R'715 
R-16 
R-17 
R-18 
W-1 
W-2 
W-3 
W-4 
W-5 
W-6 
W-7 
W-8 
W-9 
W-10 
W-ll 
w-t2 
W-13 
W-14 
W-15 
W-16 
W-17 
T-1 
T,~2 
T-3 
T-4 
T-5 
T-6 
T-7 
T-8 
T-9 
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TABLE A (concluded) 
Areas of Reading 
Associational Reading . . . .... . ....... . ..... . .... . ... . 
Classification .. . . . .. . ...... . .. . ............. . ..... . 
Relevancy of Ideas ...... .. . .. . ..... . ............ •... 
Drawing Inferences .. . . . .. . .. ... .. .... . ..... . ... . ... . 
Comprehension 
Word Meaning . .•.. . . •. .. .. .... ..... ..... ......... .... 
Phrase Meaning ... . . . . . .. . ... .. .. ..... .. .... ...... . . . 
Sentence Meaning . . . . ....... . •.. . .. . ..... . • .... .. . . . . 
Paragraph Meaning ... . .. ........ . . ... .. . ..... . ... ... . 
Comprehension ..... . ...... . ... . .. . ... . . .... . . .. ... .. . 
Silent Reading 
Rat e ........ . . .... . ..... . .... ..... .... ..... . . . ..... . 
High Rat e at Expense of Mastery . . . ... . ... ..... .. . .. . 
Lip Movement s and Whispering .. . . ........ ... . ..... . . . 
Pointing ... . .... . ... ..... ... . ... . . .. . ... . .. . .. ..... . 
Losing Place . . . .... . . .... .... . ..... . ... ..... . . ... . . . 
Head Movements . ......... . .. . .... . . ... . ... .. .. . .. . .. . 
Oral ·Recall ............ ... . ... . . .. . . . .. . . .. . .. ... . . . 
Poor Attent ion . . .. . . . :;·-. . ....... . . . ... . ... . .......... . 
Showing Aversion t o Reading . . . ........ . . . ..... . . . .. . 
Lacking Aggressiveness in Attack .. .. .. .. . .... . .. . . . . 
Ora l Reading , 
Word -by -Word Reading . . .. . . ..... .. .... .. .... .. . .. ... . 
Inadequat e or Incorrect Phrasing ... .. ........... . .. . 
Eye - Voice Span ....... . ... . ..... ... ... . ,. . .. .. . . . .. .. . 
Punctuation ................ . . . . . ..... . . ... ... .. . . . . . 
Strained, High-pi t ched Voice ... . .... .. ... .... .. . . .. . 
Monotonous Voice ...... . . ... . .. .. .. . . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . . 
Volume Too Loud or Too Soft . . .. . .. . ... ....... .. . . . . . 
Enuncia t ion .... ..... .. .. .. .. . .. . ...... . .. .... ... ... . 
Code Number 
T-10 
T-11 
T-12 
T-13 
c-1 
C-2 
C-3 
C-4 
C-5 
S-1 
S-2 
S-3 
S-4 
S-5 
S-6 
S-7 
S-8 
S-9 
S-10 
0-1 
0-2 
0-3 
0-4 
0-5 
0-6 
0-7 
0-8 
Ut il izing the above code, a frequency count of the primary level 
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exercises of the Adams s t udy was taken to establish the number of exer-
cises in each area. 
5 0 
The returned exercises were tabulated according to teachers' 
ratings . On ' the basis of the teachers' ratings and comments, some of 
the exercises were retained in their original form, some were revised, 
and some were omitted. 
The revisions were returned to the teachers who had done the 
original try-outs and were re-evaluated. 
A final tabulation was made to determine the various uses for 
each exercise and the areas in which more exercises were needed. 
Additional exercises were built. Those which were tried out are 
included in the body of ,the thesis . Those which were not tried out 
will be found in the appendix. 
The exercises were cross-coded to show all the uses for each exer-
cise. 
For a compact organization of the study, several related areas 
were grouped under one heading. Table B shows the plan of organization. 
TABLE B 
PLAN OF ORGANIZATION 
Areas of Reading 
Readiness 
1. Language Development ......................... . .. . 
2. Listening Comprehension ... . . . .......... ......... . 
3. Experience Background . . ...... ... ............... . . 
4. Motor Coordination .............................. . 
5. Left-to-Right Orientation ...... . . .... ........... . 
(concluded on next page) 
Code Number 
R-1 
R-2 
R-3 
R-4 
R-5 
TABLE B (concluded) 
Areas of Reading 
6. Visual and Auditory Memory ... . ........ . .. . ...... . 
7 . Visual and Auditory Discrimination ......... . . . .. . 
8 . Initial and Final Sounds ....... . ....... . ........ . 
9. Letter Names ... . ...... . ....... . ... . ... .. ..... ... . 
10. Identifying Word by Picture .•........... . .... . . .. 
Word Mastery 
J 1 . Word Recognition ..... . ........ . ........ ....... .. . 
Jz . Phonetic Analysis ....... . ..... . .. . . ... .... .. .. .. . 
.) 3. Structural Analysis . ... . ....... . . . ...... ... .... . . 
4 . Spelling .. . .. . ................... .. ..... .... .. .. . 
Study Skills and Comprehension 
1. Following Directions ....... . . . .............. . . .. . 
2. Organization .......................... .. . . . . . .. . . 
3. Locating Information ........................ . ... . 
4 . Critical Reading ........ . .............. . ... . .. . . . 
5. Comprehension . . . . \ . . ........................ .. . . . . 
Silent Read i ng 
1. Rat e .. . .. . . . . .... . ........ . ... . . . . . ... .. . .. . .. .. . 
2. Reading Mechanics . . . . . . ........ .... ... .... . . .. . . . 
3 . Or al Recall ....... . . . ..... . .... . . . .. .. .. .. . ..... . 
4. Reading Attitudes . . ....... .. .. .. ..... ... .. .. .. .. . 
Oral Reading 
1. Phrasing .................. _ ...... .. ......... ... .. . 
2. Voice . .. ... . ....... . ...... -..... . ........ . ..... .. . 
3. Enunciation ........ . ..................... .. . . . .. . 
Boston Un iv-er.<; nv 
School of Education 
--. Ubrary -
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Code Number 
R-6, 7 
R-8, 9, 10 
W-10, 11 
R-11, 12, 13 
R-14, 15, 16, 
17 
R-18 
W-1, 2 
w -3' 4' 5' 6' 
7, 8, 9, 10, 
11, 12 
W-13, 14, 15. 
16 
W-17 
T-1 
T-2, 3, 4, 5, 
6' 7 
T-8, 9 
T-10, 11, 12, 
13' 14 
C-1, 2, 3, 4, 
5 
S-1, 2 
S-3 , 4, 5, 6 
S - 5 
S-8, 9, 10 
0-1, 2, 3, 4 
0-4' 5, 6 
0 - 7 
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Although the teachers had widely differing backgrounds and expe~~·­
ence, there was almost complete agreement concerning the value and sui~ 
ability of the exercises. 
The primary consideration of this study was to determine the 
functional value of this series of exercises when used in three types 
of learning situations involving retardation in reading; namely, the 
reading clinic, the remedial class, and the regular classroom in the 
public school. Therefore, a small population sampling seemed adequate 
for the purpose of this study . 
CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
The following tables are taken from the Analysis Chapter of the 
Adams Study. Although the present study does not deal with the inter-
mediate level, the Adams data have been included to show the general 
distribution of errors found in the test reports. 
TABLE II 
CASES BY CHRONOLOGICAL AGE WITHIN READING LEVEL 
Ages 
Reading Level 
Total 
Non- Grade Grade Grade Grade Grade Grade 
Reader I II III IV v VI 
6 5 1 0 0 0 0 0 6 
7 12 11 3 0 0 0 1 27 
8 10 19 14 1 1 0 0 45 
9 5 10 14 9 5 0 0 43 
10 3 5 16 10 5 1 0 40 
11 3 3 9 10 9 6 5 45 
12 0 2 9 9 3 3 2 28 
13 1 0 4 3 0 5 1 14 
14 2 1 4 1 1 3 0 12 
15 1 2 1 2 0 0 2 8 
Total 42 54 74 45 24 18 11 268 
.. 
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Table II indicates the tabulation of the total number of cases by 
chronological age within reading level. These data were taken from the 
records of the children tested within the years 1939 to 1951, in the 
Boston University Educational Clinic. 
TABLE VII 
ERRORS IN WORD MASTERY SKILLS BY READING GRADE LEVEL 
Primary Intermediate Total 
Primer 1-3 Primary 4,5,6 
Word Reco~nition 
Low sight vocabulary 16 36 31 28 111 
Will not try difficult 
words 11 19 13 5 48 
Can spell but not pro-
nounce 4 8 3 7 22 
Ignores word endings 6 15 18 21 60 
Guesses at word from 
general form 14 31 27 43 115 
Word Analysis 
Word analysis ability poor 16 35 34 32 117 
Will not try difficult words 11 13 14 4 42 
Has no method of word 
analysis 14 16 17 17 64 
Sounds aloud by: single 
letters etc. 7 18 17 16 58 
Unable to combine sounds 
into words 10 26 23 17 76 
Look away from word 4 9 6 7 26 
Sounds slow or inaccurate 6 20 21 24 71 
Spells word: ·successful, 
inadeq. 11 19 18 21 69 
Enunciates badly when 
prompted 2 3 1 5 11 
Systematic errors 4 8 8 0 20 
Names of letters not known 16 6 6 2 30 
Sounds of letters not known 17 22 12 21 72 
Blends not known 18 24 19 26 87 
(concluded on next page) 
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TABLE VII (concluded) 
ERRORS IN WORD MASTERY SKILLS BY READING GRADE LEVEL 
Primary Intermediate 
Primer 1-3 Primary 4,5,6 Total 
Word Skills in Oral Reading 
Low sight vocabulary 18 33 32 21 104 
Word analysis ability 
inadequate 15 30 29 30 104 
Errors on easier words 9 29 22 31 91 
Guesses at word from 
context ll 15 18 17 61 
Ignores word errors and 
reads on 8 19 17 31 75 
Poor enunciation of 
prompted words 2 1 1 5 9 
Word Skills in Silent 
-- -Read in~ 
Ignores difficult words 3 1 3 2 9 
Derives no word meaning 
from context 3 1 1 2 7 
Total 265 471 422 449 1607 
. 
Table VII indicates the distribution of errors in the primary 
grades . In the area of Word Mastery Skills, the tabulation of errors 
shown in Table VII indicates that the 'greatest number of errors occurred 
in the area of Word Analysis, with 355 errors, while 160 errors appeared 
in Word Recognition . 
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TABLE VIII 
ERRORS IN ORAL READING BY READING GRADE LEVEL 
Primary Intermediate 
'fotal 
Primer 1-3 Primary 4,5,6 
Phrase Reading. 
Word-by-word reading 19 28 31 10 88 
Inadequate phrasing 13 31 23 30 97 
Incorrect phrasing 8 20 15 16 59 
Eye-voice span too short 13 34 28 29 104 
Voice, Enunciation, 
ExEression 
Strained, high-pitched 
voice 1 12 2 6 21 
Monotonous tone 10 13 15 18 56 
Volume too loud 2 8 5 9 Z4 
Volume too soft 1 2 2 4 9 
Poor enunciation in all 
reading 6 4 3 3 16 
Poor enunciation of 
difficult words 2 4 7 10 23 
-
Ignores punctuation 11 18 10 19 58 
Habi~ual repetition of 
words 7 23 14 15 59 
Habitual addition of words 4 11 4 18 37 
Omits words 9 10 8 22 49 
Marked insecurity evident 16 20 17 22 75 
Total 122 238 184 231 775 
The tabulation of errors in the area of Oral Reading Skills at the 
primary level, as shown in Table VIII, indicates that almost half of 
the errors tabulated are in the area of Phrase Reading. 
TABLE XI 
ERRORS IN RECALL, ORAL AND WRITTEN 
BY READING GRADE LEVEL 
Primary Intermediate 
Primer 1-3 Primary 4,5,6 
Oral Recall 
Unaided recall scanty 10 18 9 19 
Poorly organized recall 11 20 16 36 
Inaccurate memories and 
guesses 8 9 3 18 
Response labored and slow 7 14 7 15 
Avoids new words in recall 7 17 10 29 
Recalls details badly on 
questions 9 16 7 21 
Very scanty recall on hard 
material 7 25 15 43 
Total 59 119 67 181 
Total 
56 
83 
38 
43 
63 
53 
90 
426 
Table XI on Oral Recall shows a tabulation of 178 errors in this 
area. This would indicate the need for intensive training in Study 
Skills at the primary reading level . 
57 
58 
TABLE XII 
ERRORS IN SPELLING BY READING GRADE LEVEL 
Primary Intermediate 
Total 
Primer 1-3 Primary 4,5,6 
Omits sounds or syllables 7 22 15 32 76 
Adds sounds or syllables 4 4 10 12 30 
Incorrect phonetic 
spelling 9 17 20 23 69 
Correct phonetic spelling 
but incorrect on non-
phone t ic elements 3 10 3 13 29 
Slow handwriting 6 18 16 12 52 
Total 29 71 64 92 256 
Table XII shows that in the area of spelling, the greatest number 
of errors were tabulated under "Omits sounds or syllables, 11 and "In-
• correct phonetic spelling," indicating a need for thorough training in 
Word Analysis Skills . 
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TABLE XIV 
TOTAL ERRORS IN ALL SKILL AREAS BY READING GRADE LEVEL 
Primary Intermediate 
Total 
Primer 1-3 Primary 4,5,6 
Background Skills 3 4 2 4 13 
Word Mastery Skills 265 471 422 449 1607 
Oral Reading 122 238 184 231 775 
General Reading Habits 70 111 85 107 373 
Silent Reading Mechanics· 68 119 99 134 420 
Recall, Oral and Written 70 144, 91 257 562 
Spelling 29 71 64 92 256 
Writing 26 51 51 81 209 
Total 653 1209 998 1355 4215 
The final tabulation shows 1862 errors at the primary level. The 
areas showing the greatest number of errors were Word Mastery Skills 
and Oral Reading. Of these two areas, Word Mastery Skills revealed the 
larger number of errors . 
The tables on the following pages are based on data obtained in 
the present study . 
TABLE C 
TOTAL NUMBER OF EXERCISES IN EACH MAIN AREA 
OF READING 
Main Ar ea 
Readiness ... ... . . . . ............... . . . . 
Word Mastery . .. .. . .. . ... ... ..... . . .. . . 
Study Skills . . ... ... ....... · . .. ... . ... . 
Comprehension ... .. .. . ...... . . . ....... . 
Silent Reading .. . ......... . .... . . . ... . 
Oral Reading . . : . . .. .... . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . 
Tot al . . ........ . . . ......... . . . .... . 
Total 
88 
230 
123 
27 
10 
26 
504 
Table C indicates the total number of exercises judged by those 
who participated in this study as bes t suited for developing skill in 
the various areas of reading . 
This s t udy contains many more exercises suitable for developing 
skill in the areas of Comprehension, Silent Reading, and Oral Reading 
than i ndica ted in Table C. However, the exerc ises seemed better suited 
for ot her purposes and for this r eason have been tabulated in t he a r eas 
of Wor d Mastery or St udy Skills . 
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Code 
Number 
R-1 
R-2 
R-3 
R-4 
R-5 
R-6 
R-7 
R-8 
R- 9 
R-10 
R-11 
R-12 
R-13 
R-14 
R-15 
R-16 
R-17 
R- 18 
TABLE D 
DISTRIBUTION AND TOTAL NUMBER OF EXERCISES 
FOR DEVELOPING READING READINESS 
Reading Readiness Areas Main Code 
Language Development 5 
Listening-Comprehension 2 
Experience Background ·' 2 
Motor Coordination 6 
Le ft-Right Orientation 7 
Visual Memory 6 
Auditory Memory 4 
Visual Discr imination of Word 
Elements 9 
Auditory Discrimination of Word 
Elements 3 
Matching Let t ers or Words Shown 16 
Identifying First and Final Sounds 16 
Giving Ini t i a l Sounds or Letters 1 
Giving Final Sounds or Letters 1 
Copying Letters Accurately 2 
Knowing Names of Letters 2 
Identifying Letters Named 2 
Writing Letters Named 2 
Identifying Words by Pictures 2 
Sub-
code Total 
32 37 
22 24 
12 14 
12 18 
2 9 
5 11 
3 7 
14 23 
14 17 
15 31 
8 24 
5 6 
2 3 
2 4 
11 13 
3 5 
0 0 
1~ lZ 
Table D indicates the total number of exercises judged by those 
who parti.ipated in this study as best suited for developing skill in 
the var ious areas of reading re~dines s. The figure lis ted under Main 
/ 
, . 
. r 
Code indicates the number of exercises primarily designed for developing 
ability in each particular area of reading readiness. The figure under 
Subcode designates the number of exercises particularly suitable for one 
-
or more areas of reading readiness, although especially planned for 
ariother purpose. 
Gl 
Code 
Number 
W-1 
W-2 
W-3 
W-4 
W-5 
W-6 
W-7 
W-8 
W-9 
W-10 
W-ll 
W-12 
W-13 
W-14 
W-15 
W-16 
W-17 
TABLE E 
DISTRIBUTION AND TOTAL NUMBER OF EXERCISES 
. FOR DEVELOPING SKILL IN WORD MASTERY 
Word Mastery Areas Main Code 
Sight Vocabulary 25 
Context Clues 12 
Consonant Sounds ll 
Vowel Sounds 24 
Reversals 4 
Addition or Omission of Sounds 6 
Substitution of Words and Sounds 3 
Blend Sounds 9 
Rhyming Words 19 
Auditory Discrimination 5 
Visual Discrimination 37 
Syllabication 7 
Suffixes 10 
Prefixes 4 
Word Variants 8 
Compound or Root Words 7 
Spelling 39 
Sub- Total 
code 
57 82 
44 56 
46 57 
12 36 
5 9 
1 7 
2 5 
9 18 
9 28 
76 81 
127 164 
6 13 
6 16 
7 ll 
1 9 
5 12 
36 75 
Table E indicates the total number of exercises judged by those 
who participated in this study as beat suited for developing skill in 
the various areas of word mastery. The figure listed under Main Code 
indicates the number of exercises . primarily desf8ned for developing , 
ability in each particular area of word mastery. The figure under 
Subcode designates the number of exerciaee particularly suitable for 
one or more areas of word mastery, although especially planned for 
another area of reading. 
Code 
Number 
T-1 
T-2 
T-3 
T-4 
T-5 
T-6 
T-7 
T-8 
T-9 
T-10 
T-11 
T- 12 
T-13 
TABLE F 
,·· 
DISTRIBUTION AND TOTAL NUMBER OF EXERCISES 
FOR DEVELOPING STUDY SKILLS 
Study Skills Areas Main Code 
Following Direction.s 3 
Skimming 7 
Main Idea 14 
Details 9 
Sequence 16 
Out lining 1 
Summarizing 6 
Table of Contents and Index 3 
Reference Material and Dictionary 10 
Associational Reading 3 
Classification 33 
Relevancy of Ideas ll 
Drawing Inferences 7 
Sub- Total 
code 
24 27 
6 13 
18 32 
38 47 
9 25 
8 9 
13 19 
8 11 
8 18 
28 31 
8 41 
14 25 
4 ll 
Table F indicates the total number of exercises judged by those 
who participated in this study as best suited for developing skill in 
the various areas of study skills. The figure listed under Main Code 
indicates t he number of exercises primarily designed for developing 
abil ity i n each particular area of study skills. The figure under Sub-
code. designates the number of exercises particularly suitable for one 
or more areas of study skills, although especially ·planned for another 
purpose. 
Code 
Number 
C-1 
C-2 
C-3 
C-4 
C-5 
TABLE G 
DISTRIBUTION AND TOTAL NUMBER OF EXERCISES 
FOR DEVELOPING SKILL IN COMPREHENSION 
· Comprehension Areas Main Code 
Word Meaning 13 
Phrase Meaning 8 
Sentence Meaning 2 
Paragraph Meaning 2 
Comprehension Check 2 
Sub- Total 
code 
57 70 ·' 
11 19 
56 58 
26 28 
57 59 
Table G indicates the total number of exerc ises judged by those 
who participated in this study as best suited for developing skill in 
the various areas of comprehension. · The figure listed under Main Code 
indicates the number of exercises primarily designed for developing 
ability in each particular area of comprehension. The figure under 
Subcode designa t es the number of exercises particularly suitable for 
one or more areas of comprehension , although especially planned for 
ano t her purpose. 
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Code 
Number 
S-1 
S-2 -
S-3 
S-4 
S-5 
S-6 
s -7 
r 
/ S-8 
S-9 
S-10 
TABLE H 
DISTRIBUTION AND TOTAL NUMBER OF EXERCISES 
FOR DEVELOPING SKILL IN SILENT READING 
Silent Reading Areas Main Code 
Rate 3 
High Rate at Expensa of Mast~ry _l 
Lip Movements and Whispering 0 
Pointing 0 
Losing Place 2 
Head Movements 0 
Oral Recall 4 
Poor Attention 0 
Showing Aversion to Reading 0 
Lacking Aggressiveness in Attack 0 
Sub- Total code 
3 6 
3 4 
4 4 
2 2 
0 2 
0 0 
7 11 
22 22 
4 4 
2 2 
Table H indicates the total number of exercises judged by those 
who participated in this study as best suited for developing skill in 
the various areas of silent reading. The figure listed under Main. Code 
indicates the number of exercises primarily designed for developing 
each particular area of silent reading . The figure under Subcode desig-
nat es t he n_umber of ·exercises particularly suitable for one 0r more 
areas of silent reading, although especially planned for another pur-
pose . 
Lip Movements, Pointing, Losing Place, and Head Movements are 
mechanics of reading. A well-integrated program in Word Mastery and 
Study Skills tends to eliminate these symptoms of reading disability . 
Showing Aversion to Re~ding and Lacking Aggressiveness in Attack 
are reading attitudes and show a tendency to disappear if reading material 
is based upon the interest and ability of the child. 
Therefore, no exercises have been constructed specifically for 
these areas. 
. .-. 
Code 
Number 
0-1 
0-2 
0-3 
0-4 
0-5 
0-6 
0-7 
0-8 
TABLE I 
DISTRIBUTION AND TOTAL NUMBER OF EXERCISES 
FOR DEVELOPING SKILL IN ORAL READING 
Oral Reading Areas Main Code 
Word-by-Word Reading 0 
Inadequate or Incorrect Phrasing 8 
Eye-Voice Span 0 
Punctuation 9 
Strained, ~igh-pitched Voice 2 
Monotonous Tone 5 
Volume Too Loud or Too Soft 1 
Enunciation 1 
Sub- Total 
code 
12 12 
10 18 
12 12 
3 12 
12 14 
9 14 
9 10 
8 9 
Table I indicates the total number of exercises judged by those 
who participated in this study as best suited for developing skill in 
L 
the various areas of oral reading . The figure listed under Main Code 
indicates the number of exercises primarily designed for developing 
ability in each particular area of oral reading . The figure under Sub-
code designates the number of exercises particularly suitable for one 
or mor e areas of oral reading, al t hough especially planned for another 
pur pose . 
TABLE J 
READING SITUATIONS AND DISTRIBUTION OF POPULATION 
Population 
Number Number Number Number 
Reading Situation of of of of 
Teachers Boys Girls Children 
Reading Clinic .... . . . . . 12 17 3 20 
Remedial Class .. . .. .. . . ~ 2 32 \ 9 41 
Regular Classroom 
Grade I . . . · . ..... . . .. . 8 43 22 65 
Grade .II . .. ... . ; .... .. 8 37 18 55 
Grade III ... ..... . .. . . .8 39 11 50 
Totals . ..... ....... .. 38 168 63 231 
Table J indicat es the number of t eachers and children used in the 
experiment . The children were chos en because of their reading retarda-
tion . Analysis of this table shows the preponderance of boys requiring 
a specialized program which provi des easy reading material based upon 
the child's interest. 
TABLE K 
SUMMARY OF REVISED, UNCHANGED, AND NEW EXERCISES 
IN MAIN READING AREAS 
Main Area Rev . A.A. New ·' · New (Evaluated) (Not Evaluated) 
Readiness 57 16 1 14 
Word Mastery 79 51 33 67 
Study Skills 61 22 40 
Comprehension 16 3 8 
Silent Reading 2 8 
Oral Reading 5 3 18 
Totals 220 95 34 155 
Total 
88 
230 
123 
27 
10 
26 
504 
Table K summarizes the -number of revised exercises, the number of 
exercises taken in t heir original for m from the Adams study, the new 
exercises which have been evaluated, and the new exercises which have 
not been evaluated and are to be found in the appendix. 
CHAPTER V 
PRACTICE MATERIALS 
PLAN OF ORGANIZATION 
READINESS 
1. Language Development (R-1) 
2. Listening Comprehension (R-2) 
3 . Experience Background (R-3) 
4. Motor Coordination (R-4) 
5. Left to Right Orientation (R-5) 
6. Visual and Auditory Memory (R-6, 7) 
7. Visual and Auditory Discrimination (R-8, 9, 10; W_-10, 11) 
8. Initial and Final Sounds (R-11, 12, 13) 
9. Letter Names (R-14, 15 , 16, 17) 
10 . Identifying Word by Picture (R-18) 
WORD MASTERY 
1. Word Recognition (W-1, 2) 
2. Phonetic Analysis (W-3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12) 
3. Structural · Analysis (W-13, 14, 15, 16) 
·4. Spelling (W-17) 
STUDY SKILLS AND COMPREHENSION 
1. Following Directions (T-1) 
2 . Organization (T-2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7) 
3. Locating Information (T-8, 9) 
4 . Critical Reading (T-10, 11, 12, 13, 14) 
5 . Comprehension (C-1, 2, 3, 4, 5) 
SILENT READING 
1. Rate (S-1 , 2) 
2. Reading Mechanics (S-3, 4, 5' 6) 
3 . Oral Recall (S-7) 
4 . Reading Attitudes (S-8, 9, 10) 
ORAL READING 
1. Phrasing (0-1, 2, 3, 4) 
2. Voice (0-4, 5' 6) 
3 . Enunciation (0-7) 
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KEY TO REFERENCES AT BOTTOM OF PAGES 
Pages, Uses, Difficulty, and Interest notations will be found 
listed at the bottom of each page of exercises. The following is a 
clarification of the above terms: 
1. Page refers to the page and exercise number in A Series of 
Graded Exercises for Use with the Durrell Analysis of Reading 
Difficulty, by Patricia A. Adams, et al., Service Paper, 
Boston University, 1952 . 
a. A: Same as Adams study 
b. Rev.: Revised 
c. New: New exercise tried out. 
2. Uses refers to the various areas for which each exercise may 
be used . The main use has been listed first. See Code for 
Uses on pages 71-73/ 94--9~ 13,-1.3~ ltJ~-~~~, 1~'-lt;'f 
3. Difficulty refers to the grade level of each exercise. Exercises 
which do not contain specific reading vocabulary may be adapted 
for a range of grade levels and have been so tabulated. 
4. Interest refers to the level of interest of each exercise. 
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READINESS --EXERCI SE NUMBERS ACCORDI NG TO AREA, 
MAIN CODE , AND S UBCODE 
R-1 Language Development 
Main Code: 1 ~ 2, 3, 4, 5 
Subcode: 7, 8, 9, 55 , 57, 67, 68, 70, 73, 100, 164, 241, 259, 
260, 285, 287, 288, 289, 290, 300, 338, 352, 353, 
388, 423, 442, 444, 453, 456, 458, 471, 478 
R-2 Listening Comprehension 
Main Code : 6, 7 
Subcode : 1, 4, 64 , 67, 68 , 69, 87, 121, 159, 239, 241, 258, 
259 , 261, 286, 315, 320, 3591 360, 361, 362, 442 
R-3 Experience Background 
Main Code: 8, 9 
Subcode : 7, 55, 57, 100, 260, 288, 290, 403, 431, 442 , 459, 
471 
R-4 Motor Coordination 
Main Code: 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 350 
Subcode : 15, 19, 22, 23, 71, 75, 76, 150, 276 , 351, 356, 357 
R-5 Left-Right Orientation 
Main Code: 15, 16 , 17 , 18, 19 , 20, 21 
Subcode : 8, 356 
R-6 Visual Memory 
Main Code: 22 , 23 , 24, 351, 352 , 353 
Subcode: 21 , 105, 115, 324 , 471 
71 
R-7 Auditory Memor y 
Main Code: 25, 169, 354, 355 
Subcode : 359, 360, 361 
R-8 Visual Discrimination of Word Elements 
Main Code : 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34 
Subcode: 48, 85, 101, 153, 158, 159, 181, 195, 368, 369, 392, 
400' 401' 402 
R-9 Auditory Discrimination of Word Elements 
Main Code : 35, 36, 37 
Subcode : 81, 82, 83, 84 , 85, 86, 87, 88, 89, 147, 148, 152, 
160, 429 
R-10 Matching Letters or Words Shown 
Main Code: 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 50, 51, 
52' 53' 54 
Subcode : 23, 24, 27, 28, 49, 94, 96, 98, 105, 117, 180, 182, 
186, 328, 397 
R- 11 Identifying First and Final Sounds 
Main Code: 81, 82, 83, 84, 85 , 86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 166, 167, 168, 
171' 172' 173 
Subcode : 92, 130, 169, 186, 388, 400, 401, 402 
R-12 Giving Initial Sounds or Letters 
Main Code : 91 
Subcode : 86, 151, 169, 335, 406 
R-13 Giving Final Sounds or Letters 
Main Code: 92 
Subcode: 169, 174 
R-14 Copying Letters Accurately 
Main Code: 356, 357 
Subcode: 23, 101 
R-15 Giving Final Sounds or Letters 
Main Code : 93, 358 
Subcode : 23 , 35, 92, 168, 172, 173, 174, 175, 176, 182, 387 
R-16 Identifying Letters Named 
Main Code: 359, 360 
Subcode: 35, 168, 174 
R-17 Writing Let ters Named 
Main Code: 361, 362 
Subcode : None 
R- 18 Identifying Words by Picture 
Main Code : 94, 363 
Subcode: 99 , 102, 103, 106, 118, 168, 185, 193, 363, 365 
READINESS 
Language Developm,ent (R-1) 
The following exercises may be used as suggestions for developing 
language ability in ·the children in the' kindergarten and primary grades. 
1. Close your eyes and see a picture of each thing I name: 
Ranch Circus Christmas Dinner 
Tell us what you saw. 
2. Guessing Game: 
Say "I am thinking of something we eat for breakfast. What is it?" 
The child who guesses 'gives a new· riddle'. 
3. Vocabulary Building Game: 
The children are arranged in a circle. Each child is asked a 
question such as, ''What is a baby c.ow called? What does ·a ball do 
when you drop 1t? What does an angry bear say?" If he cannot 
answer, he moves outside the circle. The winner is the child who 
remains the · longest. 
4. Play guessing games that will bring out word mean~ng in the answers 
the children supply. 
Example.: Can you lift this box? Why not? It is too (heavy). 
The fireman drives the (fire truck). 
Snow feelS . (cold). 
Fire is (ho.t ~ · 
. ' -.-
5. Here is a sentence from our story: Bobby went to the store. 
Think of all the dffferent ways that Bobby might have gon·e' to the 
store. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------
·page · " Uses Difficu1ti lnteres·t --
1. 49; ex. 1 (Rev~) R-1, 2; . c -1 K-1 · K-3 
2. 49 ' ex. 28 (Rev.) R-1, c ·:..l ·· K'-i K-3 
' , 3. 50, ex. 14 (Rev.) R-1, c-1; T-10; W-11 K-1 K-4 
4. 51, ex. 19 (Rev.) R-1, 2· , c -1; T-13 K-1 K-3 
5. 80, ex. 3 (A.) · R-1; C-1; T-10 1-4 1-4 
?4. 
Lis ten ing (R -2) 
6. Prepare simple riddles with five answer choices for each. 
Have the children listen carefully as you read the riddle and the 
answer choices. Each child in turn whispers the answer to ·you. 
This provides the opportunity for each chi ld to have the pleasure of 
giving the answer . · 
Examples: I fly through the air. 
I have feathers. 
I live in a nest. 
What am I? 
bird kite airplane 
bird 
I fly through the air. 
I have wings . 
I have a motor. 
People ride in me. 
What ·am I? 
kite airplane 
balloon blimp 
leaf feather 
7. For games teaching prepositional meanings, play an adaptation of 
Simon Says called "Place Yoyr Book . 11 Direct ions as, "Pl"ace your 
book over your· head, under your tab-le, at your left, on the ftoor , 
etc." may be given. 
----------------- -- ---- -- ------------ -------- ----- ---------- ----- -----
· Page · 
6 . 49, ex. 2b (New) 
7. ·51, -ex·. ·17· (A.) 
Uses 
R-2; C-1; T-3 
R-2, 3, 1; T-1 
. . 
Difficulty 
.. K-1 
K~l 
Interest 
K-3 
K-5 
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Experience Background (R-3) 
8. Use the bulletin board for items about the weather, pictures, chil-
dren's illustrations for stories and experiences, simple stories 
written by ·the teacher, and directions for housekeeping. 
Examples: Tomorrow will be the day for our trip to the farm. 
We will ride on the bus. 
We will see pigs and cows. 
We will see the farmer milk the cows. 
9. Make a scrap book of pictures of class experiences and experience 
charts. 
MOtor Coordination (R-4) 
10. Trace drawings, letters, or words. 
~""' 
' ', 
' 
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11. Have the children listen to music which suggests various actions 
such as walking, skipping, running, etc. Ask individuals to demon-
strate the action which the music signifies. Most schools have 
records for this purpose. 
12. Have children color pictures within lines. 
13. Play games such as Simon Says, "Do this," and "Follow the Leader." 
14. Play bean bag and ball games calling for control of the direction in 
which the ball moves . 
------------------- ---------------------------------------------- -------
Page Uses Difficult;r Interest 
8. 74' ex. 10 (Rev.) R-3, 1, 5· 
' 
W-1, 2· 
' 
T-12 
S-8 1 1-4 
9. 74, ex. 6 (A.) R-3, 1 1-4 1-4 
10. 71, ex. 1 (Rev . ) R-4 K K-3 
11. 56, ex. 3 (Rev.) R-4; W-10 K-1 K-3 
12. 71, ex. 2 (Rev.) R-4 1 1-4 
13. 71, ex. 9 (A.) R-4 1 1-4 
14. 71, ex. 13 (A.) R-4 1-4 1-4 
7 6 
Left to Right Orientation (R-5) 
15. Line Game: 
This is a variation of the dot-circle game. Sheets of paper with 
vertical lines arranged in groups of varying number are given to 
the children. 
Green I 
Margin I I II 
The children are asked to start at the green margin (at the left) 
and draw a horizontal line through the center of .each cluster of 
lines, mak~ng sure their lines do not extend . beyon~ the outside 
vertical lines. In illustrating the method, the teacher always 
works from left to right. To stimulate the group, the tasks may 
occasionally be timed. (Russell and Karp, Reading Aids Through 
The Grades ·.) 
16. Children view a sequence of pictures placed ~long a chalk tray as 
the teacher tells or reads a story about the pictures. Children 
follow along in left-right order. (Betts, Foundatio~s of Reading 
Instruction.) 
17. The Mouse Game: 
77 
The children are given a sheet of paper divided into boxes and are 
told to follow the path that the little mouse took to get the cheese. 
Th~ path is drawn with lines, dots, or circles. A boy with a ball, 
kit, hoop, or marble may be substituted. (Russell and Karp, Reading 
Aids Through The Grades.) 
~ I l1 I I ---- l 
18. Reading from the blackboard: 
The teacher reads from the board and indicates with her hand 
left-right direction. 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
Page Uses Difficulti Interest 
15. 77, ex. 7 (A.) R-5, 4 K K-4 
16. 76, ex. 4 (A.) R-5; W-ll; T-5 1 1-4 
17. 76, ex. 1 (A.) R-5 1 1-4 
18. 76, ex. 5 (Rev.) R-5 1 1-4 
19. Dot and Circle Game: 
The teacher gives the children sheets of paper that have a green 
margin at the left and clusters of circles, or squares, or other 
shaped objects drawn to the right of this margin. 
Green 
Margin 
oo 
a a 
000 
OOD 
000 
CJClO 
0 00 
ooo 
The teacher directs the children to start at the green margin and 
put a dot in each circle (or each square). Varied directions may 
be given: dots can be put in squares, crosses in rectangles, etc. 
(Russell and Karp, Reading Aids Through The Grades.) 
20. Assembling Pictures: 
A large sheet of oaktag is divided into four or six squares. In 
each square there is a picture showing some activity that will be 
completed in the last picture of the series. The same pictures are 
also placed on small cards cut the same size as the squares on the 
large oaktag. The children take the small pictures and assemble 
them to tell the same story as that on the large sheet. Stick 
pictures may be used. Pictures of dramatic events or movements 
are desirable. (Russell and Karp, Reading Aids Through The 
Grades.) 
Visual Memory (R-6) 
21. A Guessing Game: 
7R 
A series of objects or pictures is arranged on a table. Chil-
dren are asked to look carefully at all, then close their eyes while 
one is removed from the collection of objects. Ask the children to 
open their eyes and tell what is missing. 
A variation of this game is to remember the objects from left 
to right. While eyes are c lased, a child may shift the order of 
two or three objects. The children must replace them in their 
correct sequence. 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
Page Uses Difficultx Interest 
19. 77, ex. 6 (A.) R-5, 4-- K K-4 
20. 76, ex. 2 (A.) R-5; W-ll; T-5 1 1-4 
21. 69, ex. 1 (Rev.) R-5, 6 1 1-4 
22. 
l XI=:! 6_ I I ,.6 t::sJ v I I 0 -(1 /\ I~ 
Expose a simple geometric pattern on a card for ten seconds. 
Remove and have the child reproduce the pattern. Increase the 
length and complexity of the pattern as the child gains in .ability. 
Shorten exposure period to five seconds. 
23. Give the child four letter cards. Flash a letter on a flash card 
and have the child find the same letter in his group of letters. 
As the child gains ability in finding the letters, increase the 
number of letters given to him. As the child learns the letters, 
try having him reproduce them from memory. 
24. Make flash cards ,for one word in each row of duplicated exercises. 
Have the children \ look at the card for five seconds and mark the 
word like it in the first row, and so on , Do not allow the chil-
dren to look at the paper and back to the word. 
be to if do is 0 
Auditory Memory (R-7) 
25. Ring a bell, play the piano, walk loudly across the room, or produce 
other sounds familiar to the children and then ask them to tell what 
they heard . 
~-- - --------------------------------------------------------------------
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
Page 
69, ex. 
69, ex. 
67, ex. 
56, ex. 
Uses 
4 (A.) R-6; W-11; R-4 
5 (Rev.) R-6, 4: ~0, 1~~ 
54 (Rev.)R-6~ 10; W-11 
1 (Rev.) ·R-7; W-10 
15; W-11 
Difficulty 
1 
1 
; K-1 
K-1 
Interest 
1-4 
1-4 
K-4 
K-3 
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VISUAL AND AUDITORY DISCRIMINATION 
Visual Discrimination of Word Elements (R-8) 
26. Matching the Repetitions of the Same Initial Blend in a Group con-
taining Letters Often Confused With Those in the Given Blend. 
Look at the first two letters in the first word. Circle every word 
that begins with the same two letters. 
blue from clown black plant blow 
27 . Discrimination Between First Two Letters of Words 
Look at the first two letters of the first word. Circle the 
other words that begin with the same two letters. 
Benny Boston Barbara Beechnut Bernard 
28. Matching Initial Blends to a Given Initial Blend When Letters Are 
Dissimilar 
Look at the first word. Draw a line under the other word that 
begins in the same way. 
flag chain tractor flash shoot 
29. Matching the Two Repetitions of the Same Initial Blend in a Group 
of Initial Blends 
Look at the first two letters in the first word. Draw a circle 
around the other words that begin with the same two letters. 
state church store friend stop blink 
30 . Matching Initial Blends When Confused Letters Are Involved 
Look at the first two letters in the first word. Draw a line 
under the other words that begin with the same two letters. 
play blimp planet space plump 
------------------------------------------------------- ---------------
Page Uses Difficultx ' Interest 
26. 65, ex. 42 (Rev.) R-8; w=-i"l K-1 K-4 
" " ' 
,. 
27 . 64' ex. 34 (Rev. ) · R-8; w, n; R-10 K-1 K-:-4 
28. 64, ex. 35 (Rev.) R-8; w-lt; R-10 K-1 K-4 
29. 65, ex. 41 (Rev.) R·-8 ; W-8; W-11 K-1 K-4 
30. 65, ex. 40 (Rev . ) R-8; w..:u K-1 K-4 
..,.. 
31. Matching the Repetitions of the Same Final Blend in a Group Con-
taining Letters Often Confused with Those in the Given Blend 
Look at the last two letters in the first word. Draw a ring 
.{ around every word that ends with the same two letters. 
· Example: first cost dash last lift 
32. Matching Word Endings 
Mark the one-syllable words in a column that have the s.-e two 
letter endings as a word given at the head of the column. 
toy 
man 
rake 
joy 
ran 
Oit 
pan 
fan 
hop 
stop 
down 
top 
march 
-witch 
dish 
watch 
33. Look at the pairs of words. In each pair, circle the parts of the 
words that are alike. 
might stem 
right stop 
34. Marking in a Row of Words the Repetition of a Group of Letters 
Look at the following words. Put a ring around the group of 
letters that is repeated in all the words. 
girl bird first third 
Auditory Discrimina~ion of Word Elements (R-9) 
35. Individual Consonant Picture Dictionary 
The children are provided with pages that have been labeled with 
a specific initial consonant. On the correct page, they place pic-
. ·tures of objects whose names begi_n with that c_onsonant. 
------------------------------------------------------------ ----------
· Page · Uses Difficulti Interest 
31. 65, ex. 39 (Rev.) R-8; w:rr- K-1 K-4 
32. 66, ex. 51 (Rev.) R•8; W~ll K-1 K-4 
33. 66, ex. 49 (Rev . ) R-8; W-11 K-1 K-4 
34. :66' ex. 52 ··(Rev.) R-8; w~u K-1 K-4 
35. : 73, ex. 10 (Rev.) R-9; R-15; R-16; T-9; W-10 1 1-4 
81 
.' 
36. Have children make charts of pictures beginning like fat, e.g. 
football, fish, etc. 
37 . Go around the group and tell each child a word that begins like 
full. Have the child give another word that begins with the same 
sound. 
Have the children think of names that begin like Fay. 
Matching Letters Or Words Shown (R-10) 
38. Finding Repetitions in a Line. or Group of Letters 
39. 
40 . 
Draw a circle around each letter that looks just like the first 
letter . 
B B F G J 0 
B F B G 0 B 
Draw a line connecting the letters that are alike. 
a e k h d d 
0 e j k p b 
a X h e u m 
a w s h n u 
Matching Pairs of Letters 
In each box draw a line between the pairs of letters that are 
alike. 
pp yj kt es 
gp PP es kk 
----------------------------------------- -----------------------------
Page Uses Difficulti Interest 
36. 57, ex. 17 (Rev.) R-9; T-9 1 1-4 
37. 51, ex. 15 (Rev.) R-9; W-3 1 1-4 
38. 63, ex. 31 (Rev.) R-10; W-11 K-1 K-4 
39. 63, ex. 30 (Rev.) R-10; W-11 K-1 K-4 
40. 64, ex. 32 (Rev.) R-10; W-11 K-1 K-;4 
~. 
Circling the Pairs That Are Alike 
Look at the pairs of letters. Put a line around every pair in 
which the letters are alike. 
fr lf mn nn OS tt nnn fb 
41. Match in a Sentence the Repetition of a Letter Circled in the First 
Word 
~went to the basketball game. 
Jirry rode on a roller-coaster. 
42. Look at the words in each block . Mark the words that are the same . 
run 
hop 
run 
go 
like 
like 
John 
write 
John 
43. Matching Words 
44. 
Draw a line from each cword in the first row to the word in the 
second row that is the same. 
dog see 
boy fun 
see dog 
fun boy 
Mark all the words in a column of words that begin with the letter 
at the top . 
c 
come 
faster 
coat 
man 
carry 
----------------------------------------------------------------------
Page Uses Difficultx Interest 
41. 64, ex. 33 (Rev.) R-10; W-11 K-1 K-4 
42. 66, ex. 47 (Rev.) R-10; W-11 K-1 K-4 
43. 67, ex . 53 (Rev.) R-10; W-11 K-1 K-4 
44. 64' ex. 38 (Rev.) · R-10; W-11 1 1-4 
45. Mark all the words in this column that end with the letter at the 
top. 
t 
sat 
boat 
bump 
dust 
46. Marking in a Row All Words Beginning With ~ Specified Letter 
Notice the letter at the beginning of the row . Circle every 
word in the line that begins with the same letter. 
m mill ham milk barn make mouse 
. .. . . . 
47. Marking in a Row All Words E~ding With a Specified Letter 
Notice the letter at the beginning of the row. Draw a line 
under every word in the line that ends with the same letter . 
m -- mill him by bum had room 
48. Matchi~g .Words That Have. the Same Beginning Two Letters as the 
Word at the Head of .. the Column 
, ·:" . . . 
. ,.,.. 
Look at the word at the top of the column . Draw a line under 
. every word in the column that begins with' the same two letters. -
great 
green 
story 
gray 
shoe 
town 
chair 
ship 
49 . Have the children mark the repetition of a word in a short group 
of sentences. 
Billy has a new kite. 
He likes to fly his ki te. 
When the wind is blowing 
the kite goes up high . 
--------------------------------------------------------------- ~~-----
Page Uses Difficult:x: Interest 
45. 65, ex. 39 (Rev . ) R-10; W-11 1 1-4 
46. 64, ex. 36 (Rev.) R-10; W-11 1 l-4 
47. 64, ex. 37 (Rev.) R-10; W-11 1- 1-4 
48. 66, ex. 50 (Rev.) R-10, 8 · , w-11 K-1 K-4 
49. 68, ex . 62 (Rev.) W-11; R-10 · 1 1-4 
84_ 
50. Distinguishing Between Upper and Lower Case Letters in Words 
Make an exercise on cardboard of a list of words beginning with 
upper case letters and make small separate cards of the same words 
beginning with lower case letters. Place each card across from 
the word it matches. 
It it 
Mother come 
Come look 
Look mother 
51. Alphabet Cards--two identical sets. "Bring me a card that looks 
just like the one I have in my hand." Child goes to chalk tray or 
table to find mate from the deck. 
52. Draw a line between the sentences that are alike. 
This is Betty. This is Mother. 
This is Mother. This is Billy. 
This is Father. This is Betty. 
This is Billy. This is Father. 
HS 
53. Prepare a piece of oaktag 4 by 9 inches with a line down the middle. 
Write a short sentence on each side of the line. Attach an envelope 
to the back of this w.hich contains four 4~ by 2-inch cards with du-
plicate sentences. Have the children match the small cards to the 
sentences on the large cards. 
See the big airplane. I can run fast. 
I can run fast. See the big airplane. . I can run fast. See the big 
airplane. 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------Page 
50. 67, ex. 55 (A.) 
51. 63, ex. 30B (A.) 
52. 68, ex. 63 (A.) 
53. 68, ex . 64 (Rev.) 
Uses 
R-10; W-11 
R-10; W-11 
R-10; W-11 
R-10; W-11 
Difficulty 
1 
1 
1 
1 
Interest 
1-4 
1-4 
1-4 
1-4 
86 
54. Matching Questions Requiring Fine Discrimination 
Look at the questions in the two columns. Draw a line from the 
question in the first column to the one that matches it in the 
second column. 
Can you hear a pan drop? Can you hear a pin drop? 
Can you hear a pin drop? Can you hear a pan drop? 
Auditory Discrimination (W-10) 
55. Have children imitate sounds made by animals, airplanes , sirens, etc. 
Example : What does a cow say? A sheep? A lion? What sound does 
a fire engine make? 
This can be done as a game with the children guessing which animal 
one child is trying to imitate . 
56. Say nursery rhymes such as "Jack Be Nimble," and "Sing a Song of 
Sixpence." Have the children listen for and tell the rhyming words . 
57. Have the children close their eyes and listen; then tell the sounds 
they heard. If there should be a streetcar or a car passing, a 
person walking, or an airplane going over, as~ what it was and the 
direction in which it was traveling. 
Explain that one must listen very carefully to hear some sounds , 
while others are easy to hear. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------
Page Uses Difficultx In teres t 
54. 68, ex . 65 (Rev.) R-10· 
' 
W-ll 1 1-4 
55. 56, ex . 4 (Rev.) W-10; R-1, 3 K-1 K-3 
56. 57' ex . 18 (Rev . ) W-9, 10 K-1 K-4 
57. 56, ex . 4 (Rev.) W-10; R-1, 3 K-1 K-3 
87 
Visual Discrimination (W-11) 
58. Draw a line between that are alike: 
0 
59. Cover the shapes on your paper with the same shapes from your envelope: 
* 
0 t --- \ 
6 0 L1 
60. Find 
61. Find the one that is going in a different direction: 
62. Find 
----------------------------------------------------------------------Page Uses Difficulty Interest 
58. 62, ex. 26 (A.) w:rl K K-2 · 
59. 63, ex. 27 (A.) W-11 K K-2 
60. 62, ex. 23 (A.) W-11 K K-2 
61. 62, ex . 25 (A.) W-11 K K-2 
62. 62, ex. 24 (A.) W-11 K K-2 
63. Finding Similar Shapes 
The teacher cuts folded pieces of construction paper into various 
shapes and sizes. Squares, circles, rectangles, stars, and various 
other shapes may be used. The children are given sets of these cut-
outs and asked to group them according to shape or design. The same 
device may be used to classify according to size, color, or design. 
64. Look at the dog at the top of this page and mark as many pictures 
of the little dog as you see on this page. 
65. Look at the two pictures in the box. If the pictures are the same, 
draw a line through them. 
66. Use duplicated worksheets of pictures. Have the children draw a 
line between the pictures which are alike. 
67. Have pictures matched as to content, for example, "Find me another 
picture of an apple." Increase the difficulty by asking, "Find me 
a picture of a smaller apple. Now find a picture of many apples." 
68. Display a number of colorful pictures. Ask the children such 
questions as: 
Which boy is wearing a hat? Which dog is bigger? Which tree 
is the tallest? etc. 
69. The resourceful teacher will find many ways to call attention to 
visual similarities and differences in the daily schoolroom routine. 
''Which of our plants is the tallest? Who is taller, Bobby or Billy?" 
However, a definite, planned program to promote better visual 
discrimination should be in effect at the same time. The following 
exercises and games were chosen from a great many possible ideas on 
this subject and may serve to give an indication of what can be done 
along these lines. 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------
Page Uses Difficulti Interest 
63. 63, ex. 28 (Rev.) W-11· , T-11 K K-1 
64. 61, ex. 9 (A.) W-11; T-1; R-2 1 1-3 
65. 61, ex. 10 (Rev.) W-11; T-1 1 1-3 
66. 61, ex. 13 (A.) W-11 K K-3 
67. 60, ex. 2 (Rev.) W-ll; R-2, 1 K-1 K-4 
68. 60, ex. 4 (Rev.) W-11; R- 1, 2 K-1 K-3 
69. 60, ex. 5 (A.) W-11, 10; R-2 K-1 K-3 
8 R 
~ 
70. Have games such as "I am thinking of something in this room that is 
yellow," and "Color Bingo ." 
71. Ask ~he children to color mimeographed outlines of pictures as you 
have colored yours . 
72. a. Look around the room and find something that is the color of 
your dress. 
b. Find something that matches the color of this book. 
c. Hold up a color card . Ask the children who are wearing some-
thing that is this color to stand. 
73 . Have the children match small squares of colored paper to large 
squares on flannelgraph or chart . 
Discuss shades of color, dark, light, pale, deep. Have children 
match strips of paper in different colors and shades to a colored 
picture . 
74. Symbols Game : 
This is played like dominoes with colored symbols used instead of 
dots. The children are to match the symbols to see how many 
blocks they can put together. Some suggestions for the symbols are 
blue star, red circle, purple hexagon, yellow square, green triangle, 
and orange crescent. The same device may be used to show differences 
in symbols and may be varied in the degree of complexity from three 
to six or more symbols in a row. (Russell and Karp, Reading Aids 
Through The Grades . ) 
Finding Visual Likenesses and Differences in Symbols 
70. 
71. 
72. 
73. 
74. 
Stamping pads can be used to make exercises . Increase difficulty 
and complexity gradually . 
Page Uses Difficult~ Int eres t 
61, ex. 18 (A.) W-ll· 
' 
R-1 K-1 K-4 
62, ex. 19 (A . ) W-ll; R-4 K K-1 
61, ex . 15 (Rev.) W-ll K-1 K-4. 
61' ex. 17 (A . ) W-11; R-1; C-1 1 1-3 
62, ex. 22 (A.) W-11 K-1 K-2 
' 
75. Find the Missing Parts 
Use pictures from old readers , magazines, or newspapers. Cut 
off parts of pictures . Ask the children to find the missing part s. 
Let a child draw a picture leaving out one part such as the 
wheel of ~wagon, then ask another child to complete the picture. 
76 . Completing Pictures 
n . 
78. 
79. 
80. 
Figures, objects, and designs are drawn on the paper at the left 
side and separated from the other drawings by a double line. 
Alongside this line a series of the same picture is drawn in 
various stages of completion . Children finish each picture to make 
it the same as the model. 
In each line, draw a line under the word that is different . 
this this that this this 
when when when what when 
Grossly Different 
Look at the words in the line. Circle the word that is different. 
to toward to to to to 
Somewhat Different 
Look at the words in the line. Circle the word that is different . 
man man many man 
Highly Confusing 
Look at the words in the line . Circle the word that is different. 
male male male mate male 
-------------------------------- -------------------------------------- --P11oge Uses Difficulti Interest 
75. 69, ex. 2 (A.) W-11 · R-4; T-4 1 1-4 ,
76. 69, ex. 3 (Rev.) W-11; T-5, 4; R-4 1 1-3 
77. 67 , ex. 57 (Rev.) W-11 K-1 K-4 ~ 
78. 68, ex. 59i (Rev.) . W-11 K- 1 K-4 
79 . 68, ex. 60 (Rev.) W-11 K-1 K-4 
80. 68, ex. 61 (Rev.) W-11 1 1-4 
~JO 
~-
Identifying First and Final Sounds (R-11) 
81. Ask the children to listen carefully while the teacher pronounces 
words beginning wi.th !_: foot, fun, four, fine. Ask them to .think 
of words beginning like foot. 
82. Give lists of words and have the child clap his hands when he hears 
a word that does not be~in like foot. 
91 
Example: fine farmer fight fish dog father family 
83. Show pictures of objects whose names begin with f. Have the chil-
dren listen for the beginning sound. Tell them they all begin with 
the letter f. 
84. From a group of pictures, have the children pick out a picture 
whose name begins like fun. 
85. Have the children look at a picture and find objects whose names 
begin like four. 
86. Have children repeat nonsense lines containing several words be-
ginning like field. 
87. Play a guessing game with riddles such as: 
a. I am thinking of something in this room whose name begins like 
five. 
b. I am thinking of something good to eat whose name begins like 
fire. 
c. I am thinking of something to play with whpse name begins like 
fence . 
---
88. Play store and buy things that begin like find such as fudge, funny 
papers, figs, fish. 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
Page Uses Difficult~ Interest 
81. 56, ex. 6 (A.) R-U., 9· W-10, 3 1 1-4 ,
82. 57, ex. 14 (Rev.) R-11, 9; W-3 1 1-4 
83. 56, ex. 5 (Rev.) R-11, 9; W-10, 3 K-1 K-4 
84. 56, ex. 7 (Rev.) R-11, 9; W-10, 3 1 1-4 
85. 56, ex. 8 (Rev.) R-11, 9, 8; W-3, 10 1 1-4 
86. 57, ex. 11 (Rev.) R-11, 9, 12; W-3 1 1-4 
87. 56, ex. 9 (Rev.) R-11, 9, 2· , W-10, 3 K-1 K-4 
88. 57, ex. 12 (Rev.) R-11, 9; W-3; T-10 1 1-4 
89. Ask children to name things that begin like fall, as follows: 
Parts of one's body: forehead, face, feet, fingers, fingernails. 
Articles at home: furniture, furnace, fireplace, forks. 
90. You find me in the kitchen. 
My name begins with ~· (pans) 
91. Say the name of each picture. Beside each picture, write the 
letter with which it begins. 
Giving Final Sounds or Letters (R-13) 
92. Say the name of each picture. Beside each picture, write the 
letter with which it ends. 
~ .. tt 
Knowing Names of Letters (R-15) 
93. Alphabet Game: 
Make an entire set of alphabet cards. First use lower case letters, 
then capitals. Later the two may be mixed. Place cards face down. 
Children take turns drawing cards. Each child says the letter he 
draws . If he says it correct~y, he places it in front of him. If 
he does not know the letter, he returns it to the bottom of the pile. 
The winner is the one who has the largest number of cards when the 
pile is gone. 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
Page Uses Difficult~ Interest 
89. 57, ex. 10 (Rev.) R-11, 9; W-3, 10; T-10 1 l-4 
90. 95, ex. 14 (Rev.) R-11; W-3, 10, 11, 17; . 1 1-4 
T-1 
91. 94, ex. 10 (Rev.) R-12; W-10, 3, 11, 17 1 1-4 
92. 96, . ex. 18 (Rev.) R-3, 11, 15; W-3, 10, 17 1 1-4 
93. 72, 56 (Rev.) R-15 ' 1 ex. 1-4 
Identifying Word by Picture (R-18) 
94. Look at the word under the picture. Look at the rows of words. 
C~ word that:;~~the sa~:~s the;;:: under t;~::ict;~~~ 
boat 
Page 
94 ~ 67, ex. 56 (Rev.) 
Uses 
R-18, 10; W-11 
Difficulty 
1 
Interest 
1-4 
WORD MASTERY--EXERCISE NUMBERS ACCORDING TO AREA, 
MAIN CODE, AND SUBCODE 
W-1 Sight Vocabulary 
Main Code: 95, 96, 97, 98, 99, 100, 101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 
106' 107' 108' 109' 110' 111' 112' 113' 114' 115' 
116, 117, 118, 163 
!J4 
Subcode: 8, 119, 120, 122, 123, 137, 144, 198, 204, 206, 207, 
208, 209, 210, 225, 231, 242, 243 , 245, 255, 297, 302, 
304, 306, 307, 308, 309, 310 , 311, 314, 318, 321, 322, 
323, 324, 326, 327, 328, 329, 331, 333, 334, 348, 365, 
367, 368, 369, 373, 377, 378, 382, 383, 396, 455, 458, 
472' 474 
W-2 Context Clues 
Main Code: 119, 120, 121, 122, 123, 124, 125 , 365, 366 , 367, 368, 
369 
Subcode: 8, 115, 139, 143, 149, 154, 155, 165, 170, 192 , 202 , 
203, 206, 208, 217, 242, 243, 245, 246, 247, 255 , 304 , 
306, 318, 322, 325, 326, 331, 334, 363, 373, 376, 377, 
378, 383, 391, 392, 394, 396, 397, 408, 435, 472, 474 
W-3 Consonant Sounds 
Main Code: 126, 127, 128, 129, 130, 131, 132, 133, 134, 135, 136 
Subcode : 
W-4 Vowel Sounds 
37, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 91, 92, 
106, 144, 145, 146, 151, 159, 166, 167, 168, 169, 170, 
171, 172, 173, 174, 177' 178, 179, 180, 183, 184, 186, 
209, 211, 215, 235, 237, 387, 393, 406, 409, 429, 430 
Main Code: B7, 138, 139, 140, 141, 142, 143, 370, 371, 372, 373, 
374, 375, 376, 317 ' 378, 379, 380, 381, 382, 383, 384 , 
385, 386 
Subcode: 210, 214, 215, 216, 222, 232, 233, 234, 235, 393, 409, 
429 
-· 
W-5 Reversals 
Main Code: 144, 387, 388, 389 
Subcode :. 166, 177., 178, 180, 183 
W-6 Addition or Omission of Sounds 
Main Code: 390, 391, 392, 393, 394, 396 
Subcode: 380 
W-7 Substitution of Words or Sounds 
Main Code: 397, 398, 399 
Subcode: 116' 472 
W-8 Blend Sounds 
Main Code: 145, 146, 395, 400, ~01, 402, 403, 404, 405 
Subcode: 29, 116, 179, 181, 237, 393, 394, 429, 430 
W-9 Rhyming Words 
Main Code: 56, 147, 148, 149, 150, 151, 152, ~53, 154, 155, 156, 
157' 158, 159, 160, 161, 162, 164, 165 
Subcode: 203, 230, 243, 369, 393, 394, 395, 398, 430 
W-10 Auditory Discrimination 
Main Code: 55, 57, 170, 174, 406 
Subcode : 11, 25, 35, 56, 69, 81, 83, 84, 85, 87, 89, 90, 91, 
92, 106, 126, 127, 128, 129, 130, 132, 133, 134, 135' 
136, 137' 138' 139, 140, 141' 142, 143' 150, 153, 154, 
155, 156, 157, 158, 159, 160, 161, 162, 163 ,' 165, 166, 
167, 168, 169, 171' 172, 173, 174, 177' 179, 184' 200' 
201, 205, 214' 215, 222, 232, 233, 234, 236, 237, 243, 
403, 404, 405, 407' 409, 416, 417, 429 
95 
9 6 
W-11 Visual Discrimination 
Main Code: 49, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 
71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78, 79, 80, 175, 176, 177, 
178, 179, 180, 181, 182, 183, 184, 185, 186, 364 
Subcode: 3, 16, 20, 22, 23, 24, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 
34, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, ' 47, 48, so, 
51, 52, 53, 54, 90, 91, 94, 95, 96, 98, 101, 105, 106, 
116, 124, 130, 131, 133, 145, 146, 153, 155, 156, 157, 
158, 161, 162, 166, 167' 168, 170, 171, 187, 191, 192~ 
193, 197, 198, 199, 200, 201, 202, 205, 209, 213, 214, 
215, 216, 218, 232, 233, 234, 236, 237, 243, 290, 291, 
292, 293, 296, 326, 363, 368, 369, 378, -387, 388, 389, 
390, 392, 397, 398, 399, 400, 401, 402, 403, 404, 405, 
406, 407, 408, 409, 410, 411, 412, 413, 414, 415, 416, 
417, 418, 421, 424, 425, 428, 449, 450, 453, 457 
W-12 Syllabication 
Main Code : 407, 408, 409, 410, 411, 412, 413 
Subcode: 194, 196, 213, 220, 222, 223 
W-13 Suffixes 
Main Code: 187, 188, 189, 190, 191, 192, 193, 414, 415, 416 
Subcode : 124, 163, 207, 212, 223, 235 
W-14 Prefixes 
Main Code : 419, 420, 421, 422 
Subcode: 235, 423, 424, 425, 426, 427, 428 
W-15 Word Variants 
Main Code: 417, 418, 423, 424, 425, 426, 427, 428 
Subcode : 213 
9'7 
W-16 Compound or Root Words 
Main Code: 194, 195, 196, 197, 198, 199, 200 
Subcode: 220, 235, 414, 415' 418 
~ -. W-17 Spelling 
Main Code : 201, 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209, 210, 211, 
212' 213' 214, 215' 216, 217, 218, 219, 220, 221, 222, 
223, 224, 225, 226, 227, 228, 229, 230, 231, 232, 233, 
234, 235, 236, 237, 429, 430 
Subcode : 90' 91 ' 92 ' 115' 126, 127, 133' 135' 142' 153, 159, 
167, 169, 171 , 172 , 173, 174, 184, 197, 199, 370, 371, 
372, 374 , 375, 376, 379, 380, 381, 382, 390, 393, 395, 
399, 413, 427 
WORD MASTERY 
Sight Vocabulary (W-1) 
95 . Make a color chart and label it with the color names. 
96 . Use an adaptation of Bingo with five co lQrs. Have the co lor names 
on cards, four for each color, twenty in all. 
The children f ind the name of the color and put it i n the correct 
column. The .first one to ge t four correc t vert i cally wins. 
97. Have a color chart for the room with simple geometric designs in 
clear colors . Have each color labeled. When the children can read 
the labels, have them color papers according to the color names 
under the objec ts to be colored , 
98. Label in manuscr'ipt everything i n the room that can be l abeled. 
Give out cards with the same words and let the children match them. 
Af t er pract i ce in this manner, take off the labels and ask the 
chi l dren to match the cards to t he object s named . 
99 . Introduce the words color, cut, paste, t hrough a series of pictures. 
The vocabulary may be used for direct ions on work shee ts the chil-
dren do independently. 
100. Have exper i ence char ts in the form of a daily newspaper tel ling of 
t he chi ldren's experiences . Have the children contribute t he mate-
rials and i llustr ations and t he teacher write the story as the chil -
dren te l l it to her. In some cases , she may be ab le to substitute 
words from the Pri~ry Remedial Reading Vocabulary and in this 
manner maintain some vocabulary control . 
------- -------- ---------- -- -- -- ---- ----- --- -- --------------------------
Page Uses Difficult;r Interes t 
95. 74 , ex. 7 (Rev.) W-1, 11 1 1-3 
96 . 78 , ex . 4 (A.) W-1, 11; R-10 1 1-3 
97 . 79, ex. 6 (Rev.) W-1 1 1 -3 
98. 79 , ex. 8 (Rev .) W-1, 11; R-10 1 1-4 
99 . 78, ex. 5 (A.) W-1; R-18; T-1 1 1-3 
100 . 78, ex.2 (Rev . ) W- 1; R-1, 3 1 1-4 
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101. Teach child to read his own name. Fas ten a copy to his desk and 
leave it until the child knows it and can read it . Keep it fresh 
and important-looking . 
a. Put the children's names on the board and have them go up and 
find their own. 
b . Write their names on their papers and encourage those who can 
to copy their names independently . 
c. Call attention to similarities in the children ' s names and en -
courage them to read the other chi ldren's names . 
102. Word picture dictionary: The child pas tes the pictures on one s ide 
of the page and the words bes ide them . 
103 . . Cut oaktag i nto cards about 3\ by 5 inches and have the child 
paste on them pictures of everyday objects cut f rom old magazines. 
Have a descriptive word or phrase with each picture and have the 
same word or words printed on the back. After the chi ld learns 
the words through assoc iation with the pictures, the reverse side 
with only the printed words may be used. 
104. Materials: A lar ge black paper hat and small white paper rabbits 
with words printed on them . 
Procedure : Child draws rabbi t from the hat. If he can read the 
word, he may keep it . If not, the teacher will tell him the word . 
Then he puts the rabbit back into the hat and the next child takes 
his turn . 
105. Have cards in two sets with two or three-letter words printed on 
them. Ask the child to find the ma te of the flashed card. Use 
some words that are unknown to the child. Increase the diffi-
culty by using longer words or words that are similar in appear-
ance which call fo r a finer degree of perception . 
--- ~ --- -- ----------- ----- ------ -- ----------- --- ---------- - --------- - --
Page Uses Difficult~ Interes t 
101. 78, ex . 1 (A . ) W-1, 11; R-8, 14 1 1-4 
102. 79, ex. 9 (A.) W-1; R-18; T-9 1 1-4 
103. 82, ex. 10 (A.) W-1; R-18 1 1-4 
104 . 84, ex. 6 (Rev . ) W-1; S-8 1-4 l-4 
105. 70, ex. 6 (Rev.) W-1, 11; R-6, 10 1 l-4 
1 0 0 
106. Look at the pictures. Now look at the words. Draw a line from 
each picture to the word that tells its name. 
tree 
bee 
fish 
dish 
107. Fish Game: 
Materials: Fish made of colored paper with words printed on them. 
Procedure: Have child "fish" word from the "pool." If he can 
read the word, he may keep his "fish." If not, he puts "fish" 
back into the "pool." 
108. Modified Wordo 
Materiels: For each player, a card marked off into 25 squares, 
each square containing a different word. For the leader, cards 
with single words on them about the same size as the squares on 
the player's sheet. The middle square is a "free center." 
Procedure: The leader shows the cards one at a time. 
who has the word on his sheet pronounces it and places 
card over the same word on his sheet. The first child 
five words in a row in any direction is the winner. 
The child 
the small 
to cover 
109. Spin the Clock 
Number a large cardboard clock face and attach a spinner at the 
center. Print some words or phrases on a piece of paper or on the 
blackboard. (Number them from 1 to 12.) The child turns the 
spinner, notes the number on which it stops, and reads the corre-
sponding word or phrase. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------Page Uses Difficulti Interest 
106. 94,ex. 9 (Rev.) w-1,3, 10, 11; R-18 1 1-4 
107. 84,ex. 5 (Rev.) w-1; s-8 1-4 1-4 
108. 8l,ex. 7 (A.) W-1; S-8, 9 1-4 1-4 
109. 82,ex. 11 (A.) W-1 1-4 1-4 
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110. Word and Picture Cards 
Use nouns and action wor ds from the remedial word list . Have 
one set of word cards and one set of picture cards. Ask the chil-
dren to find the words to accompany the picture cards. 
111. Tachistoscope 
Each child has his own tachistoscope which may be made in any 
shape he desires--football, clown, snowman, cat, etc. The word 
slips are passed through a slot so that only one word appears at 
a time. 
112. Place the new reading vocabulary on the board. Discuss words with 
the children. Have a child stand with his back to the board . The 
teacher or another child chooses a word. The first child must 
pick out the selected word. He may find the right word by reading 
the list. 
113. Game : I Know It 
Materials : A pack of flash cards . 
Procedure: From the pack of cards face down on the table the chil-
dren take turns drawing. If they can read the card, they may keep 
it. If not, they lay it face up on the table. If the next child 
recognizes it, he says, "I know it," and takes the card. If he 
cannot say it, he takes a card from the face -down pack. Any child 
may take the face-up card at his turn. 
114. Index File Treasure Chest: 
The child places the words in the file as he learns them. The 
teacher reviews the words by asking the child to find ~or Mother, 
etc . in the file . 
115. Flash a word card and have a child pronounce it. Flash it again 
and have the child print it from memory. 
---------------------- ------------------------------------------------
Page 
110 . 85, ex. 11 
111. 85, ex. 9 
112. 85, ex. 12 
113. 84, ex. 7 
114. 79, ex. 10 
115. 81, ex. 6 
Uses 
(Rev.) w:-f;c-1; S-8 
(Rev.) W-1; S-8 
(Rev . ) W-1 
(Rev.) W-1; S-8 
(Rev.) W-1; T-8 
(A.) W-1, 2, 17; 
8'1c.tnn unr.rersrtv 
S.Chool of Edue&UOQ 
Ubrary _. 
R-6 
Difficultz Interest 
1-4 1-4 
1-4 1-4 
1-4 1-4 
1-4 1-4 
2 2-4 -
2 2-4 
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116. Modified Slapjack 
Materials: A deck of cards .made up of words which need reviewing or 
which cause special difficulty, e.g., want, went, what, when, them, 
there, they, that, this; four of each-.-- --- --- --- ---
Procedure: Designate one word, such as "want" as the slap word. 
Any number up to four may play. The entire pack is dealt out, face 
down in piles in front of each player. Each in turn plays a card 
from his pile, putting it face up in the middle of the table, pro-
nouncing it as he does so. When the card bearing the slap word is 
turned up, the player · ~ecognizing it as such, covers the pile with 
his hand and says, "slap want." The cards in the middle are then 
added to his own pile. When a player's supply of cards is gone, 
he is automatically out .of the game. 
117. Matching Card Game 
A set of printed word cards is used. Each word appears on four 
cards. The players are each dealt three or five cards. Five cards 
are placed face up on the table. If the first child to play has a 
card marked "house" in his hand, and there is a "house" card on 
the table, he shows his card, pronounces it, and then makes a pack 
of them. He places them face up before him on the table . If he 
does not have a card which matches any of the exposed cards on 
the table, he must discard one of his own cards and draw another 
from the pack. 
If he has a matching c·ard but cannot pronounce it, he places 
it on top of the card on the table and draws a card from the pack. 
If a child can make more than one match at a time, he may do so. 
Drawing a card from the pack ends his play. The second player 
follows the procedure of the first child, except that he may 
match and pronounce any cards face up on the table and take them. 
When the pack is exhausted, the players continue as before, except 
that they do not draw. The winner is the one who has the most 
cards in front of him. 
118. Dictionary 
116. 
117. 
118 . 
The child makes an indexed scrapbook and as each new word is 
learned, it is put in its proper place. The words may be accom-
panied by illustrative pictures or may be used in sentences show-
ing several meanings. (This may be done on index cards and kept 
in a file.) 
Page Uses Difficulti Interest 
81, ex. 8 (A.) W-1, 7, 8, 11 2 2-4 
82-3,ex . 3 (Rev.) w -1; R-10; S-8 2 2-4 
82, ex. 8 (A . ) w -1; R-18; c -1' 3· 
' 
S-8,9; 
T-9 2 2-4 
1oa 
Context Clues (W-2) 
ll9. "It is something to eat." Flash the word cake. 
"It is something that rings." Flash the word bell. 
This may be done with flash cards, tachistoscope, or flashmeter. 
120. Select a story from the book which the children are reading. Make 
an exercise from it by leaving out words. Have the children use 
their books to find the missing words. When they have finished, 
discuss clues which helped them to find the missing word . Be 
careful not to lose the meaning of the story by leaving out too 
many important words. 
121. For practice in the recognition of words through context, the 
teacher reads to the children omitting a very meaningful word in 
a sentence. She asks the children which word was left out. For 
unfamiliar material, this may be combined with pictures of the 
word that was omitted. 
Example: Father took Mother, Jack and Mary for a (ride) in the 
car. They took some food with them. They wanted to 
have a (picnic). It was a ( ) day. Father stopped 
the ( ) near a maple ( ). Then they took out the 
( ) and sat in the shade of the big maple ( ). 
What fun they had eating the ( · )~ 
12.2. Write on the board a list of words important to the story. Tell 
a story, pausing. to let the children supply words from the word 
list. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------
Page Uses Difficultx Interest 
ll9. 81, ex. 5 (A.) W-2, 1· 
' 
C-1 1 ' 1-4 
120. 83, ex. 2 (Rev.) W-2, 1· 
' 
T-4, 10 1 1-4 
121. 51, ex. 18 (Rev.) W-2; R-2 1 1-5 
122. 83, ex. 1 (Rev.) W-2, 1· 
' 
c -1; S-8 1-4 1-4 
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123. Distribute copies of the following exercises. Have the children 
fill in the blanks with the correct words from the right-hand 
column. When they have finished, c~eck by having the children 
explain their reasons for choosing each word. 
The boy played in the yard 
He was of the animal. afraid 
He gave Bill a to play with. $tore 
Father likes to in the garden. people 
Mother sent her to the for some bread. friend 
The boys and girls read every day in work 
A bird can build a school 
He 1 ikes to P.lay with his ball 
nest 
play 
124. Draw a ring around the word that completes the sentence. 
Write the word in the blank. 
The boys are 
See the boys 
Yesterday the boys 
up and down 
up and down. 
up and down. 
jumped 
jumping 
jump 
jumped 
jumping 
jumped 
125. Draw a ring around the word that will finish the last sentence. 
We saw it in the woods. 
It was in a tree. 
Some baby birds were in it. 
It was a 
bird nest tree 
Page Uses 
123. 83, ex . 4 (Rev . ) w:r;-1; C-3 
124. 102, ex. 46 (A.) W-2, 11, 13; C-1 
125. 168, ex . 4 (Rev.) W-2; c-3; T-3 
Difficulty 
2 
2 
2 
Interest 
2-4 
2-4 
2-4 
-I 
t os 
Consonant Sounds (W-3) 
126. Listen to the following words . When you hear one that does not 
begin like basket and Bobby, raise your hand. 
ball baby bell drum bicycle 
127. Listen to the following words. When you hear one that does not 
end like boat and bat, raise your hand. 
cat rat treat hop street 
Exercises 126 and 127 can be done for all initial and final con-
sonants and blends. 
128. Listen to this word: boy . Now look around the roo~ and name all 
the things that begin with the same sound as boy . 
129. Look at all the pictures in this magazine. Cut out, for our 
chart, all the pictures that begin with the b sound. 
This exercise can also be used for individual picture 
dictionaries. 
130. Look at the picture. Say the name of the picture to yourself. 
126. 
127. 
128. 
129. 
130 . 
131. 
Look at the words at the right. Draw a line under the words that 
begin with the same sound as the picture. 
~ book red box 
Page Uses Difficultx Interest 
97, ex. 22 (A.) W-3, 10, 17 1 1-4 
97, ex. 23 (A.) W-3, 10, 17 1 1-4 
94, ex. 7 (Rev . ) W-3, 10 1 1-4 
94, ex . 8 (A.) W-3, 10; T-9 1 1-4 
94, ex. 6 (Rev.) W-3, 10, 11; R-11 1 1-4 
109, ex. 18 W-3, 11 1 1-3 
Draw a line around all the wor ds that begin with b. 
bottle 
ball 
bank 
barrel 
back 
put 
desk 
quick 
The same exercise may be used for all the other consonants. 
132. What is the first letter in feed? 
What words do you know that begin with the same sound as feed? 
What words do you know that end with the same sound as feed? 
What is the last letter in the word feed? 
106 
133. When£ is followed by£, 1, or y, it usually has the soft sound 
of s in some and sent . Say these words. Put a line under all the 
words that have the soft sound of £ · 
car 
face 
nice 
cake 
clothes 
cry 
ice 
cents 
134. Read these phrases. Draw a line under each word that has the soft 
sound of £.. Say the word . 
1. ice cream 6. once upon a time 
2. a funny face 7. a clear cry 
3. five cents 8. all except one 
4. a blue car 9 . nice clothes 
5. a big city 10 . a piece of cake 
135. When & is followed by ~, i, or ~, it usually has the sound of the 
i in~ and~· Say these words. Put a line around all the 
words that have the soft & sound. 
green against go 
grass strange thing 
bridge along girl 
long change again 
large guess huge 
----------------------------------------------------------------------Page Uses Difficult:z: Interest 
132. 93, ex . l (Rev.) w:r:-10 K-1 K-4 
133.107, ex. 11 (Rev.) W-3, 10, 11, 17 3 3-4 
134.107, ex. 12 (Rev.) W-3, 10 3 3-4 
135 . 108, ex. 13 W-3, 10, 17 3 3-4 
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136 . In the following phrases, look for the words containing the soft 
sound of g. Draw a line under each word that has a soft sound of 
~· Say the word. 
1 . green grass 6 . must change 
2 . against the door 7. go along 
3 . a l ong bridge 8 . a good thing 
4. a strange street 9 . the baby girl 
5. a large house 10 . guess aga in 
Vowel Sounds (W-4) 
137. Say these words to yoursel f . 
word with a long vowel sound. 
word with a short vowe l sound. 
Put an L on the line before each 
Put an S on the line be fore eac h 
138 . 
13F> . 
13~. 
138 . 
ate 
----
-----slow 
long 
-----go 
____ came it 
In short words not ending in~' the vowel is usually short . We 
mark t he short vowel sound this way : 
cat fill got 
Say thes e words . Draw a line under 
short a short e short i 
had 
grade 
camp 
Page 
108 , ex . 
105 , ex . 
105, ex . 
end in 
den vine 
because mitten 
14 
4 (Rev . ) 
5 (A.) 
Uses 
W~lO 
W-4 , 1, 10 
W-4, 10 
cup happy 
each word that has: 
short 0 short u shor t 
hot 
hoot 
got 
f un 
tune 
nut 
Difficul t y 
3 
2 
3 
c ity 
fly 
pi ty 
Interest 
3-4 
2-4 
3-4 
y 
139. Look at these words. Say the words to yourself. Fill in the 
spaces using words that have the short sound of a as in rat. 
act hang bake game 
flag sat 
a. He does not know what is the 
b. Jim will wave the 
nap 
race 
pack dance 
matter 
c. The clown does a funny in the circus. 
d. The does not give much light. 
lamp 
Use this type of exercise for long and short sounds of all the 
vowels. 
140. Say these words. Draw a line under all the words in which you 
hear the long sound of a vowel. 
wire use trunk yet cross stroke 
trade ship able case scrape hoe 
hive rice lake those quite taste 
This exercise may be used for short vowels also. 
141. These words have a long ~sound: Teacher reads--old, own, bone. 
These words have a short ~sound: Teacher reads--Tom, hot, dog. 
Put a red line under the words with a long ~ sound. Put a blue 
line under the words with the short o sound. 
stocking nose radio so 
potato frogs copy long 
body hop gold stop 
This exercise may be used for all the other vowels. 
10H 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Page Uses Difficulti Interest 
139. 105, ex. 6 (A.) W~lO, 2 3 3-4 
140. 106, ex. 8 W-4, 10 3 3-4 
141. 106, ex. 7 (Rev.) W-4, 10 3 3-4 
109 
142. When two vowels come together in a word, the first vowel is 
usually long and the second vowel is silent. Say these words 
below. On the line next to the word, write the vowel you hear in 
the word. 
1. whoa 4. tail 7 . goes 
---2. train s. real 8 . east 
3. goat 6. peach 9 . board 
---
143. Say the words below. On the line next to each word write the 
vowel that you hear in the word. 
1. coal 4. bean 
--- ---2. tried s. peas 
--- ---3. eagle 6. raise 
---
Write the word that will make each sentence 
A tiger is a wild 
best beast beat 
The was an hour late. 
train treat turn 
The baby all night. 
cream cried crow 
She gave one candy . 
early ever each 
We gave the squirrel some 
peanuts plain peck 
Page 
142. 106, ex. 9 (A.) 
143. 106, ex. 10 (A.) 
Uses 
w :z:-:--10' 17 
W-4, 2, 10 
7 . chain 
8 . people 
9. beach 
correct . 
Difficulty 
3 . 
Interest 
3-4 
3-4 3 
Reversals (W-5) 
144. Stop and Go 
Words frequently reversed such as was and no are printed with 
the first letter in red and the other-retters-rn green. C~ildren 
are told to observe the lights, stopping to take a good look at 
the first letter before pronouncing the word. Later, the same 
words should be presented singly and then in context written in 
regular pencil. 
Blend Sounds (W-8) 
145. Look at the words in the boxes. Draw a line around each word that 
begins with the blend tr. 
tr tr 
trade tiger 
tire truck 
travel try 
drop ripe 
trunk true 
146. Have the children draw a line.under all the words that start with 
the same two letters as cream. 
crayon catch crawl break 
crate came baby cry 
This same exercise may be used for all other initial and final 
blends. 
Rhyming Words (W-9) 
147. Ask the children to give a word that rhymes with dog, with ~. 
with fox, etc. 
148. Display pictures that rhyme and have children put them in pairs. 
---------------------------------------------------------- ------------
Page Uses Difficult! Interest 
144. 83, ex. 12 (A.) W-5, 1, 3 1-4 1-4 
145. 109, ex. 17 (Rev. )W-8, 11, 3 . 2, 2-4 
146. 109, ex. 19 (Rev. )W-8, 11, 3 2 2-4 
147. 58, ex. 21 (Rev.) W-9; R-9 1 1-4 
148. 58, ex. 22 (Rev.) W -9; R-9 1 1-4 
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149 . Have the children supply rhyming words to make complete jingles. 
Example: · What fun! What fun! 
To jump and 
The birds fly high 
In the 
(run) 
. (sky) 
One, two, three 
Hide behind the ____ . (tree) 
150. Ask children to dramatize the meaning of a rhyming word as : 
Do something that rhymes with mop (hop), with talk (walk), with 
bump (jump), etc. 
151. Have the children name a word that begins with s and rhymes with 
run. (sun) This gives a good review of initial-consonants. 
152. Rhyming Game: 
153. 
149. 
150. 
151. 
152. 
153. 
Say, "How many words can you think of that rhyme with sun?" 
List the words on the board as the children say them. 
Underline the words that rhyme with the words at the top of 
the l i:st. 
Tim 
same 
him 
she 
Jim 
Draw a circle around the words that rhyme. 
boy girl 
Page 
58, ex. 20 (Rev.) 
58, ex. 24 (A.) 
58, ex.27 (Rev.) 
58, ex. 23 (Rev.) 
98, ex. 27 (Rev.) 
Uses 
W~2 
' 
toy 
W-9, 10; R-4 
W-9, 3; R-12 
W-9; R-9 
drum 
W-9, 10, 11, 17; R-8 
joy 
Difficulty 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
apple 
Interest 
1-4 
1~4 
1-4 
1 -4 
1-4 
154. The teacher will read the rhyme. The children are asked to supply 
a rhyming word at the end . 
Out for a walk went Tim and Ann. 
They hopped and skipped and then they -------
155. Match the rhyming words in the first column with rhyming words in 
the second column. 
Teacher puts words on the board. Then she points to the word 
give and says, "Who can tell me a word in the second column which 
rhymes with give?" 
give sun 
me live 
run may 
day we 
156. Draw a _ line to the correct picture. Listen for the rhyme. 
157. 
Mother is going to make 
A big birthday 
Mother gave Ann a new hat, 
And to Tim she gave a baseball 
Say the name of each picture on the left. Draw a line to the pic-
ture in the right column that __ rhymes with it. 
~ ~ (]) @ 
-..~ L--; r);-A ~ 
~~=,,..---
158. Draw a ring around the words that rhyme with the name of the picture. 
well 
fell 
will 
--------------- -------------------------------------------------------
Page U!:ies Difficultx Interest 
154. 98, ex. 28 (Rev.) W-9-, 2, 10 1 1-4 
155. 98, ex. 29 (Rev.) W-9, 2, 10, 11 1 1-4 
156. 99, ex. 30 (A.) W-9, 10, ll 1 1-4 
157. 99, ex. 31 (Rev.) W-9, 10, 11 1 1-4 
158. 99, ex. 33 (Rev.) W-9, 10, 11; R-8 2 2-4 
t1_a 
159. Say the word at the top of each column. Make two more words that 
rhyme with the top word. 
160. 
161. 
162. 
159. 
160. 
book 
ook 
ook: 
hand 
ancr 
and 
Teacher gives a sentence stressing ' the last word. 
We are having fun. 
Children supply rhyming sentences. 
We will jump and run. 
The following list might be used: 
fun sun gun 
look book took 
bell tell fell 
all call ball 
make take bake 
Make a large card with seven (or more) words across the top. -
Make individual cards with words that rhyme with them. Have the 
child read the words on the smaller cards to himself . Then he places 
the small cards under the rhyming words on the large cards . 
On small cards print words that rhyme, one word on each car d . 
Make twelve sets of four rhyming words such as man, fan, can, t an , 
or look, book, took; book. Shuffle the cards and give four to 
each player. The first player reads a word from any of his four 
cards. If any other player holds a card that contains a rhyming 
word, he must give the card to -the player calling for it. When a 
player fails to get a card he asks for, he may draw from the pack 
on the table. The player with the most cards at the end is the 
winner. 
Page Uses Difficult~ Interest 
99, ex. 32 (A.) W~3, 10, 17; R-2, 8 2 2-4 
99, ex. 34 (Rev.) W-9, 10; R-9 2 2-4 
161.100, ex. 35 (Rev.) W-9, 10, 11 2 2-4 
162.100, ex. 36 (Rev.) W-9, 10, 11; S-8 2 2-4 
·;"" 
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163. Say the words in each line. In the space, write a word that rhymes. 
a. near, fear, hear, year, 
b. deep, sleep, sweep, peep 
This same exercise may be used for all the phonograms. 
164. Encourage the children to create simple rhyming couplets of their 
own. Almost every class will have a few children who like to do 
this and will make up short poems for fun. Have them read to the 
class. 
165. I am thinking of something both boys and girls wear. 
It rhymes with clocks. 
What is it? 
This is something we have when we play a game we like. 
It rhymes with gun. 
What is it? 
When I say a word, think of a baseball word that rhymes with it. 
Example: love face hitch late sat match hall 
Auditory Discrimination (W-10) 
166. 
Put a rfad X. on th~ letter that -is the same as the first letter 
in baby . Put a ring around the letter· that is the same as the 
last letter in sun. 
a. b d p 
b. s m n 
This exercise may be used for all initial and final consonants. 
Page _ Uses 
163. 104, ex. 2 (A.) w:g:---13, 10 
164 . 58, ex. 28(Rev.) W-9; R~l 
165. 108, ex. 16 (Rev . )W-9, 2, 10 
166. 95, ex. 13 (Rev.) R-11; W-10, 3, 5, 11 
'· 
Difficulty 
2 
2 
3 
2 
Interest 
2-4 
2-4 
3-4 
2-4 
167. 
Put alphabet cards along the blackboard ledge. 
bring me the letter with which this word begins: 
Say, "Jack, 
girl." 
If the child does not know, hold up the desired card and say, 
"Bring me a card that looks like this. Say its name and give 
its sound." · 
115 
168. The name of one of these pictures ends with the same sound as the 
word hat. Listen for the sound of t. Draw a ring aroun~ the 
picture whose name ends with that sound. Find its name and circle 
169. 
170. 
167. 
168. 
169. 
170. 
it. 
Two teams--group game: 
boy 
chair 
boat 
box 
The leader starts off with any word, i . e . , cat. The person on 
the other team says a word that begins wJth the last letter of 
cat, i.e., tiger. The next member of the first team says a word 
beginning with~. i.e., run. No word may be used mote than once. 
There are three sets of vowels after each sentence. Draw a 
line under the vowel set that will make the correct word. Then 
fin'ish writing the wo·rd in the sentence. Say the word and then 
read the sentence. 
a. He lives n r me . is ea ae 
b. She p __ nted the picture in school. ea ie ai 
c. She sat under the k tree . ai oa ee 
d. The farmer said wh to his horse. oa ee ai 
Page Uses Difficultx Interest 
95, ex . l2 (Rev.) R-11; W-10 , 3, 11 , 17 1 1-4 
96, ex . 17 (Rev . ) R--ll, 15, 16, 18; T- 1; 
W-10, 3, 11 
95, ex. 15 (Rev . ) R-7, 11, 12, 13; · W-3, 10, 2 2-4 
17 
108, ex. 15 (Rev. )W -10, 3, 11, 2 3 3-4 
171. 
172. 
173. 
Say the name of each picture. If 
sound as ~put a b beside it. 
with the same 
1 1 G 
Say the name of each picture. Write the beginning eound at the 
left and the final sound at the right of the picture. 
Say the name of the picture. If it begins with ~. put a ~ to 
the left of the word. If it ends with ~. put a d to the right of 
the word. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------
Page Uses Difficultz Interest. 
171. 95, ex. 11 (A.A.) R-11; W-3, 10, 11, 17 1 1-4 
172. 97, ex. 21 (Rev.) R-11, 15; W-3, 10, 17 2 2-4 
173. 96, ex. 20 (A.) R-11, 15; W-3, 10, 17 2 2-4 
1 17 
174. The word valentine begins with a v. Say the words below and listen 
for the v. Tell whether you hear-they sound at the beginning or 
the end of each word. 
have give very live love visit 
Visual Discrimination (W-11) 
175. Give out duplicated sheets of workbook pages. Have children circle 
the letter ~every time they see it. 
176. Find letters within words. 
177. 
178. 
Example: Hold up a letter card marked A or a. Say, "This is an a. 
Find another a on the chart. Find an a on the bulletin-
board. Count-the a's you see on Barbara's name card. 
Do you see an a in-Jobn's name? Raise your band if you 
have an a in your name," etc. 
Say the names of these letters. With your pencil draw a line 
from the letters in the first column to the same letters in the 
second column. 
b d 
p g 
g g 
d b 
g p 
In each row, draw a circle around each letter which is the same 
as the first letter in that row. 
b b d p b h p b d 
f j f j k f j p f 
-~--------------------------------------------------------------------Page Uses Difficult! Interest 
174. 96, ex. 19 (Rev.) W-10; R-13, 15, 16; 1 1-4 -
W-3, 10, 17 
175. 72, ex. 7a (Rev. ) W -11 ; R-15 1 1-4 
176. 72, ex. 7 (Rev.) W-11; R-15 1 1-4 
177. 93, ex. 2 (Rev.) W-11, 5, 10,3 1 1-4 
178. 93, ex. 3 (Rev.) W-11, 3, 5 1 1-4 
"\ 
' I 
-I 
I 
179. 
Underline the words that begin with the same letter as the word 
at the top of the list. 
eaint sail 
push sit 
gas arm 
pop sew 
baby sum 
1 :18 
This exercise may also be used with final consonants an~ initial 
and final blends. 
180. 
Circle the words that are exactly like the one at the beginning 
of the line. 
181. 
big jig dig pig fig rig 
Circle the parts of these words that are alike. 
ring 
sing 
wing 
stop 
start 
stay 
blow 
snow 
grow 
wish 
wash 
brush 
big 
182_. Find the letter and place it under the letter on the card that 
matches. Say the name of the letter. 
a b p 
183 . 
Think of the name of the picture. Underline the letter with 
which that name begins. f 
tlY 
b c d g 
Page Uses 
179. 97, ex. 25 (Rev.) W-11, 3, 8, 10 
180 . 110, ex. 20 (Rev.)W - 11, 3, 5; R-10 
181. 98, ex; 26 (Rev.) W-11, 8; R-8 
182. 72, ex. 4 (Rev.) W-11; R-10, 15 
183 . 93, ex . 5 (A.) W-11, 3, 5 
Difficulty 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
Interest 
1-4 
1-3 
2-4 
1-3 
1-4 
184. 
Think of the name of the picture. Underline the letter with 
which that name ends. 
f k t b 
185. Draw lines to the right pictures. (Each word can be identified 
with one picture.) 
door f~ ~ ~ father apple 0 
boy 0 Efj 
milk 
window 
186. 
Look at the last letter in each word· on the left side. 
Find a word on the right side that begins with that letter. 
Draw a line between the two words. -
Page 
184. 96, ex. 
185.169, ex. 
186. 97, ex. 
cat 
her 
Tim 
run 
make 
toy 
Uses 
16 (A.) W-11, 3, 10, 17 
8 (A.) W-11; R-18 
24 (Rev.) W-11, 3; R-10, 11 
Difficulty 
1 
1 
2 
Interest 
1-4 
1-4 
2-4 
Suffixes (W-13) 
187. Cut out the words in the boxes below and paste them under the 
correct picture. 
188. 
1 a J.:k $,~ 
boy girl boys girls 
~ ~ ~ ~ y s . . 
Add s to the words below to make them mean more than one. 
kite house kitten boy girl 
Use the word kite and the word that means more than one kite in a 
sentence. Do the same for all the words. 
189. Add ing to the words below to make them mean something that is 
going on now. 
look play jump 
Use the new words in a sentence. 
190. Add ed to the words below to make them mean something that has 
already happened . 
look play jump 
--------------------~----------------------------------------- - -------
Page Uses Difficult;y: Interest 
187. 101, ex. 40 (A.) W-13, 11 1 1-4 
188. 102, ex. 43 (A.) W-13; C-1 2 2-4 
189. 102, ex. 44 (A.) W-13; C-1 2 2-4 
190. 102, ex. 45 (A.) W-13; C-1 2 2-4 
191. Draw a line from each sentence to the correct word on the right. , 
Write the word in the blank. 
The boy can fast. 
----He is 
------away. 
running 
run 
192. Choose the correct words to fill in the blanks. 
I see one, two, three 
boy boys 
Mother gave candy to all the 
girls girl 
193 . Look at the pictures on the large cards. Some will be single 
pictures. Some will be in pairs. Now look at the small cards. 
On these cards are words. Some words will mean only one thing 
and will be singular, and some words will mean more than one 
thing and will be plural. Match the word cards to the right 
picture. 
Ind'ividual seat work 
Compound or Root Words (W-16) 
194. Look at the words on the left. Find them in the longer words at 
the right and put a circle around them. 
box mailbox 
father grandfather 
air airplane 
195 . Connect the two little words with a line to make one big word. 
birth side 
in box 
mail day 
----------------------------------------------------------------------
Page · Uses Difficult! Interest 
191. 103, ex. 48 (A . ) W-13, 11, 2 2 2-4 
192. 101, ex. 41 (A.) W-13, 2, 11 2 2-4 
193. 101, ex. 42 (Rev. )W-13; R -:~-8; W-11 3 3-4 
194. 100, ex. 38 (Rev. )W -16, 12; R-8 2 2-4 
195. 101, ex. 39 (A.) W-16; R-8 2 2-4 
t21 
, 
196. Each of these words is made up of two smaller words. Write the 
two words beside the big one. 
birthday 
inside 
mailbox 
197. Place a box around the first word that you see in each compound 
word. 
sometime something - without another afternoon 
Use the words from the Primary Remedial Word List, Boston University, 
School of Education Clinic. 
198. Look at the root words in the left column. Find and circle the 
root words in the words in the right column. 
play player 
work working 
jump jumped 
stop stopped 
look looks 
199. I am going to say three words. Tell me the root word of each. 
jumps jumping jumped 
pulls pulling pulled 
painter painting painted 
fighter fighting fights 
----------------------------------------------------------------------
Page Uses Difficult~ Interest 
196. 100, ex . 37 (A.) W-16, 12 2 2-4 
197 J-UO, ex . 21 (Rev.) w -16-, 11, 17 2 2-4 
198. 103, ex. 49 (Rev.) W-16 
' , 1, 11 2 2-4 
199. 103, ex. 47 (Rev.) W-16" -11, 17 3 3-4 
200. Put a box aro~nd the root word in each of the following words. 
likes 
careful 
rewrite 
.,ttt':: 
Spelling ("(~17) 
waited 
walking 
I 
\ 
> \lnkind 
Spelling should be integrated with the word analysis and 
language programs. Each spelling exercise ought to be a purpose-
ful activity rather than the study of lists of meaningless words. 
201. Use the following auditory-visual-motor method: 
a. Present the word to be spelled on a large flash card. 
b. Pronounce the word and have the child pronounce it. 
c. Discuss and enrich the word. 
d. Remove the word from sight and have the child write it from 
memory. 
e. Show the word again, pronounce it, and have the child check 
· his spelling and make any necessary corrections. 
f. Have the child cover his previous spelling and write the 
word again. Do this as many times as seems necessary. 
g. When four or five words have been learned, combine them into 
a sentence with familiar words. Have the child write the 
sentence, timing the process if desired. 
h. Rewrite the sentence for speed, compare with original time. 
202. Choose from the words below. Write the word that means: 
an animal 
a toy 
a girl 
doll 
Page 
200. llO, ex. 
201. 164, ex. 
202. 164, ex. 
she pie 
Uses 
22 (Rev.)W-16, 10, 11 
2 (A.) W-17, 10, 11 
3 (Rev.) W-17, 2, 11 
apple fox 
Difficulty 
3 
2 
2 
play 
Interest 
3-4 
2-4 
2-4 
1_24_ 
203. Think of a word that rhymes with sat and write it on the blank . 
a . Something that .we wear on our head. 
b. Something we use to hit a ball . 
c. A very small animal. 
d. A small rug. 
204. Write a letter home telling mother and father some of the words 
you can spell. 
" 
Dear Mother and Father, 
These are some of the words which I learned to spell. 
come, run, girl, add, him. 
205. Here are six new words that we are going to learn to write. 
I will read each word. Now let us say each word together. 
like 
pig 
ball 
fun 
dog 
car 
his 
box 
Write each word on the line next to it. 
206. Here are four columns of words. In each column put a circle 
around the words that w.e have learned from our new list of words . 
203. 
204. 
205. 
206. 
like 
cat 
ball 
soon 
top 
was 
fun 
pig 
box 
come 
his 
rat 
sat 
car 
from 
dog 
Here are four sentences. In each sentence, write the missing wor d 
on the line. Choose the missing word from our new list of words . 
The likes to bark. 
hat. Dick lost 
It is 
I 
to play with a ball. 
to eat candy. 
Page 
164, ex. 
165, ex. 
ex. 
ex. 
4 (Rev.) 
5 (Rev . ) 
5 (New) 
6 (New) 
Uses 
W-17, 9, 2 
W-17, 1 
W-17, 10, 11 
W-17, 1, 2; C-3 
Difficulty 
2 
2 
2 
2 
Interest 
2-4 
2-4 
2-4 
2-4 
207. Look at the word~· If we put an sat the end of this word, 
how would we say it? 
Write each of the following words and add an s to each word. 
ball 
car 
like 
dog 
208. Look at our new list of words. 
hill 
leg 
baby 
school 
milk 
sled 
black 
apple 
Can you guess what I am? 
Read each story and if you can guess what I am, write the · word 
under the story. Choose the word from our new list of wotds. 
a. You can see me on a tree. Sometimes I am green and some-
times I am red. A strong wind will blow me down. People 
like to eat me. 
apple 
b. I have two runners. I can be used only when we have snow. 
Boys and girls like to play with me. 
sled 
c. I cannot walk or run. My mother has to put me to bed and 
feed me. 
209. Three-letter Words with Different Beginnings, But the Same Ending . 
Have the children make their own words by changing the 
beginning consonant. 
Example: cat 
fat 
bat 
sat 
rat 
Exercise 
207. Ex. 8 (New) 
208. Ex. 9 (New) 
209. Ex. 9 (New) 
top 
hop 
mop 
pop 
Uses 
W-17, 1, 13 
W-17 , 1, 2; T-3 
W-17, ll, 1, 3 
can 
fan 
~an 
ran 
pan 
Difficulty 
2 
2 
2 
Interest 
2-4 
2-4 
2-4 
J 
210. Three-letter Words With Different Vowel Sounds 
Have the children make their own words by changing the vowel 
sounds in the words. Start with a word that is familiar to them. 
cat 
cut 
fun 
fan 
tin 
tan 
ten 
but 
bat 
bet 
bit 
211. Three-letter Words With Different Endings 
212. 
Have the children make their own words by changing the last 
letter. 
Example: caa - big did ran 
Cli-P bit dig rap 
cab,. bib dip rat 
rag 
Adding Ending to Words 
After teaching the three preceding exercises, show the children 
how adding "s" changes the nouns and verbs with which it can be 
used. 
bats runs 
fans cats 
pans caps 
213. Adding Ending to Verbs 
Show the children that the final consonant must be doubled 
before adding "ed" or "ing" to the three-letter words. 
batted 
batting 
dipped 
dipping 
hopped 
hopping 
--------------- -------------------------------------------------------
Exercise Uses Difficult;x: Interest 
210. Ex. 10 (New) W-17, 1, 4 2 2-4 
211. Ex. 11 (New) W-17, 3 2 2-4 
212. Ex. 12 (New) W-17, 13 2 2-4 
213. Ex. 13 (New) W-17, 11, 12, 15 2 2-4 
214. Silent "e" Endings 
Show the children the effect of silent "e" added to two and 
three-letter words. 
at 
can 
not 
ate 
cane 
note 
215. Silent "e" Ending 
us 
car 
hop 
use 
care 
hope 
:127 
Have the children make their own words by changing the beginning 
consonant. 
take like name 
---ake ---ike ---ame 
---ake ----ike ----ame 
216. Teaching "ay" and "ai" in Words 
Show the children that words having the long "a" sound as an 
ending are usually spelled with "ay." If the long "a" sound comes 
in the middle of the word, it is usually spelled with "ai." 
day 
rain 
say 
pain 
way 
wait 
217. This is your list of study words . 
hungry 
May 
busy 
tonight 
June 
candy 
outside 
forgot 
foot 
quick 
cold 
race 
Fill in each word that is left out. Choose your words from your 
study list. 
When we are (h) 
-----
we eat food. Sometimes, when it is 
, we eat a picnic lunch (o) not too (c) 
---- ---=---~-In (J) when it is warm, mother takes us to the picnic 
grounds. One time 
take our (c) 
when we went on a picnic, we (f) to 
-----
We always play games and (r) 
----at our picnics. 
Exercise 
214 . Ex. 14 (New) 
215. Ex. 15 (New) 
216. Ex . 16 (New) 
217. Ex. 17 (New) 
Uses 
W-17, 11, 10, 4 
W-17, 4, 10, ll, 3 
W-17, 4, ll 
W-17, 2; C-1 
Difficulty 
3 
2 
2 
2 
Interest 
3-4 
2-4 
2-4 
2-4 
218. Write the words that begin with capital letters. 
May June 
219. Choose the words from the list of study words. Write the words 
that mean: 
a. something to eat: (c) __________ __ 
b. wanting to eat: (h) _________ -:-
c. the month of the year when we stop going to school: (J) 
----d. where it rains and snows: (o) 
-----
220. A word that is made of two little words is called a compound word. 
The word yourself is a compound word because it is made of the two 
small words, your and self. 
a. Draw a line under the two little words in maybe and in beside. 
b. Now look at your list of words and write all the compound words 
that you see. Draw a line under the two little words that make 
up the compound words. 
221. Write the opposite to these words. 
inside (o) ____ _ 
hot (c) ____ _ 
slow (q) ___ _ 
222. A syllable is part of a word. If a word has one vowel sound; we 
say the word has one syllable. The word foot has only one syllable 
because we hear only one vowel sound. 
Let's say the word forgot. How many parts do you hear? Two. 
Now we know that the word forgot has two syllables. 
Look at your list of study words. Write all the one-syllable words 
in Column A. Write all the two-syllable words in Column B. 
This may be done with three and four-syllable words when the 
children are ready for this step. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------
Exercise Uses Difficult;! Interest 
218. Ex. 18 (New) W-17, 11 2 2-4 
219 . Ex. 19 (New) W-17; C-1 2 2-4 
220. Ex. 20 (New) W-17, 12, 16 3 3-4 
221. Ex. 21 (New) W-i7; C-1 2 2-4 
222. Ex. 22 (New) W-17, 12, 10, 4 2 2-4 
223. Make new words by adding ~· ~. and ~to the word quick. 
quicker quickest quickly 
Use the words you have made in sentences. 
224. Copy the following words and draw a line from each word to its 
meaning . 
May out of doors 
candy part of your body 
foot a month of our year 
outside something sweet to eat 
225. Write the correct letters in the blank spaces .. 
ace une 
ick 
-- sy 
--- dy --- gry 
226. Write sentences using the following study list. 
May race forgot busy 
When you use a study word, underline it. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------
Exercise Uses Difficult~ Interest 
223. Ex. 23 (New) W-17, 13, 12; C-3 3 3-4 
224. Ex. 24 (New) W-17; C-1 2 2-4 
225. Ex. 25 (New) W-17; 1 3 3-4 
226 . Ex. 26 (New) W-17; c -1, 3 3 3-4 
J29 
227. Here is a new list of study words. 
paste 
rain 
airplane 
cowboys 
glad 
spring 
their 
morning 
house 
would 
1 
Let's arrange our words in our study list. in alphabetical order. 
First write all the words beginning with the letter !: Wr.ite the 
word. (airplane) Now look and see if you have a word beginning 
with~· If you do, let's write it under the word airplane. If 
you don't have any word beginning with the letter b, go on to the 
next letter in the alphabet, which is~· Write theword cowboy 
under the word airplane. Now see if you can finish writing your 
words in alphabetical order. 
When the children have mastered the technique of arranging 
words in alphabetical order by the first letter, they may proceed 
to arrange words alphabetically using the second and third letters. 
228. Write a short story using the words from your spelling list .. 
Draw a line under each spelling word which you use. 
229. Look at Column I. 
word in Column II. 
blank in Column II. 
Choose from this column the opposite of each 
Write the opposite beside each word on the 
Column I Column II 
cry lost 
soft few 
· cold hot 
big boy 
won black 
girl little 
white laugh 
many loud 
rain 
bell 
hall 
bird 
found 
----------------------------------------------------------------------
.Exercise Uses 
227. Ex. 27 (New) ·w-17; 
228. Ex. 28 (New) W-17; 
229. Ex. 29 (New) W-17; 
T-9 
C-1, 3; 
C-l 
Difficulty 
2 
2 
2 
Interest 
2-4 
2-4 . 
2-4 
230. From your study list below, choose the words that rhyme with the 
words in Column I. Write these words on the blank line beside 
each word in Column I. 
cry 
soft 
cold 
big 
won 
girl 
white 
many 
Column I 
dig 
pain 
well 
ball 
try 
hold 
rain 
bell 
hall 
bird 
231 . Look at your word list and put in the missing letters; then write 
the words. 
s ft 
g_l 
Exercise 
230 . Ex. 30 (New) 
231. Ex. 31 (New) 
r n 
wh e 
Uses 
W- 17, 9 
W-17, 1 
may 
b d 
Difficulty 
2 
2 
Interest 
2-4 
2-4 
1_31 
232. Vowel Sounds 
Tell the child that if the vowel says its own letter name, the 
vowel is "long . " If the vowel does not say its name, the vowel 
is "short." 
In each column there are six words. Look at the vowel in 
each box at the top of each column . Find it in each word. If 
the vowel is long, write "L" on the line beside the word . If the 
vowel is short, write "S" on the line beside the word. 
' a e i 0 u 
candy eat ice got use 
-- -- -- -- --
late bell sing old blue 
--- -- -- -- --
cake seat sit clock cut 
--- -- -- -- --
sand feet night low music 
--- -- -- --- --
play help nice boat fun 
--- -- -- -- --
sat nest pie doll hut 
-- -- -- --
233. OW-OA Words 
Write the words show and boat on the board. Have the children 
notice that the "ow" and "oa" sounds are the same in both words . 
Very often, if the sound of long "o" comes at the end of the word, 
we us e "ow" just as in show . If the long sound of "o" comes in 
the middle of the word and another sound comes at the end of the 
wor d, we us e "oa" just as in boat . 
Then have the children give "ow" words as the teacher writ:es 
them on the board , in a _column. Do the same for "oa" words. 
Then children may copy the two lists from 'the board . 
Exercise 
232. Ex. 32 (New) 
233. Ex. 33 (New) 
Uses 
W-17, 4, ll, 10 
W-17, 4 , 10, 11 
Difficulty 
3 
3 
Interest 
3 -4 
3-4 
234. OY-OI Words 
Write the words boy and join on the board. Have the children 
notice that the "oy" and "oi" sounds are the same in both words. 
If the "oy" sound is in a word and there is no other sound at the 
end of the word, use "oy" as in boy. If the "oi" sound is in a 
word and there is another sound at the end of the word, use "oi" 
as in join. Ask the children to say and write as many words as 
they can in the "oy" list and in the "oi" list. 
235. Spelling Games: 
Thinking and Guessing Games 
The pupils are seated with spelling books open. A leader stands 
before ~he class. He thinks of a description of one of the words 
on the list. Pupils are encouraged to use a variety of ideas, in-
volving beginnings or endings, number of vowels or consonants, 
meanings, roots, suffices, prefixes, etc. The leader says, for 
example, "I am thinking of a word that ends with a silent vowel." 
He calls on a pupil, who asks, "Is it fine, f-i-n-e?" to which 
the leader replies, "No, it isn't fine, f-i-n-e," and then calls 
on one after another, until the one who guesses correctly replaces 
him. 
236. Blackboard Teams 
Number off for teams. Assign a place at the board for each 
team to line up for writing the words as the teacher dictates them. 
Using words from the same list, a different word is dictated to 
each team, until the game is finished. Each word is corrected 
immediately and erased from the board and the score is recorded 
for each team. 
Exercises 
234. Ex. 34 (New) 
235. Ex. 35 (New) 
236. Ex. 36 (New) 
Uses 
W-17, 4, 10, 11 
W-17, 3, 4, 13, 14, 16 
W-17, 10, 11 
Difficulty 
3 
3 
2 
Interest 
3-4 
3-4 
2-4 
237. Going, Going, Gone 
Purpose : Beginning and ending consonants and blends and spelling. 
Materials: Blackboard and chalk. 
Procedure: The teacher (or pupil-teacher) thinks of a word. She 
puts as many short lines on the board as there are letters in it. 
Then she gives one hint as, "the first (or last) letter is the same 
as the first ( or last) letter in the word jet. The child guesses 
the letters. Every correct letter is put in where it belongs. 
Every wrong letter is written on the board so that he will not use 
it again. He has seven chances before he is "gone." 
Exercise Uses 
237. Ex. 37 (New) W-17, 3, 8, 10, 11 
Difficulty 
l 
Interest 
3-4 
STUDY SKILLS AND COMPREHENSION 
Thorough comprehension of reading materials is the goal of the 
reading program. Proficiency in following directions, organization 
of ideas, locating information, and critical reading help to improve 
understanding. Therefore, the areas of Study Skills and Comprehension 
have been combined in this thesis . 
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STUDY SKILLS--EXERCISE NUMBERS ACCORDING TO AREA, 
MAIN CODE, AND SUBCODE 
T-1 Following Directions 
Main Code: 238, 239, 431 
Subcode: 7' 64' 65' 90' 168, 258, 259, 294, 295, 296, 298, 301, 
303, 325, 356, 359, 360, 374, 385, 443, 462, 463, 465, 
490 
T-2 Skinuning 
Main Code: 240, 432, 433, 434, 435, 436, 437 
Subcode: 250, 273, 274, 275, 335, 473 
T-3 Main Idea 
Main Code: 241, 242, 243, 244, 24.5, 246, 247, 248, 249, 250, 251, 
252, 253, 254 
Subcode: 6, 125, 208, 261, 263, 268, 274, 308, 312, 336, 337, 
440, 445, 446, 447, 448, 467, 470 
T-4 Details 
Main Code: 255, 256, 257, 438, 439, 440, 441, 442, 443 
Subcode : 75, 76, 120, 238, 240, 244, 245, 246, 247, 250, 260, 
263, 265, 270, 271, 275, 305, 312, 325, 333, 336, 338, 
364, 408, 432, 433, 434, 435, 436, 437, 445, 446, 447, 
448, 460, 467, 468, 469 
T-5 Sequence 
Main Code: 258, 259, 260, 261, 262, 263, 264, 265, 266, 267, 268, 
269, 270, 271, 272, 273 
Subcode : 16, 20, 76, 239, 274, 339, 341, 443, 446 
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T-6 Outlining 
Main Code: 444 
Subcode: 252, 253, 254, 268, 272, 305, 308, 341 
T-7 Summarizing 
Main Code: 274, 275, 445, 446, 447, 448 
Subcode: 249, 250, 252, 253, 254, 257, 262, 267, 271, 305, 
341, 441, 444 
T-8 Table of Contents and Index 
Main Code: 276, 277, 278 
Subcode: 114, 279, 280, 281, 282, 283, 284, 335 
T-9 Reference Material and Dictionary 
Main Code: 279, 280, 281, 282, 283, 284, 449, 450, 451, 452 
Subcode: 35, 36, 102, 118, 129, 227, 422, 437 
T-10 Associational Reading 
Main Code: 285, 453, 454 
Subcode: 3, 5, 88, 89, 120, 260, 270, 272, 300, 302, 307, 308, 
310, 311, 313, 314, 320, 333, 440, 442, 443, 459, 467, 
468, 469, 470, 473, 478 
T-11 Classification 
Main Code: 286, 287, 288, 289, 290, 291, 292, 293, 294, 295, 296, 
297, 298, 299, 300, 301, 302, 303, 304, 305, 306, 307, 
308, 309, 310, 311, 312, 313, 314, 455, 456, 457, 458 
Subcode: 63, 325, 336, 442, 461, 476, 477, 478 
T-12 Relevancy of Ideas 
Main Code: 315, 316, 317, 318, 459, 460, 461, 462, 463, 464, 465 
Subcode: 8, 299, 308, 310, 325, 336, 364, 440, 447, 454, 457, 
466, 468, 469 
T-13 Drawing Inferences 
Main Code: 319, 320, 466, 467, 468, 469, 470 
Subcode: 4, 339, 438, 454 
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COMPREHENSION --EXERCISE NUMBERS ACCORDING TO AREA, 
MAIN CODE, AND SUBCODE 
C-1 Word Meaning 
Main Code : 321, 322, 323, 324, 325, 471, 472 , 473, 474, 475, 476, 
477 , 478 
Subcode : 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 73, 110 , 118, 119, 122 , 124, 188, 
189 , 190 , 217 , 219 , 22 1, 224 , 226, 228, 229, 240, 242, 
272, 285, 306, 308, 310 , 311, 313, 314, 334, 363, 366, 
367, 368 , 369, 392 , 399, 405, 408, 411, 413, 414, 415, 
417, 418, 419 , 421, 422 , 424, 426, 428, 436 , 458, 461 
C-2 Phrase Meaning 
Ma i n Code : 326 , 327, 328 , 329 , 330, 331, 332, 333 
Subcode : 244 , 27 2, 301 , 303 , 307, 323 , 366, 422 , 436, 476, 498 
C-3 Sent ence Meaning 
Main Code : 334 , 335 
Subcode : 118 , 123, 125, 206 , 223 , 226 , 228, 238, 244, 247 , 248, 
254, 255, 263 , 265 , 268, 269, 270, 272, 275, 294, 304, 
306 , 313, 314, 316 , 317 , 318 , 330, 331, 339, 366, 378, 
396 , 397 , 399 , 405, 411, 413, 414, 415, 418, 419, 421, 
424 , 426, 428 , 438 , 472, 476 , 488, 490, 491, 493, 494, 
495 
C-4 Paragraph Meaning 
Ma i n Code : 336 , 337 
Subcode : 243 , 246, 24 7, 251 , 254, 263 , 264, 265, 272, 273, 275, 
312 , 316, 366 , 434 , 436 , 438, 439, 440 , 444, 446, 462, 
464 , 465 , 470, 474 
1 1 0 
C-5 Comprehension Check 
Main Code: 338, 339 
Subcode: 238, 240, 243, 244, 247, 249, 251, 254, 255, 256, 257, 
261, 263, 264, 266, 268, 270, 273, 275, 312, 314, 317, 
318, 325, 326, 330, 331, 332, 334, 335, 336, 337, 366, 
413, 414, 415, 418, 419, 424, 432, 433, 434, 435, 436, 
439, 440, 441, 443, 444, 445, 447, 448, 464, 465, 470, 
474, 492 
STUDY SKILLS AND COMPREHENSION 
Following Directions (T-1) 
238. Make a wagon. 
Color it green. 
Put a big box in the wagon. 
Color this box red. 
Put a little box in the wagon too. 
Do not color this box. 
It is white. 
239. Carrying Out Directions 
One child is asked to perform several actions while the others 
watch to be sure he is carrying out the directions in the correct 
order. 
Example: "Go to the table, pick up the book, run and put the 
book on the tabie, walk to your seat." 
Skimming (T-2) 
240. Read your story quickly to find the answers to the questions. Be 
ready to give the page and paragraph number to prove your answers. 
Main Idea (T-3) 
241. Read a short story to the child . Let him choose the best title 
from three named. 
------------------------------------------------- ----- ----------------
Page Uses Difficult~ Interest 
238. 142, ex. 6 (A.) T-1, 4· 
' 
C-3, 5 1 1-4 
239. 53' ex. 29 (Rev.) T-1, 5; R-2 K-1 K-3 
240. 177, ex. 21 (A.) T-2, 4; C-5, 1 3 3-4 
241. 53' ex. 34 (A.) T-3; R-2, 1 1 1-4 
242. 
243. 
244. 
242. 
243. 
244. 
Context Clues -- Riddles 
Write: It has a head and a handle. 
We use it to pound nails. 
What is it? 
It goes on a wheel. 
It is filled with air. 
It is made of rubber. 
What is it? 
Riddles 
Who am I? Write my name in the blank at the end. 
Read 
Read 
a. 
b. 
c. 
the 
the 
I come in winter. 
I have 28 days . 
I am a month of the year. 
Sometimes I have 29 days. 
March is the next month . 
I am 
riddle again. 
following sentences and 
Write 1 over the word that 
Write 2 over the word that 
Write 3 over the word that 
do what they say: 
rhymes with some. 
rhymes with stays. 
rhymes with near. 
Draw a line under the right answer. 
I am sweet. 
Children like me. 
I am something to eat. 
What am I? 
bread egg 
Page Uses 
83, ex. 3 (Rev . ) T -3; C -1; 
148, ex. 2 (Rev.) T-3; W-1, 
C-4, 5 
142, ex.5 (Rev.) T-3; C-3; 
candy meat 
Difficult! 
W-1, 2 2 
2, 9, 10, 11; 2 
T-4; C-5, 2 2 
1_42 
Interest 
2-4 
2-4 
2-4 
245. 
246. 
247. 
143 
Read the story. Suggest a name for it. 
Bob is making something new. 
It will go on tracks . 
It pulls a train. 
It is an (engine) 
Choose the best title for this story. 
"Do you want to go to the airport?"asked Father. 
"Yes, we want to go. We want to see some airplanes," we said. 
Away we went in the big blue car. 
A Ride to Get Ice Cream A Ride to the Airport 
A Ride on a Pony A Ride in an Airplane 
One sentence of a pair tells more about the story than the other. 
Find the one that tells more about the story and underline it. 
Bill is on the football team. He plays every day in the 
fall. His team has won every game. Bill is the best player 
on the team. The players like Bill. 
Bill is a good football player. 
The players like Bill. 
248. Give the child a picture with several sentences. 
Have him choose the sentence that gives the best idea of the 
picture. 
249. Have the children state the main idea of a story simply and clearly. 
250. After reading a story, write on the blackboard sentences about one 
page. Call on children to read aloud everything in the story 
which tells about each sentence. Guide the children to see that 
a page may have one main idea or several main ideas. 
251. Choose a paragraph from the story you read today and illustrate 
it with a drawing. 
-------------- -- ------------------------------------------------------
Page Uses Difficultx Interest 
245. 144, ex. ll (Rev.)T~4 ; w-1, 2· s -1' 2, 2 2-4 
' 3' 4, 9' 10 
246. 144, ex. 12 (Rev. )T-3, 4; W-2; C-4 2 2-4 
247. 144, ex. 15 (Rev. )T-3 , 4; C-3, 4, 5; W-2 2 2-4 
248. 171, ex. 16 (Rev.)T-3; C-3 2-4 2-4 
249. 153' ex. 22 (Rev.)T-3, 7; C-5 2-4 2-4 
250. 152, ex. 21 (Rev.)T-3, 7' 2, 4 ; s -1' 3, 8 3-4 3-4 
251. 170, ex. 14 (Rev.) t -3; C-4, 5 2-4 2-4 
252. Have the children choose the best title for a picture, a para-
graph, or a story . 
144 
253 . Have the children make up their own title for a picture, a para-
graph, or a story . 
254. Give child a paragraph or story followed by several sentences. 
Have the child underline the sentence that gives the best idea 
of the paragraph or story. 
Details (T-4) 
255. Draw a line from each sentence to the correct answer. 
I am big and brown. 
I am little and brown. 
Peter and Jane live there. 
mouse 
house 
horse 
256. Write questions about the story on the blackboard. Have one child 
read a question and call on another to answer it. 
' 257. Have the children r .ead a story and decide the characters and 
scenes needed for a puppet show. 
Sequence (T-5) 
258. Watching Game (for sequence): 
The teacher ( or one of the children) performs a series of acts 
such as tapping on the desk, lifting a piece of chalk, putting a 
book on the table. The children are called upon to recite the 
actions in the correct order. The children may be asked to explain 
the sequence of plays in a familiar game such as baseball. 
--------- --------------------------- --------- --------------------------
Page Uses Difficultl: Interest 
252. 170 , ex. 12 (Rev. )T-3, 6, 7 2-4 3-4 
253. 170, ex. 13 (Rev. )T-3, 6, 7 2-4 2-4 
254. 171, ex. 17 (Rev. )T-3, 6, 7; C-3, 4, 5 2-4 2-4 
255. 146, ex. 22 (Rev . )T-4; C-3, 5· , W-1, 2 1 1-4 
256. 150, ex. 11 (Rev . )T-4; C-5 2 2-4 
257. 151, ex. 16 (Rev. )T-4, 7. , C-5; S-10 2 2-4 
258. 152, ex. 28 (Rev.)T-5, 1· , R-2 K-1 K-5 
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259. Choose a set of pictures which has been planned to show sequence . 
Have the children arrange the pictures in the correct order. 
260. Story-Telling Round Robin 
The children sit around in a circle. The teacher starts the 
story by saying, "Once there was a little boy." Each child -in · 
turn makes up a sentence until the story is completed. (Russell 
and Karp, Reading Aids Through The Grades.) 
261. Listening to a Story for the Sequence of the Main Idea 
The teacher says, "I am going to read you a story about a little 
snowman . Listen carefully and remember what happened first, what · 
happened next, and what happened last." 
The Little Snowman 
A boy made a snowman . It was a little snowman. It had a; little 
hat and coat. He had a broom in his arms. The little boy wanted 
his father to see the snowman. So he took the snowman into the 
house. He put him in the chair. Then he went to find father. 
He looked and looked for father. Then he found father. Father 
came to see the snowman. But all he saw was water. 
"These three things happened in the story. Which was first?" 
1. The boy went to find his father. 
2. The boy made a snowman. 
3 . All he found was water. 
What happened next? What happened last? 
262. Take four pictures that tell a story and mix them up. Arrange 
these pictures so that they will tell a story. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------
259. 
260. 
261. 
262. 
Page 
53, ex. 30, (Rev . ) 
53, ex. 32 (A.) 
54, ex . 38 (Rev.) 
171, ex. 20 (Rev.) 
Uses 
T-5, 1; 
T-5, 4, 
T-5, 3 ; 
T-5, 7, 
R-1, 2 
10; R-1, 3 
R-2; C-5 
6 
Difficulty 
K-1 
1 
1 
1-4 
Interest 
K-3 
1-4 
·1 -3 
1-4 
1 46 
263. Number the following groups of sentences according to the sequence 
of the story . 
Example: Mother baked a cake for my party. 
She put some candles on the cake. 
The school bell rang. 
We took off our hats and coats. 
We came into the school. 
(Increase sentences to short paragraphs . ) 
264. Jack Sands had two pets, a dog Sparky, and a cat Snoopy. 
One day, when Jack called them for dinner, Snoopy didn't come. 
Jack and Sparky looked everywhere for ~he cat. After they had 
looked for about an hour, Sparky left Jack and ran over to 
father's car. Jack followed him, and there was Snoopy, asleep 
on the back seat. 
Number the following sentences in the order in which they happened 
in the story. 
Sparky found Snoopy in the car. 
Jack had two pets. 
Jack and Sparky looked for the cat for an hour. 
When Jack called the pets to eat, Snoopy didn't 
come. 
265. On the blackboard, write four or five sentences, not in the 
correct order, that will make a story. Have the children arrange, 
the sentences so they will tell the story. 
266 . Have the children read a story. Give the children cut -up strips 
with a sentence on each . Have them arrange the sentences in the 
order in which they o·ccurred in the story. 
267. Let the child pretend to be a character in a story he has read and 
tell it as though it happened to him. Prepare a simple outline to 
help the ·child follow sequence . 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
Page Uses D;i.fficultx Interest 
263. ex. 10 (Rev.) T:s:-c-3 ·4 5; T-3, 4 2 2-4 
' ' ' 264. 153, ex. 25 (Rev. )T-5; C-4, 5 2 2-4 
265. 175, ex. 11 (Rev . )T-5, 4; c-4, 3 2 2-4 
266. 153, ex. 26 (Rev . )T-5; C-5 2-4 2-4 
267. 153' ex. 28 (Rev . )T-5; s -7; T-7; 0-5, 6' 7,8 2-4 2-4 
147 
268 . After a group has read a story, the teacher passes out cards with 
sentences on them telling about different parts of the story. The 
child who thinks he has the title stands up and reads his card. 
Then the one who thinks he has the first sentence (idea or thought) 
stands beside the first one, etc. The children without cards can 
read the story when it is completed. 
269. Cut short stories into sentences and keep them in an envelope. 
Give these to the child and have him arrange the sentences to make 
the story. A picture may be included for a guide, a copy of the 
story for a check, or both. 
· 270. Number the ideas in the right order . 
Alice baked a cake. In what order did she do the following 
things? 
Put it in the oven. 
Ate the cake. 
Mixed the cake. 
Took it out of the oven. 
271. One day ten people were invited to go sailing on a large sailboat. 
Early in the morning, they packed picnic lunches and drove to the 
place where the boat was tied up close to the shore . They rowed 
out to the boat and climbed aboard. 
Two of the people were late and the others decided to wait for 
them. At last they arrived and everyone helped to put up the sails. 
After the sails were set, everyone cheered. But they cheered too 
soon. While they had been waiting to get the. sails ready, the tide 
had gone out and the sailboat was stuck in the mud. 
The people were glad that they had lots of food to eat because 
they had to stay on the sailboat in that one spot until the tide 
came in that night . 
An Invitation To Sail 
Getting Started 
A Disappointment 
A Happy Ending 
---------------- -------------- -- ---------- ------------- - --------- ----
Page Uses Difficult~ Interest 
268. 172, ex. 1 (A.) T-5, 6, 3 · 
' 
C-3, 5 2-4 2-4 
269. 172, ex . 2 (Rev.) T-5; C ... 3 2-4 2-4 
270. 153, ex. 24 (Rev. )T-5; C-3, 5; T-10 3 3-4 
271. 153, ex. 27 (Rev. )T-5, 4, 7 3 3-4 
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272 . Have the children read an article-type story tha~ describes the 
making of something of interest to the children, such as model 
airplanes, maple syrup, etc. Ask them to list the steps in the 
order they should follow in making the specific thing described 
in the story . 
273. Organize -a series of paragraphs in the order of t 'heir occurrence 
· in the story. 
274. After reading a story, write two sentences on the board, one of 
which will summarize that page. Have the children decide which 
one tells what happened on that page. Do the same for the other 
pages in the story. 
275. Find and read passages to match summarizing sentences. 
Dave and Ann had the mumps, so they could not be in the parade. 
They had to watch it from their bedroom windows as it passed their 
house. The school band led the parade and was playing a march. 
There were 'soldiers and ·sailors marching, too. Dave arid Ann saw 
many ·of their friends marching with the Brownies and Cub scouts ·. 
Read the part of the story that tells about the first sentence. 
Dave and Ann could not be in the parade. 
(Continue with other sentences.) 
Table of Contents and Index (T-8) 
276. "Can You Find'' Game: 
The teacher gives each child a book and asks in turn, "Can you 
find page 25?" The child looks through the book to the desired 
page and says, ''I have found page 25." (The child has the book in 
his hands and becomes familiar with the order of the pages and 
learns to turn the pages in the right direction. He also becomes 
acquainted with the numbers on the bottom of the page and with the 
illustrations.) 
----------------------------------------------------------------------
Page Uses Difficult;x: Interest 
272. 175' ex. 12 (Rev. )T:s;-6, 10; C-1, 2, 3' 4 3 3-4 
273. 153, ex. 29 (A.) T-5, 2· , C-4, 5 2-4 2-4 
274. 152, ex. 20 (Rev. )T-7, 3, 2, 5 2-4 2-4 
275. 153, ex. 19 (Rev. )T-7, 2, 4; C-5, 3, 4;S-3,8 3 3-4 
276. 77, ex. 8 (Rev.) T-8; R-4 1 1-4 
1_49 
277. Look in the Table of Contents of your book to find the titles. 
"The Surprises." The one who finds the page number first may 
choose the next story. 
278. Look in the Table of Contents of your book to find the answers to 
these questions: 
a. On what page does the story of "The Playhouse" start? 
b. Which story comes first, "The Party" or ''Mr. ·Rabbit's Ride?" 
c. Write the page numbers for all the animal stories. 
Reference Material and Dictionary (T-9) 
279. Write the 
alphabet. 
1 
s 
280. Write the 
alphabet. 
h 
u 
letter that comes after each 
letter 
c 
r 
that comes 
n 
0 
k 
f 
before each 
d 
t 
of these letters 
of these letters 
in the 
in the 
281. In each pair of letters put a line under the letter that comes 
first in the alphabet . 
r or s 
p or g 
d or b 
w or v 
k or m 
o or c 
1 or k 
n or m 
d or f 
282. Put the letters in each row in alphabetical order. 
1. p b y m o f a d r g 
2. s n d c t 1 h e k i 
---------------------------------------------------- --------- ---------
Page Uses Difficulty Interest 
277. 176, ex. 19 (A . ) T:s- 2 2-4 
278. 176, ex. 20 (A.) T-8 3 3-4 
279. 17 5' ex. 14 (Rev.)T-9,8 2 2-4 
280 . 176, ex. 15 (Rev.)T-9, 8 2 2-4 
281. 176, ex. 16 (Rev. )T-9, 8 2 2-4 
282. 175, ex. 13 (Rev.)T-9, 8 2 2-4 
1_5 0 
283. Give the child .a list of words from his reading vocabulary. Say, 
"Here are some words to make an alphabet. One word begins with 
each letter of the alphabet, except ~and ~· Find the word that 
begins with~ and write it below, Next, find the word that begins 
with ~' etc. 
284. Arrange the following words in alphabetical order. Some letters 
have been left out. 
paper 
round 
basket 
light 
green 
yellow 
field show month 
Associational Reading (T-10) 
285. Find and pair correctly pictures of objects or things that go 
together. 
Example: Picture of a bird--------------picture of a nest 
Picture of a hammer~-----------picture of a nail 
Picture of a mitten------------picture of a hand 
Classification (T-11) 
286. Listen and think whether these words tell about people or animals. 
283. 
284. 
285. 
286. 
When you know, raise your hand. 
a pilot 
a tall giraffe 
a playful puppy 
a funny clown 
a sly fox 
Page 
176, ex. 17 (A . ) 
176, ex. 18 (A.) 
52, ex. 27 (A.) 
49, ex. 3 (Rev.) 
Uses 
T-9, 8 
T-9, 8 
T-10; R-1; C-1 
T-11; R-2 
Difficult~ Interest 
3 3-4 
3 3-4 
K-1 K-4 
K-1 K-4 
1 5 1 
287. Select pictures of animals and classify : 
Animals that are large. 
Animals that are covered with fur. 
Animals that live on a farm. 
Animals that make good pets, etc. 
288 . Have the children draw or name all the things they would find at 
a clothing store, a bakery, a shoe store, etc. 
289. Games in Which Pictures of Animal~, Toys, and Some Miscellaneous 
Objects Are Placed on the Chalk Ledge 
Have individual children pick up and name pictures of animals 
until all have been collected. 
Repeat procedure with pictures of toys. 
290. Have the child pick up all the pictures of animals he can find in 
the room. Have him say which picture is largest and which is the 
smallest. Have him pick out the picture of the largest animal, 
the smallest, the most friendly, and so on. 
291. Have a color scrapbook with pictures of things that are red, etc. 
to give in classification of colors . 
292. Look at the pictures on this page . Put an x on each picture that 
shows something to eat. 
293. Look at the two pictures in each set. Mark the one which is a toy . 
294. Put a red x at the end of the sentence if it tells about something 
to eat. Put a green x at the end of the sentence if it tells 
about an animal. 
The apple was red . 
The rabbit jumped. 
The pony is at the farm. 
I like the cake. 
-------------------------~--------------------------------------------
Page Uses Difficultl: Interest 
287. 49, ex. 3 (Rev . ) T-11; R.,l , K-1 K-4 
288. 51, ex. 22 (A.) T-11; R-1, 3 K-1 K-4 
289. 51, ex. 20 (Rev.) T-11; R-1 K-1 K-3 ·~ 
290. 59, ex. 1 (A.) T-11; W-11; R-1, 3 K-1 K-4 
291. 62, ex. 20 (A.) T-11; W-11 1 ·1 
292. 61' ex. 11 (Rev.) T-11; W-11 1 1-3 
293. 61, ex. 12 (Rev.) T-11; W-11 1 1-3 
294. 170, ex. 11 (A.) T-11, 1· 
' 
C-3 1 1-3 
295. The teacher provides the children with a paper divided in .four 
sections and a title that suggests a specific group of things. 
Have the children draw appropriate pictures in the space provided. 
Suggested topics: 1. What I saw on the way to school. 
2. My favorite toys . 
296. Put an x on the right pictures. · 
What do we see in the sky? ~ 
297. Look at the first box . · Read each word. oth words in the box 
mean people, put an x in the box. Be sure both words mean people. 
Jack 
father 
cake 
baby 
farmer 
rabbit 
298. Look at the words on the left. Draw a line under the words on the 
right that go with them. 
colors: red yellow boy black toy 
animals: one cow dog car horse 
boys' names: Tim Ann' Betty Jack Jim 
numbers: one three run two cat 
299. Draw a line around the word that does not belong in each line. 
bear dog apple rabbit 
jump yellow red green 
----------------------------------------------------------------------
Page Uses Difficultx Interest 
295 . 168, ex. 2 (Rev.) T-11, 1 1 1-4 
296. 168, ex. 1 (Rev.) T-11, 1· 
• 
W-11 1 1-3 
297. 169, ex. 6 (Rev.) T-11; W-1 2 2-4 
298 . 168, ex . 3 (Rev . ) T-11, 1 2 2-4 
299. 173, ex. 1 (A.) T-11, 12 2 2-4 
1_53 
300. Name all the green vegetables or red fruits that you can think of. 
301. Read the phrases. Put a green line under the words if they tell 
about things to eat. Put a red line under the words if they tell 
about things to pl'ay with. 
302 . 
my new ball 
a big apple 
cold ice cream 
Circle the things Bob 
trees trains 
snow birds 
lions grass 
my little dog 
good cookies 
a red wagon 
and Ann would see 
flowers 
glass 
animals 
in the woods. 
303. Divide your paper into three parts. Label the parts: 
304. 
1. people; 2. animals; 3. food . Read the phrases. Write the ones 
that tell about people in the first column; about animals in the 
second; and about foods in the last column. Some phrases do not 
belong in a column. 
a little girl 
that kitten 
good pie 
little bird 
Write the correct word on 
cold ice cream 
of mother 
that dog 
to the car 
the line at the end of the sentence. 
a. Cold is to winter as heat is to 
color day street sunnner house 
b . Moonlight is to night as sun is to 
year day month funny ground 
----------------------------------------------------------------------
Page Uses Difficultl': Interest 
300. 62, ex . 21 (A.) T-11; R-1; T -10 2 2-4 
301. 170, ex . 9 (A.) T-11, 1 · 
' 
C-2 2 2-4 
302. 169, ex. 5 (Rev . ) T-11, 10; W-:J 2 2-4 
303. 170, ex . 10 (Rev . ) T ·11 , 1 · 
' 
C-2 2 2-4 
304. 173, ex . 2 (Rev.) T-11; W-1, 2· 
' 
C-3 2 2-4 
\ , 
305. From the story the children have read, choose specific topics as 
column headings. Have the children list the articles that belong 
in each column. 
For example : Colors People Foods 
306. Use the words listed below to fill the blanks in the sentences. 
months names money animals 
a. Bobby and Jim and Jack are 
b. May, June, and March are 
c. Bear, mouse, and dog are 
d. Dime, penny, and nickel are 
307. Put 1 in front of the phrases that make you think of sununer. 
Put 2 in front of the phrases that make you think of winter. 
on the ice 
--- to swim 
--- in the garden 
___ sliding down the hill 
308. Have child read a story and do exercise similar to the following: 
a. Make a list of the things the children enjoyed doing on the 
farm. 
b. Make a list of the things they did together. 
c. Make a list of other things they might do on a farm. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------
Page Uses Difficult;r Interest 
305. 174, ex . 8 (Rev.) T-ll, 4, 6, 7 2 2-4 
306. 173, ex. 4 (Rev.) T-ll; W-1, 2· 
' 
C-3, 1 2 2-4 
307. 174, ex. 7 (A.) T-ll, 10; w -1; C-2 2 2-4 
308. 173, ex. 3 (Rev.) T-ll, 3, 6, 10, 12; W-1; 2 2-4 
C-1 
J 
309. Write the following words under the correct headings: 
cow, dog, drum, Jack, baby, farmer, kitten, rabbit, pony, 
mother, Bill, top, kite. 
Animals People 
310. Write the following words under the correct headings: 
dog, eight, rabbit, Andy, mine, Sue, Jane, lion, two, Bill, 
four, eat, mouse 
Animals Names Numbers 
311. Look at . the words below. They are alike in some way. Find out 
how they are alike. In each line of words, add another word (from 
the list below) to the first two words. 
a. big, large, ~sreaq 
b. dress, hat, 
c. small, little 
great shoes house tiny 
----------------------------------------------------------------------
Pase Uses Difficultx Interest 
309. 169, ex. 7 (Rev.) T-11; W-1 2 2-4 
310. 174, ex. 5 (A.) T-11, 10, 12; W-1; C-1 2 2-4 
311. 174, ex . 6 (A.) T-11, 10; W-1; C-1 2 2-4 
>' 
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312. Have three short stories. Number 1, 2, 3. Put the number of the 
right story before each sentence below. 
1. 
The postman is coming down the street. 
He comes every day . 
Do you think he has a letter for me? 
2. 
Clang, clang, clang. 
The fire trucks are going to a fire. 
The firemen will save someone's house. 
3. 
The policeman is at the corner. 
He is waiting for school to close. 
He will help the children cross the street. 
The policeman stands at the corner. 
The postman may bring me a letter. 
The policeman will help th~ children. 
The firemen are going to a fire. 
313. In each of the following sentences one word has been left out. Look 
at the two words written above the sentences. Choose the right one 
to finish each sentence. Write the word in the blank. 
summer winter 
Example: 1. In children play outdoors every day. 
2. Boys and girls have to play insi:de some days 
3. We have much snow in 
4. We go swimming in the 
(About ten of these.) 
Page Uses 
312. 148, ex. 4 (Rev.) T-11, 3, 4; C-4, 5 
313. 149, ex. 5 (Rev.) T-11, 10; C-1, 3 
Difficulty 
2 
2 
,_ 
Interest 
2-4 
2-4 
314. Read the words. 
1. city 3. country 
2. automobile 4. seashore 
Put the number of the word before each phrase. 
very large barns 
----- people in swimming 
-----. goes along the street 
===== many people 
(Many more like these.) 
What do you like to do at the seashore? Write the answer on the 
lines below. 
315. Find the sentence that does not belong in the story. 
Dick saw something in a tree. He climbed the tree. There was a 
nest. The dog ran after the cat. The nest had three baby 
birds in it. The mother bird was very angry. 
316. Find the sentence that does not belong in the story. 
Mother and Father took Tom and Judy to the country for a picnic. 
They took a big basket of food with them. While Mother and 
Judy were getting lunch ready, Father and Tom took a walk in 
the woods. They found a brook where there were fish. Tom said, 
"The next time we come here we should bring our fishing poles 
so we can catch some fish." The elephant ran away. When they 
got back from their walk, they told Mother and Judy about the 
fishing brook they found. 
Page Uses 
314. 150, ex. 7 (Rev.) T-11, 10; C-1, 3, 5; W-1 
315. 53, ex. 36 (Rev.) -T-12; R-2 
316. 171, ex. 18 (Rev.)T-12; C-3, 4 
Difficulty 
2 
1 
2 
Interest 
2-4 
1-4 
2-4 
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317. The te~cher will write sentences on the board. She will instruct 
the children to draw a line through the sentences that do not 
refer to a story that has been read. 
318. Have the children read each pair of sentences. One of the 
sentences is silly. It does not make sense. Read the correct 
sentences. 
Here is a birthday cake for Jane. 
Here is a flower cake for Jane. 
I can put the cowboy on the cake. 
I can put the candles on the cake. 
(Later the silly sentences may be read just for fun.) 
Drawing Inferences (T-13) 
319. Picture Interpretation 
Who is getting off the bus? 
What do you think father has been doing? 
320. The teacher reads three or four lines of a story unfamiliar to the 
children, who supply the endings. 
Example: Nicky was a very sleepy little bear. He usually fell 
asleep while the other little bears were all having 
fun. One day Nicky fell asleep under a large oak tree. 
Suddenly he awoke with a start. Close by stood ...... . 
----------------------------------------------------------------------
Page Uses Difficult~ Interest 
317. 152, ex. 18 (Rev. )T-12; C-3, 5 2-4 2-4 
318. 143, ex. 7 (Rev.) T-12; W-1, 2· 
' 
C-3, 5 2 2-4 
319. 142, ex. 2 (A.) T-13 1 1-4 
320. 53' ex. 37 (A.) T-13 , 10; R-2 1 1-4 
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Comprehension (C-1) 
321. I have written a list of words on the board. Underline the word 
which answers my question. Which word means above? etc. 
laugh over j1.,11D.p etc. 
322. How many different ways can you use the word spring? 
spring of the year 
a bed spring 
spring from a chair 
a spring of water 
323. How many different ways can you use the word band? 
an iron band 
a band of Indians 
a circus band 
an elastic band 
band together 
When a new word is introduced in preparation for reading a 
story, its various meanings should be discussed, as well as its 
meaning in that particular situation. 
324. Materials: Small cards made from oaktag with single words such 
as house, home, kitten, cat, puppy, dog, brother, boy, etc. 
written on them. -~ ··· 
Procedure : Two or more children may play. The cards are 
shuffled and each child is dealt four. Four more are placed face 
up on the table. The first player looks at the cards on the table. 
If he has one in his hand which means the same as one on the table, 
he pronounces both words and makes a book of them. If the player 
cannot match with one on the table, he draws from the pack. If he 
still is unable to match, the next player has his turn. When all 
the face-up cards on the table have been played, four more from the 
deck may be turned up. The winner is the one who has the most 
books when the cards have all been played. 
-------------------------------------------- --------------------------
Page Uses Difficu1tx: Interest 
321. 80, ex. 1 (A.) C-1; W-1 2 2-4 
322. 80, ex. 2a (Rev.) c -1; W-1, 2 2 2-4 
323. 80, ex . 2b (Rev . ) c -1' 2· 
' 
W-1 2 2-4 
324. 80, ex. 4 (A.) C-1; W-1; R-6 2 2-4 
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325. Read these riddles. Choose the right answer from the words below. 
Write it on the line at the end of each riddle. Then make a pic-
ture of it in the box at the right. 
potato 
hat 
baskets 
wagons 
blossom 
pitcher 
valentines mountains 
This grew under the ground. 
It is a good food. 
r 
These are often made of paper. 
We send them to each other. 
Some are trimmed with lace. 
---
(Eight to ten riddles) 
Comprehension (C-2) 
326. Say, "Read the question and the phrases below it. Put a line 
under the right answer." 
327. 
Where was Aunt Sally's car? 
in the round 
in the room 
in the road 
I am going to give you some cards with 
are words you just read in your story. 
and one of you will have the answer on 
card with the right answer, raise your 
Uses 
some phrases on them. They 
I will ask some questions 
your card. If you have the 
hand and read your answer. 
Page 
325. · 149, ex. 6 (Rev.) C~S; W-2; T-1, 4, 11, 
12 
Difficulty 
2 
Interest 
2-4 
326. 147, ex. 
.327. 126, ex. 
28 (Rev.)C-2, 5; W-1, 2, 11 
3 (Rev.) C-2; W-1 
1 
1-4 
1-3 
1-4 
• I • 
r.- I 
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32.8. I will give each child some cards. One of you will have a card 
that matches the phrase that I shall write on the board. If you 
have the card, come up to the board and hold your card under the 
words there. If they match, read the phrase aloud . 
329. Look at the cards along the chalk ledge. 
in the water 
on the water 
by the water 
for the boat 
at the water 
from the water 
to the boat 
by the boat 
I will say part of the sentence . 
which card finishes "the sentence. 
Raise your hand if you know 
Read the card. 
330. Building phrase cards in a pocket chart. The phrases on the left 
are in correct order . The child finds the phrase on the right to 
make meaningful sentences . Read the completed sentences. 
Here we are 
He swam 
I will bring 
a birthday present. 
at the c i rcus . 
across the lake. 
331. Read the phrase on the left. Find a phrase at the right that will 
go with one on the left to make a meaningful sentence. Draw a liRe 
from the group of words on the left to the phrase on the right 
which makes a good sentence. 
Airplanes fly up 
Ducks swim 
Dick and Judy 
went for a walk. 
to the sky. 
in the puddles. 
--- ---------------------------- -----------------------------------------
Page Uses Difficultx Interest 
328. 129, ex. 2 (Rev.) C-2; W-1; R-10 1-4 1-4 
329. 127, ex. 7 (A.) C-2; W-1 2 2-4 
330. 142, ex . 3 (Rev.) c -2' 3; 0-1, 2· 
' 
C- 5 2 2-4 
331. 145' ex. 19 (Rev . ) C-2, 3, 5; W-1, 2 2 2-4 
332. You will find on the cards which I give you phrases that were in 
the story you just read. 
These phrases will answer the questions I write on the board. 
If you think you have the card that answers the question, raise 
your hand. Read the question and the answer. I will write your 
answer on the board. 
(Pick someone to read the question and answer.) 
333. Read each group of words. Then decide whether they tell where, 
when, or why something happened. Before each phrase write the 
correct word. 
Comprehension (C-3) 
before the door opened 
because he was late 
in the back yard 
334. Read the sentence at. the left. Find the sentence on the right 
that means almost the same thing and draw a line to it. 
This is a big apple. Here is a little boy. 
This is Ann. This is good to eat. 
Here is Tim. Where is the girl? 
Where is Ann? This is the little girl. 
335. The teacher writes page numbers and sentences from a story that 
:l62 
has been read by the child. The child reads one of these sentences 
and tells who might have said it. He may then refer to his book to 
check his answer . 
Page Uses Difficult~ Interest 
332. 129, ex. 3 (Rev.) C-2, 5; W-1 2-4 2-4 
333 . 175, ex. 10 (Rev.)C-2; T-10, 4· • W- 1 2 2-4 
334 . 145 . ex. 20 (Rev. )C -3, 1, 5; W-1, 2 2 2-4 
335 . 142, ex. 4 (Rev.) c -3; T-2, 8; C-5; S-8, 
3. 4. 1· • R-12; S-2 2 2-4 
. . 
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Comprehension (C-4) 
336. Have two one-paragraph stories. Number them 1 and 2. 
Directions : Put the number of the right story before each of the 
sentences below : 
1. 
Dave and John went to camp last summer. One day when they were 
on a hike it began to rain very hard . They ran to the farm 
which was near and stayed in the barn until the storm was over. 
2 . 
Jim and Bob had new sleds . They went to High Hill to slide 
with their friends . Jim could not steer his sled and went into 
a big snowbank. He got so wet he had to go home to change his 
clothes . 
---
---
Dave and John went to camp. 
It began to rain . 
Jim slid into a snowbank. 
Bob and Jim had new sleds . 
____ Jim had to change his clothes. 
____ They stayed in the barn . 
337. Number the paragraphs in a short story . Write a summarizing sen-
tence for each paragraph on the board . Have the child read the 
story and number each sentence according to the paragraph it 
summarizes . 
Comprehension (C-5) 
338. Draw a picture to tell about the story you have just read. Have 
each child show his picture and tell about it . 
339. Read the first sentence . Then read the two sentences below and 
draw a line under the one that tells what happened next. 
John and Betty went to play with the boats . 
So they will go to the garden . 
So they will go to a big pond. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------
Page Uses Difficultx: Interest 
336. 148, ex . 3 (Rev . ) C-4; T-4, 3, 11, 12; C-5 , 2 2-4 
337. 175, ex . 9 (Rev.) C-4, 5; T-3 2 2-4 
338. 148, ex . 1 (Rev.) c -5; R-1; T-4 1 1-4 
339. 146, ex. 27 (Rev. )C-5, 3· , T-5, 13 2 1-4 
SILENT READING 
Competency in silent reading is an outcome of thorough training 
in the skills required in the Readiness Program, in Word Mastery, in 
Study Skills, and in Comprehension. 
As the child achieves success at the various stages of his 
reading development, faulty reading mechanics, such as lip movements, 
whispering, pointing, losing place, and head movements tend to be 
eliminated. 
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A reading program which provides for the specific needs, interests, 
and abilities of each child will tend to improve his attitude toward 
reading and will promote better attention and enjoyment . 
s -l 
s .. 2 
s -3 
s~4 
s ~s 
SILENT READING M·EXERCI SE NUMBERS ACCORDING TO AREA, 
MAIN CODE , AND SUBCODE 
Rate 
Main Code : 479, 480, 481 
Subcode: 245, 250, 335 
High Rate at t he Expense of Mas t ery 
Main Code : 340 
Subc:ode : 245, 335, 475 
Lip Movement• or Whi1per ing 
Main Code : None 
Subc: ode : " 245' 250, 275, 335 
Point ing 
Main Code : None 
Subcode : 245, 335 
Losing Place 
Mai n Code : 482, 483 
Subcode : None 
Sw6 Head Movement • 
Main Code : None 
Subcode : None 
:t66 
S - 7 Oral Recall 
Main Code: 341, 484, 485, 486 
Subcode: 267, 352, 353, 354, 355, 432, 437 
S-8 Poor Attention 
Main Code: None 
Subcode:- · 8, 104, 107, 108, 110, 111, 113, 117, 118, 122, 162, 
250, 275, 335, 412, 432, 435, 436, 437, 441, 442, 443 
S-9 Showing Aversion to Reading 
Main Code: None 
Subcode : 108, 118, 245, 471 
S-10 Lacking Aggressiveness in Attack 
Main Code: None 
Subcode: 245, 257 
' \ 
SILENT READING 
High Rate at the Expense of Mastery (S-2) 
340. Father and Dick went hunting in the woods for a deer. 
Where did Father and Dick go hunting? 
Why did Father and Dick go hunting? 
Dick and Father went on the trip very early in the morning. 
They took some food and milk with them. They took a red cap 
and a gun with them too. 
What did Father and Dick take with them on the trip? 
What time of year do you think they went hunting? 
As the child gains in ability to read for more complex mastery, 
questions may be interspersed between longer paragraphs until a 
child is capable of reading a section and then recalling the 
important ideas . 
Silent Reading (S-7) 
341. Tell me about the story you have just read. Try to remember all 
the events of the story and tell them in the order in which they 
happened in the story. I shall write them on the board. 
Page Uses 
34p. 140, ex. 3 (Rev.) S-2 
341 . 172, ex . 22 (Rev.)S-7; T-5, 6, 7 
Difficulty 
3 
2 
Interest 
3-4 
2-4 
0-1 
0-2 
0 -3 
0-4 
0 - 5 
0 - 6 
ORAL READING--EXERCISE NUMBERS ACCORDING TO AREA, 
MAIN CODE, AND SUBCODE 
Word•by-Word Reading 
Main Code: None 
Subcode: 330, 342, 343, 344, 345, 346, 347, 348, 349, 
501, 502 
Inadequate or Incorrect Phrasing 
Main Code : 342, 343, 344, 345, 346, 347, 348, 349 
Subcode : 330, 477, 487, 488, 489, 493' 498, 500, 501, 
Eye-Voice Span 
Main Code : None 
Subcode : 342, 343, 344' 345 ' 346, 347, 348, 349 , 489, 
501, 502 
Punctuation 
Main Code : 487' 488, 489, 490, 491, 492, 493, 494, 495 
Subcode : 500, 501, 502 
Strained, High -pi t ched Vo i ce 
Main Code : 496, 497 
Subcode : 267, 344, 345, 346 , 347, 487, 489, 498, 499, 
501, 502 
Monot onous Voice 
Main Code : 498, 499, 500, 501, 502 
Subcode : 267, 487, 489 , 493 , 494, 496, 497, 502, 503 
,.t; 
500, 
502 
500 , . 
500, 
:16B 
0 -7 Volume Too Loud or Too Soft 
Main Code: 503 
Subcode: 267, 489, 496, 497, 498, 499, 500, 501, 502 
0-8 Enunciation 
Main Code : 504 
Subcode : 267, 489, 498, 499, 500, 501, 502, 503 
ORAL READING 
Oral Reading (0-2) 
342. Look at the phrases listed on the chalkboard . Pick one card from 
your pile that matches one of these phrases. Read the phrase on 
the board that matches the phrase on your card. 
343. I have wri._tten ten phrases on the board. These cards have the 
same phrases on them. Let's divide the class into teams. One 
child from each team will stand. I will flash one of the cards. 
The child who is the quickest in finding the phrase on the board 
scores a point for his team. 
344. The masked page . Cut a piece of paper to fit the page in the 
book to be used and hinge it with tape to the side so that it 
will turn easily. Draw boxes on the paper around the phrases 
which are to be used. Cut out the boxes so as to expose the 
words and leave the rest of the page covered . 
345. Device for phrasing and directing eye movements . Prepare a 
9 by 12-inch envelope by cutting off the top and bottom so that 
both ends are open. Cut an opening ~ inch wide along the width 
of the envelope near the top . On an 8~ by 11-inch sheet of paper 
type ,ar print the selection in phrases across the page, and two 
spaces down the page . The sheet with the phrases on it is placed 
in the envelope and drawn up slowly from the top. 
Tim and Ann 
can play ball. 
Dick throws 
the ball . 
Ann can catch 
the ball . 
------------------------------------ ---------- ------ --- ---------------
Page Uses Difficultx Interest 
342.126, ex . 5 (Rev.) 0-2, 1, 3 1 1..:4 
343 . 126, ex . 6 (Rev.) 0-2, 1, 3 1 1-4 
344.127, ex. 8 (Rev.) 0-2, 1, 3, 5 1 1-4 
345.127, ex. 9 (A.) 0-2, 1, 3' 5 1 1-4 . 
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346. Moviescope. Paste pieces of paper about five inches wide in a 
long strip. Type a story, either original or taken from a book, 
on the strip of paper. Divide the story into phrases and type 
only one phrase on a line. Leave double spaces between the lines. 
One morning 
Ann ran 
out of the house. 
Next, fold a piece of cardboard (just a little wider than the 
strips of paper) and seal the sides with scotch tape, leaving the 
top and bottom open. Cut a narrow slit about an inch and a half 
from the top of the cardboard and attach a round stick at each 
end of the long strip of paper. The child rolls the paper from 
the bottom stick to the top stick and reads the story as each 
phrase passes through the narrow opening . 
347. I will pass out some cards that have two sets of phrases on them. 
348. 
in the house at home 
There will be a pile of similar cards in the middle of the table. 
We will play this game as you play dominoes. 
You will each have one card to start with. One at a time, each 
child will draw from the center pile. If the card you pick has 
a phrase that matches your card on the table, you may place it 
as you would a domino. 
Look at the cards I have placed along the chalk ledge. 
groups of words called phrases written on these cards. 
a ca r d and ask you to find the card. When you find the 
it t o the class. 
There are 
I will read 
card, read 
349 . I have given each child a card with a phrase on it. I will write a 
phrase on the board. If you have this phrase on your card, come up 
to the board and place your card under the phrase . Read the phrase. 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------
Page Uses Difficulty Interest 
---346. 127, ex. 10 (A.) 0-2, 1' 3' 5 1 1-4 
347. 129, ex . 4 (Rev . ) 0-2, 1' 3, 5 1 1-4 
348. 126, ex . 2 (A.) 0-2' 1, 3· 
' 
W-1 2 2-4 
349 . 126, ex. 1 (Rev.) 0-2, 1, 3 2 2-4 
-... __ , 
CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
~72 
The purpose of this study was to evaluate, revise,- and supplement 
the Primary ievel exercises of the Adams study. Three groups of 
teachers--clinicians, remedial teachers, and classroom teachers--
participated in the evaluation. 
AE a result of the evaluation, many of the exercises were re-
vised to provide clarity of directions, variety of material, and a 
wider range of interest and difficulty . 
Subsequent tabulation revealed a number of areas with few or no 
exercises. To strengthen these areas, new exercises were written. 
The new exercises which have been evaluated will be found in the body 
of the present study. Those not tried out may be found in the appendix. 
The tabulation also revealed that many exercises could serve several 
purposes . 
The results of this study wou l d seem to indicate that the present 
exerc j s es will be found useful to reading clinicians, teachers of re-
media l reading, and teachers with slow learners in the reg~lar class-
room. Their range of level and variety of use should render them 
helpful in providing for individual needs in both the remedial and 
the classroom situation . 
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Suggestions for further study.--
1~ A study to evaluate, revise, and supplement the intermediate 
exercises of the Adams Thesis 
2. A study to try out and evaluate the new exercises that have 
not been evaluated in the clinic, the remedial classroom, and 
the regular classroom 
3. A study to try all the Primary and Intermediate exercises on 
a larger and more representative population to establish their 
value 
4. A study which would have for its purpose the construction of 
a set of exercises similar to these, including all of the 
Primary Remedial Reading Vocabulary 
APPENDIX 
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READINESS 
MOtor Coordination (R-4) 
350. Give the child many "follow the dot" games. Have the child cut 
out pictures and forms, trying to cut on the lines. Gradually 
increase the difficulty of the work. 
Visual Memory (R-6) 
351. Make a structure of building blocks. Take it apart and then have 
the child duplicate it. 
352. Write numbers on the board. 
reproduce them from memory. 
Erase the numbers and have the child 
Gradually increase the difficulty. 
353. Show the child a picture. Remove the picture and have the child 
recall as many details as he is able. 
Auditory Memory (R-7) 
354. Read a short selection and ask the child to recall as many details 
as he can. Keep a record of his responses so that he will be able 
to note his progress. 
355. Have a child hum the beginning of a song familiar to the group 
and ask a child to tell the title. This exercise can be conducted 
as a radio quiz game. 
-----~-----------------~-----------------------------------------------Exercise Uses Difficulti Interest 
350 R-4 1 1-2 
351 R-6, 4 K K-1 
352 R-6, 1; S-7 K K-2 
353 R-6, l; S-7 K K-2 
354 R-7; S-7 K K-3 
355 R-7; S-7 K K-3 
.,__ 
Copying Letters Accurately (R-14) 
356. The teacher gives each child a duplicated sheet, similar to the 
following: 
p 
Tell the children to look at the first letter in the first row. 
When they have a picture of the . letter have them follow the dots 
on the second and third letters with their pencils. Finish the 
row with letters. exactly like the first three. Do the same for 
the other rows. 
357. Prepare cards 4 by 6 inches for every letter of the alphabet. 
Hold these up, one at a time, and have the children copy the 
letter on the chalkboard or on paper. 
Knowing Names of Letters (R-15) 
358. Alphabet Book 
As each letter of the alphabet is learned, have the children 
find a picture of something that begins with that letter. Have 
them mount their pictures on a piece of paper, and at the top 
write the capital and small letter that goes with the picture. 
These pages may be kept in a folder until the book has been com-
pleted. The children may then put the pages in alphabetical order 
and make covers for them. 
Exercise 
356 
357 
358 
Uses 
R -14 , 4 , 5 ; T -1 
R-14, 4 
R-15 
Difficulty 
1 
1 
1 
Interest 
1-2 
1-2 
1-2 
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Identifying Letters Named (R-16) 
359. Each child is provided with letter cards. The teacher says a 
letter and tells the children to find the letter and put it on 
the left side of their desks. Continue in this manner until ten 
letters have been identified and checked by the teacher. 
360. Give each child a duplicated worksheet containing all the letters 
of the alphabet, evenly spaced. The teacher says, "Draw a line 
under the~· (Pause so everyone has time to do this.) Make a 
ring around the~·" Continue giving directions similar to these 
for ten or twelve letters. 
Writing Letters Named (R-17) 
1.76 
361. The teacher dictates ten letters slowly and has the children write 
them on paper. 
362. When the children know all of the let~rs of the alphabet, and 
have had practice writing them, the following may be done: 
Select ten or twelve children to tell the class the initials 
of their first and last names. As each child gives his 
initials, the rest of the class writes them on paper. 
Identifying Words -by Pictures (R-18) 
363. What do you think is in the basket? Underline the correct word. 
1. 2. ~ 
boy kitten duck corn apple pie 
3. ~ 4. 
bats birds balls 
----------------------------------------------------------------------- ., 
Exercise 
359 
360 
361 
362 
363 
Uses 
R-16, 2, 7; T-1 
R-16, 2, 7; T-1 
R-17, 2, 7 
R-17, 2 
R-18; W-2, 11; C-1 
Difficulty 
K-1 
K-1 
1 
1 
1 
Interest 
K-2 
K-2 
1-3 
1-3 
1-2 
l 
Visual Discrimination (W-11) 
364. Show the child three pictures. Have individual pictures of ob-
jects shown in the big pictures and have the child place the 
pictures under the matching objects in the big picture. 
177 
----------------------------------------------------------------------
Exercise 
364 
Uses 
W -11; T -4, 12 
Difficulty 
K 
Interest 
K-1 
1_78 
WORD MASTERY 
Context Clues (W-2) 
365. Have the children look at the picture and then read the story. 
Have the children draw a ring around the word that will finish 
the last line. 
Barry has a new toy. 
He likes the toy. 
It is a 
ball top horn 
366. Have the children read the story aloud replacing the pictur~with 
the word. . ~ 
Example: The tJ was on the jf 1 if' . A w picked up 
l] He saw a s t;:r he. liked. The ~ read the 
. a 'f1IJJ about a ,..Q. The ~ sailed 
~~~~~~ 
on the 
367. Read each sentence. Choose the correct word from the pair at the 
right .and write it in the blank space to complete the sentence. 
1. Mother went to the 
---- to buy some food. stairs store 
2. We will ----with our toys after breakfast. play 
3. We will pop corn at the 
4. Mary and John are playing in the 
Exercise 
365 
366 
367 
Uses 
W-2, 1; R-18 
w-2; c-1, 2, 3, 4, 5 
W-2, 1, 11; C-1; R-8 
fence 
yard 
Difficulty 
1 
2 
2 
plant 
fire 
yes 
Interest 
1-2 
2-4 
2-4 
368. Read each story. Draw a line under the correct word at the right. 
Fun at the Seashore 
We like to at the seashore. swim skate 
----
We swim in the sand water 
candy sand It is fun to eat at the seashore. 
----
Mother rang the ball bell 
Come in, it is time to eat skate 
hair hands Wash your before you eat. 
-----
We will have some 
....----- to drink. cake milk 
369. Pick the right word from the -boxes above each sentence. Copy this 
.·• , 
word on the blank in each sentencre. 
G;JG 
John will 
----to get the ball. 
·we had at the seashore. 
---
[h!!Jif~ir I 
Mother is taking us to the 
My doll has a lot of 
Will you ___ and play with me? 
I know the ___ to the store. 
\ wall l Gill] 
The new building is very 
He threw the ball over 
the 
-------~--------------------------------------------------------------------Exercise 
368 
369 
Uses 
W-2, 1; R-8; C-1; W-11 
W-2, 1, ll; R-8; C-1; W-9 
Difficulty 
2 
2 
Interest 
2-4 
2-4 
1.80 
Vowel Sounds (W-4) 
370. Long and short a sound. 
371. 
372. 
Look at the pictures below and say the name of each. If the 
letter ~ has the long sound, as in day or ~' put 1 on the line 
below the picture. If the letter ~ has the short sound, as in 
sat or ~, put ~on the line below it. 
~ /r=r Q A 
Long and short sound of o. 
fJ ~ :t t)) lffi 
Look at the pictures above and say the name for each. If the 
letter ~has the long sound, as in ~, put l on the line. 
If it has the short sound, as in stop, put 2 on the line. 
Look at each picture above and say its name. If the letter i has 
the long sound, as in fine, put the number l on the line. If it 
has the short sound, as in ~, put the number ~on the line. 
-----------------------------------------------------------------~----
Exercise 
370 
371 
372 
Uses 
W-4, 17 
W-4, 17 
W-4, 17 
Difficulty 
2 
2 
2 
Interest 
2-4 
2-4 
2-4 
:181 
373. Long and Short ~Sound. 
Say the words in the rows below and draw a line under the word 
that has a different a sound. 
Example: sat gave had bag 
safe rain hat take 
band day ate play 
Choose a word from the underlined words above to finish the follow-
ing sentences: 
1. The wind blew Father's off. 
2. We heard the play in the parade. 
3. Dave his friend a ball . 
374. Long and Short Sound of u. 
375. 
Look at the words below. 
have the long sound of u. 
the short u sound. 
Draw a ring around all the words that 
Make a cross on all the words that have 
Example: use blue suit up 
sun fruit true flute 
nut cute brush must 
jump run truck mule 
Long and Short Sound of u . 
Look at the pictures above and say their names. If the letter u 
has the long sound, as in ~' put an L on the line below. If 
it has the short sound, as in duck, put ~on the line. 
Exercise 
373 
374 
375 
Uses 
W-4, 2, 1 
W-4, 17; T-1 
W-4, 17 
Difficulty 
2 
2 
2 
Interest 
2-4 
2-4 
2-4 
182 
376. Look at the words below. Draw a line under the words that have -
the long o sound. 
blow told shop road dog goat stop boat 
Using the words above, finish the sentences below. 
John his friend a secret. 
Mother told the boys to playing. 
377. In the following unfinished sentences write the word that completes 
the sentence. 
Example: 1. Dick put the cookies in the 
bag wag fog 
2. The rabbit sat on the 
leg log dog 
3. Mother put the baby to 
bed led bad 
378. Medial Vowel Sounds 
· ~ In the following sentences draw a line under the word that 
completes the sentence. 
Example: 1. I will write with my (pin 
2. Betty and Bob (sit sat 
3. John (hit hat hot) the 
4. Bill climbed a (big bag 
pen pan). 
set,) on the fence. 
ball. 
bog) tree. 
379. Long Sounds of the Vowels ~· ~. i• and o. 
Read the words in each row and draw a ring around the vowel 
whose name you hear in all of the words. 
Example: neat 
boat 
wait 
seed 
Exercise 
376 
377 
378 
379 
dream 
road 
pain 
greet 
Uses 
W-4, 
W-4, 
W-4, 
W-4, 
17, 2 
1, 2 
1, 2, 
17 
leaf 
toad 
faint 
weed 
11; c -3 
a 
a 
a 
a 
e 
e 
e 
e 
i 
i 
i 
i 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Difficult~ 
2 
2 
2 
2 
Interest 
2-4 
2-4 
2-4 
2-4 
380. In each of the following pairs of words, a vowel has been added 
to the first word to make the second word. On the line, write 
the vowel that has been added. 
Example: pant nose 
paint____ noise 
bet 
beat 
last 
least 
very stem 
every____ steam 
hat 
heat 
·wit 
wait 
381. Say t6 the class, "Look at the first word in each row on the 
chalkboard, and then at the unfinished words after it. In each 
unfinished word, put a different vowel on the line, making a new 
word. 
Example: 1. leg 1 0 g 1 u g 
2. ton t n t n 
3. bud b d b d 
4. net n t n t 
382. Long sounds of the vowels !_, ~, !_, and o. 
In each of the following words there are two vowels, but only 
1sa 
one is heard. On the line beside each word, write the name of the 
vowel you hear. 
Example : save 
Exercise 
380 
381 
382 
case 
brave 
ride 
Uses 
w -4, 6, 17 
W-4, 17 
W-4, 17 
wise 
joke 
use 
dive 
Difficulty 
2 
2 
2 
Interest 
2-4 
2-4 
2-4 
383. Long and Short ~sounds. 
Read each of the sentences below. Draw a line under the word 
that completes the sentence. 
Example: 1. Sally will (use us) my new pencil . 
2. Pat has a pet (duck duke). 
3. The sky is very (brush blue) today. 
4. Mother asked, "Did you (put but) your toys away?" 
384. The oo sounds. 
385. 
Look at _the first word in each row, and then at the rest of 
the words. Draw a line under the word in which the oo sound is 
different . 
Example: foot good book soon 
-moon room look noon 
book cook too took 
wood school stood hood 
The ow sounds. 
Look at the following ~words. Draw a line under the words 
that have the sound of ow that is heard in now. Make an X on the 
words that have the sound of ow that is heard in snow. 
Example: cow 
own 
town 
Exercise 
383 
384 
385 
grow 
show 
plow 
Uses 
W-4, 1, 2 
w -4, 10 
W-4; T-1 
how 
down 
know 
flow 
crowd 
lower \ 
Difficulty 
2 
2 
2 
Interest 
2-4 
2-4 
2-4 
:184 
386 . In the following words, put l on the line beside the words that 
have the sound of ou that is heard in shout. Put 2 beside the 
words that have the sound of ou that is heard in young. 
Example: south trouble enough 
loud round house 
----
mount about found 
Reversals (W-5) 
185 
387. Look at the two letters at the left of each picture and the picture 
beside them. Which letter is the first letter of the name of the 
picture? Draw a line from that letter to the picture . . 
b 
p 
p 
d 
b 
d 
The same can be done with other letters. 
388. Look at the words below. Draw a line under the words that begin 
with b. Put a cross beside the words that begin with d. Draw a 
ring around the words that begin with ~· 
Example: 
Exercise 
386 
387 
388 
bid 
did 
big 
dig 
' 
.. . rt 
dad 
pad 
bat 
pat 
Uses 
w~ 
W-5, 3, 11; R-15 
W-5, 11; R-1; R-11 
\ 
' 
Difficulty 
2 
1 
1 
Interest 
2-4 
1-2 
1-3 
389. Read each word in the box and the sentence beside it. 
was That was my book. 
saw We saw the birds. 
In each sentence below, write the word that belongs there. 
I going to school. 
-----
Bob his friend at the circus. 
-----
The same can be done with no-on; who-how; three-there; form-from_; 
left-felt, etc. 
Addition or Omission of Sounds (W-6) 
390. Look at the two words in the box and the two sentences that go 
with them. 
back 
black 
He went back home. 
I have a black cat. 
In the following sentences, underline the word that completes 
each one. 
My dog is (back black) and white. 
Put the book (back black) on the table. 
391. Read each of the unfinished sentences . Underline the correct 
word to complete each sentence. 
Example: 1. Father gave us a ride in his (tuck truck). 
Exercise 
389 
390 
391 
2. I will (pant plant) my garden next week. 
3. Dave caught a rabbit in his (tap trap). 
4. Sally is too (sick stick) to go to school. 
5. John read a story from my new (book brook). 
Uses 
W-5, 11 
W-6, 11, 17 
W-6, 2, 8 
Difficulty 
1 
1 
2 
Interest 
1-4 
1-4 
2-4 
:186 
392. Read the words and the sentences in the box. 
say 
stay 
What did you say to him? 
I will stay in the house. 
Write the correct word in each of the following sentences. 
Betty is going to with me. 
-----
John did not 
------anything. 
The same can be done with tied-tried; pay-play; sing-sting; 
so-soon, etc. 
393. Give each child a duplicated sheet with pairs of words similar to 
the following: 
1. 
sent 
spent 
------2. 
gain 
grain 
______ 3. 
back 
black 
I 
____ 4 . 
seam 
steam 
The teacher will then read one word from each pair and the chil-
dren will write it on the ' line below. 
:187 
394. · Look at the three words below. Then read and answer the questions. 
sing s ~ ing string 
" With what consonant does sing begin? 
With what two-letter consonant blend does sting begin? 
With what three-letter consonant blend does string begin? 
Write sing, sting, string to complete the following sentences. 
Ann tied a around the box. 
---------
Mary will 
-----------us our new song. 
Sally was afraid the bee would 
-----------her. 
Exercise 
392 
393 
394 
Uses 
W-6, 2, 
W-6, 4, 
W-6, 2, 
Difficultx: 
ll; R-8; C-1 2 
3, 8, 9, 17 2 
8, 9 2 
interest 
2-4 
2-4 
2-4 
395. Read each pair of words. Notice the change in sound when a 
consonant is added to the first word of each pair to make the 
second word. 
Draw a ring ~round the consonant that is added to the second 
word. 
Example: say 
stay 
tap 
trap 
sell 
smell 
pant 
plant 
pay 
play 
188 
396. Write the cor~ect word to complete each of the following sentences: 
1. A king and qu~en live in a 
cattle castle 
2. The boys fished in a 
steam stream 
3. Jack was on the fence. 
leaning learning 
4 . Bobby out of the window. 
stared started 
5. I was to my friend on the telephone. 
taki~g talking 
6. Sue was the one to come to the party. 
last least 
7 . John on the rug. 
tipped tripped 
8 . Grandfather's farm is in the 
counter country 
9 . We are going to walk --~--~------~--~- the park. 
though through 
10. Mother 
Exercise 
395 
396 
me a new coat at the store. 
~--~----~----~-bought brought 
Uses 
W-8, 9, 17 
W-6, 1, 2; C-3 
Difficulty 
2 
3 
Interest 
2-4 
3-4 
1_89 
Substitution of Whole Words (W-7) 
397. Give .each child a duplicated worksheet with the following exercises 
and directions: 
Look at the word in the box at the beginning of the row. Draw a 
box around every word in the row that is like the first word. 
cw an in on in on in an in 
~ on an in on an on in an 
~ in ·on an an in an on on 
In the following sentences, write in, ~· or an to complete them: 
1. Mother put the dishes the table. 
2. Ann put her kitten the wagon. 
3. Bob has old football. 
-----
4. Sally went the house. 
-----
5. Father is 
--------the garage. 
Similar exercises can be used for went-want; then-when; how-now; 
put-but; we-he, etc. 
398. Write the following words on the chalkboard: 
come 
came 
The teacher says, 11 Look at the two words on the chalkboard . (Say 
the two words.) Use these words to answer questions that I shall 
ask." 
1. Which word rhymes with some? 
2. Which word rhymes with game? 
3. Which word has the long ! sound? 
Similar exercises can be used with house-horse; made-make; 
these-those; that-what, etc . 
Exercises 
397 
398 
Uses 
W-7; R-10; W-11, 2; C-3 
W-7; W-9, ll 
Difficulty 
2 
2 
Interest 
2-4 
2-4 
399. In each of the following sentences, draw a line under the word 
that will make them right. 
1. Bill to the city. 
went want 
2. Father home early last night. 
came come 
3 . Dick rode on Grandfather's 
house horse 
4 . Mary sat fathe r 's lap. 
on an 
5. long can you stay? 
Now How 
6. did you see Bob? 
Then When 
7. is a good book . 
That What 
8. Where did you ~------------ your coat? 
but put 
9. are going to the circus. 
We He 
10 . Mother helped us cookies. 
----~------~--
make made 
Blend Sounds (W-8) 
400. Read the words below and draw a ring around every word that has 
the same first two letters as the word in the box . Then read the 
sentence and write the word that finishes it on the line. 
Example: treat tree trot train top 
The cat ran up the 
The same exercise can be done with final blends. 
Exercise 
399 
400 
Uses 
W-7; C-1, 3; W-11, 17 
w-s; 11; R-8 , 11 
Difficulty 
2 
2 
Interest 
2-4 
2-4 
1_90 
... 
401. Read the sentences below. 
there should be only one. 
correct. 
In each one there are two words where 
Draw a line under the word that is 
402. 
cling 
Example: Dick and Joe like to trees. 
climb 
play 
Betty likes to with her dolls. 
please 
The same exercise can be done with final blends. 
Look at the following words. 
the first two letters are st. 
the first two letters are ~· 
Write the number 1 on the line if 
Write the number 2 on the line if 
Example: 
-......,....---stay -----spend ----star 
_____ spot start 
-------
stand 
----
-----speed -----spin ----spill 
The same exercise can be done with final blends. 
403. The teacher asks the children what the red traffic light means. 
191 
After she gets the response stop, she asks the children to listen 
while she says stop and then she writes the word on the board while 
the children repeat it. Next she asks for words that begin like 
stop, and writes each on the board. Then she directs pupils to 
circle the .st in each word. 
404. As each blend is learned, each child writes the blend on the card 
until he has a set of blend cards . Then they can be used in many 
ways, i.e., the teacher pronounces a word and calls upon someone 
to bring to the front of the group the blend card that the word 
begins with. 
Exercise Uses Difficultx: Interest 
401 W-8, 11; R- 8, 11 2 2-4 
402 W-8, 11; R-8, 11 2 2-4 
403 W-8, 10, 11; R-3 2 2-4 
404 W-8, 10, 11 2 2-4 
405. The children read the following sentences which the teacher has 
on the board, first silently, then orally, underlining and pro-
nouncing the correct word for the blank. 
Father had to the car. 
stop spin 
I will near Bobby. 
hand stand 
Peter likes to his top. 
spin star 
Jack read a funny 
star story 
Auditory Discrimination (W-10) 
406. Fold and stitch a piece of oilcloth to form nineteen pockets, 
4 inches wide by 3 inches deep. Label each pocket with a consonant 
letter, omitting ~and ~· At the top of 3 by 6-inch cards, paste 
colorful pictures of objects beginning with various consonant 
sounds. Have the child insert the cards in the correct pockets. 
Syllabication (W-12) 
407. Say each word below to yourself and count the number of syllables . 
Then write that number on the line before each word. 
Example: 
----helpful someone 
----
---- telephone 
Exercise 
405 
406 
407 
____ ,come ____ upset 
____ wagon . 
----
Uses 
W-8, 10, 11; C-1, 3 
W-10, 3, 11~ R-12 
W-12, 11, 10 
book 
----
----
Difficulty 
2 
1 
2 
dinner 
ten 
Interest 
2-4 
1-4 
2-4 
1_93 
408. Read the sentence and follow the directions given below. 
Example: John said, "I will see my grandfather when be comes to 
the city again. 11 
Write a two-syllable word from the sentence above that means 
"~nee more." 
The same can be done with words of one or more syllables. 
409. Look at the following word and draw a line under each syllable. 
window 
Draw a line under the phrase that completes the following sentences: 
1. The first syllable in the word window ends with 
a. the consonant after the first vowel 
b. the first vowel. 
2. The second syllable begins with 
a. the ·consonant before the second vowel 
b. the second vowel. 
410. Read the following story. Then underline the syllables in each 
word that has more than one syllable. 
Example: The Hood family were getting ready for a picnic. Sally 
helped Mother make sandwiches and get the rest of the 
lunch ready. Ted and Father put everything into the car. 
Because everyone helped, they left early and had a long 
day for their picnic. 
Exercise 
408 
409 
410 
Uses 
W-12, 11, 2; T-4; C-1 
W-12, 10, 11, 3, 4 
W-12, 11 
Difficulty 
2 
3 
3 
Interest 
2-4 
3-4 
3-4 
1_94 
411. Read the following sentence and draw a ring around the word that 
completes it. 
always 
Judy and Ann play together. 
already 
On the line below, write the syllable that is the same in the two 
words above. 
412. Find all of the two-syllable words in the following story and 
draw a line under each syllable. 
Example: . Jack went to the beach last summer. He went swimming 
every day. 
He looked for shells on the beach. One day he went 
fishing with his father. He caught seven fish. 
413. Read the two words and underline the syllables. Next, read the 
sentence with the missing word and think of the word that belongs 
there. Take one syllable from each of the words above and write 
the two-syllable word that belongs in the sentence . 
Example: began sidewalk 
Dave sat John at the circus. 
Suffixes (W-13) 
414. Read the words and the sentences in each row. Write the correct 
word in the space. 
Example: rain Jack said, "It is today." 
rains It 
-------------on flowers to make them grow. 
raining Father said, "It will 
-----------
tomorrow, too." 
Exercise Uses Difficulti: Interest 
411 W-12, 11; c -1, 3 3 3-4 
412 W-12, 11; S-8 3 3-4 
413 W-12, 11, 17; C-1, 3' 5 3 3-4 
414 W-13, 11, 16; C-1, 3, 5 1 1-4 
..... .. 
415 .. .. Read the two unfinished sentences and the words below . Write the 
correct word in the space. 
Example: 1. Bob can over the rope. 
2. Bill up on the step. 
jumped jump 
416. Write words similar to the following on the chalkboard. 
looked 
play 
jumped 
worked 
ask 
call 
thank 
helped 
Have the children read each word and tell whether it means 
something that happened before today or something that can 
happen now. 
417. Have a collection of small toys which the children have brought 
in . Pick out one such as a ball. Write the word on the board. 
·1_9 5 
Add two or three more balls and write balls on the board. Continue 
in this manner, keeping two columns of words. The toys might be: 
horses, cars, airplanes, blocks, etc. 
418. Give the children duplicated sheets with groups of words such as: 
sing jump look 
sings jumps· looks 
singing juniping looking 
Have them underline the part of the word that is alike in each 
group. Then tell them to read the sentences below and write the 
correct word in the space. 
1. Betty likes to at pictures. 
2. Judy is a song. 
3. Jim up and down on the grass. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------
Exercise Uses Difficult:2: Interest 
415 W-13, 11, 16; C-1, 3, 5 1 1..:4 
416 W-13, 10, 11 2 2-4 
417 W-15, 10, 11; C-1 1 1-3 
418 W-15, 11, 16; C-1, 3 5 1 1-4 
Prefixes (W-14) 
419. Read each of the following sentences . Change the meaning of each 
one by writing a prefix on the line before the word. The prefixes 
that can be used are written above the sentences. 
Example: un . re dis 
1. Sally __ read the story. 
2. The boy was ____ kind to his dog. 
3. John __ filled his glass with milk. 
4. I do not like animals . 
5. Bobby ____packed his suitcase. 
6. Jean's shoes are tied. 
7. Mother was ____pleased when I was late getting home. 
8. Dave will sell his bicycle. 
9. Sam ____ agreed with his friend. 
420. Tell the class that when we see dis before a word, it sometimes 
changes the meaning of the word. 
Example: Like means to care for something. 
Dislike means not to care for something. 
On a duplicated sheet have the children read the words and the 
phrases below them. Put a check before the phrase that tells the 
meaning for each. 
Example: Dislike means: 
Exercise 
419 
420 
to care for 
----
not to care for 
---
Displeased means: 
____ unhappy 
___ happy 
Uses 
w -14 ; c -1 , 3 , 5 
W-14 
Difficulty 
3 
3 
Interest 
; 3-4 
3-4 
196 
1_97 
421. Tell the class that sometimes when ~is used at the beginning of 
a word, it means not; such as fair and unfair . Discuss the mean-
ings of the two words and others like them. 
On a duplicated sheet, have the children write the missing word 
in each sentence. 
Example: 1. Jack is because he cannot 
unhappy unfair undid 
go to the beach. 
2 . He is to his pets. 
unhappy unpack unkind 
3. Sandy left the door 
unlike unlocked untied 
422. Say to the class, '~hen we see re before a word, it means to do 
again. For example, retie means to tie again. 
Word 
Give each child a duplicated sheet with work similar to the 
following: 
Example: Study each word and phrase below . Draw a line from 
each word to its meaning . 
replace to make like new 
refill to paint again 
repaint to sell again 
reload to put into place again 
renew to fill another time 
resell to load again 
Variants (W-15) 
423. Play games showing variant s of certain verbs, such as the verb 
hop. Say to the child, "Can you hop? Hop for us . " While the 
child is hopping, say, "Billy i s hopping . " When he stops, say, 
"Billy hopped for us . " This can be done orally at the readiness 
level and later orally and visually by writing the verb form as 
it is being learned. 
Exercise 
421 
422 
423 
Uses 
W-14, 11; C-1, 3 
W-14; T-9; C-1, 2 
W - 15 , 14; R -1 
Difficulty 
3 
3 
1 
Interest 
3-4 
3-4 
1-2 
198 
424. Read the first two sentences and study t~~ words that are under-
lined . Then read the sentences below and draw a ring around the 
word that completes the sentence. 
Example: The boys went fishing. 
1. The 
2. The 
The ~ father took him fishing. 
girls 
girl's 
dogs 
dogs' 
doll is broken. 
ran away. 
425. On the chalkboard write the following words, and tell the children 
that when a short vowel is followed by a single consonant in a 
word, the final consonant is often doubled before adding an ending. 
run--running hop--hopping sit - -sitting 
Have duplicated sheets with a list of words, and tell the children 
to add ing to each of the words, using the above rule when necessary, 
and to underline each word where the rule is used. 
Example: dig _______ __ sing ________ _ 
step _____ _ bat 
--------
pat--------- blow 
--------
-----~----------------------------------------------------------------
Exercise 
424 
425 
Uses 
w -15. 14 1,' ll ; c -1 • 3 • 5 
W-15, ll, 14 
Difficulty 
2 
2 
Interest 
2-4 
2-4 
426. Write the following sentences on the chalkboard and read them to 
the class: 
The word fatter is made from the word fat. 
The word hopping is made from the word hop. 
Then tell them that in some words the 
again before ed, er, and ing endings . 
words when ~and ~are used. 
last consonant is used 
This is also true of some 
Give each child a duplicated sheet and the following directions: 
1_99 
Read each pair of sentences and notice the word thatis under-
lined in the first sentence. This word will help you to decide 
which word to write on the line in the second sentence to com-
plete it. 
Example: The clowns in the circus are funny. 
We always have when we go to the circus. 
fur mad fun 
427. Say to the class, "When a word ends with ~. it is often dropped 
before adding ing; as, make--making and ~--racing. 
Read each of the following words, and on the line after each, 
write the word and add ing. 
chase 
bake 
write 
dance 
Exercise 
426 
427 
hope 
wave 
come 
ride 
Uses 
W-15, 14; C-1, 3 
W-15, 14, 17 
Difficulty 
3' 
3 
Interest 
3-4 
3-4 
428. Tell the class the following rule with examples: 
When the final letter in a word is ~· we change the ~ to ~ 
before adding ed, es, or ~ending; as, cherry--cherries, or 
hurry--hurried, or merry--merrily. 
In the following sentences, draw a line under the correct word: 
1. Paul (try--tried) to jump over the fence. 
2. You will be late for school if you don't (hurry--hurried.) 
3. The baby (cry--cries) when she is hungry. 
4. Ann walked (happy--happily) to school. 
Spelling (W -17) 
200 
429. Have the children write the initial consonants or blends, the 
final consonants or blends, or the vowels heard in dictated words. 
430. Ask the child to write the word tuck. Discuss the meaning of the 
word. 
Have him add a letter to the word tuck to make a word that 
means held in the mud (stuck). 
Have him add a letter to stuck to make a word that means 
hit (struck). 
Exercise 
428 
Uses 
W-15, 14, 11; C-1, 3 
W-17, 10, 3, 4, 8; R-9 
W-17, 3, 8, 9 
Difficulty 
3 
Interest 
3-4 
2-4 
3-4 
429 2 
430 3 
.201. 
STUDY SKILLS AND COMPREHENSION 
Following Directions (T-1) 
431. Have a page of animal pictures. Tell the child to put an X on the 
pig, a line under the dog, a line around the cat, a line o;er the 
rabbit, etc. 
Skimming (T-2) 
432. Have .the child read to find specific answers to questions. 
433. Give the children the following paragraph to read silently : 
One morning Bobby found a big box on the floor beside 
his chair. He looked inside. There was a little black 
puppy. He had a white spot above his nose. Bobby was 
very happy. He named the puppy Spot. 
Have the children skim to find the answers to the following 
questions: 
Who is the boy in the story? 
What was in the box? 
What color was the puppy? 
Why do you think Bobby named him Spot? 
434. Ask the child to find a paragraph containing specified information. 
435. Construct questions with words taken from context and requiring a 
direct context answer . Ask the child to skim to find the answer. 
436. Construct questions that do not use the wording of the paragraph 
and have the child locate the information. 
437 . Have· the child locate names and dates. 
Exercise Uses Difficultl: Interest 
431 T-1; R-3 K K-1 
432 T-2; C-5; T-4; S-7, 8 1-4 1-4 
433 T-2, 4· 
' 
C-5 2 2-4 
434 T-2, 4; C-4, 5 2-4 2-4 
435 T-2, 4; W-2; C- 5; S-8 2-4 2-4 
436 T-2; C-1, 2, 4, 5; T-4; 2-4 2-4 
S-8 
437 T-2; S-7, 8 ; T-4, 9 3 3-4 
Details (T-4) 
438. Have the child read the story. Then read the sentences after it 
and complete the sentence by circling the correct word. 
Andy liked airplanes. He wanted to be a pilot. Whenever 
he could, he went to the flying field and watched the air-
planes come and go. Then he would go home and build small 
airplanes like the ones he had seen. 
1. Andy wanted to be a 
policeman doctor pilot 
2. He knows how to 
eat draw run 
439. Read the story. 
Peter lives on a dairy farm. There are many cows on the 
farm. Peter likes to help feed the cows. He also likes .< to 
go with his father when he delivers the milk. 
Read the questions carefully. Underline the phrase that best 
answers the question. 
Where does Peter live? 
in the country 
What does Peter do to help? 
in the city 
ride the horses feed the cows 
What does Peter like to do? 
' . go with Father go sliding 
Exercise 
438 
Uses 
T-4, 13; C-3, 4 
T-4; C-4, 5 439 
by the sea 
run and play 
catch fish 
Difficulty 
2 
2 
Interest 
2-4 
2-4 
2 02 
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440. Read the selection silently and answer the questions at the end of 
the selection. 
Jerry was working at a table. He was cutting small strips 
of wood with a sharp knife. Then he put them together with 
glue. As he worked, he often looked at a large piece of blue 
paper. He was ve1y careful to glue the right piece of wood in 
the right place. 
Bob came into the room and saw Jerry working. For a long 
time he watched his friend without saying anything. · 
At last Bob said, "If you need to stick that last piece· on 
the tail, I will go home and get my glue." 
"Good," said Jerry. "I am glad you came. I did not know 
how I was going to have it ready for the exhibit at school 
tomorrow . " 
Question: 
1. What was Jerry making? 
2. Why did he often look at the paper? 
3. What color was the paper? 
4. What three things did he use in hi~ work? 
5. Did he finish it? How do you kriow? 
6. Why was Jerry in a hurry to finish it? 
7. When was the exhibit to be? 
8. Where ~as the exhibit? 
441. Have the child read a paragraph and list all the details that the 
child can remember. 
442. Read to the child poems which contain much imagery and have him 
recount the words pertaining to the various senses. 
443. Have the child look for specific directions in a paragraph des-
cribing the construction of an article. 
Outlining (T-6) 
444. Write a paragraph on the chalkboard. Have the children read the 
story and list the key words and phrases. Ask a child to tell 
the story using the above as an outline. 
Exercise 
440 
441 
442 
443 
444 
Uses 
T-4, ~10, 12; C-4, 5 
T-4; C-5; S-8; T-7 
T-4, 10, ll; R-1, 2, 3; S-8 
T-4, 1, 5, 10; C-5; S-8 
T-6, 7; R-1; C-4, 5 
Difficulty 
3 
3 
3 
3 
2-4 
Interest 
3-4 
3-4 
3-4 
3-4 
2-4 
Summarizing (T-7) 
445. Read the story. Then read the two sentences below and draw a 
line under the one that tells about the story. 
Billy had two pet dogs. He liked to play with them and 
teach them tricks. His friend Jack liked to play with the 
dogs too. Jack wished he had a dog for a pet. 
Jack has a pet dog. 
Billy and his pets. 
446. Read the story and draw a line under the title that is best for 
the story. 
One windy day, Joe and Ted took their kites to Big Hill. 
The kites went high in the air and the boys had a good time 
flying them. Just before they were ready to go home, Ted's 
kite got caught in a tree. He had to climb the tree to get 
the kite out. 
Flying Airplanes 
Up on a Tree 
Flying Kites 
2 0 4 
Exercise 
445 
446 
:.uses 
T-7, 3, 4; Cr- 5 
T-7 3, 4; C-4; T-5 
Difficulty 
2 
2 
Interest 
2-4 
2-4 
447. Read the following story. Then read the questions below and draw 
a line unde·r the right answer to each. 
Jim and Tom had new bicycles. On Saturday morning they 
decided to take a ride in the country. Jim's mother made them 
a lunch and they left home. They rode along an old country 
road for a long way until they came to a brook. There was a 
big tree beside the brook . It was cool in the shade of the 
tree. The boys were warm from riding so far, so they ate 
their lunch there. After they finished their lunch, they 
started on the long ride home. 
1. What is the story about? 
a bicycle ride fishing in a brook 
2 . What did Jim and Tom take on their ride? 
candy and gum a lunch 
3. What kind of a road did they ride on? 
an old country road a new road 
4. Where did they eat their lunch? 
in the shade of a tree beside the road 
5. What did the boys do after they ate their lunch? 
start for home ride along another road 
2 05 
Exercise 
447 
Uses 
T-7, 3, 4, 12; C-5 
Difficulty 
3 
Interest -' 
3-4 
2 0 6 
448. Read the story. Then read each sentence below and find the part 
of the story it tells about. Look at the number of that part of 
the story. Draw a ring around the same number under the sentence. 
1. Bob and Bill were at Grandfather's farm for the sununer. They 
lik~d to help feed and take care of the animals. Best of all, 
they liked to bring the cows in from the pasture. 
2. One day when they were bringing the cows in, an old cow started 
running down the road. She kept running. Bob and Bill ran 
after her, but they could not stop her . 
3. Grandfather saw the trouble the boys were having, so he went 
to help them. He got a branch from a tree and went after the 
cow. When the cow saw the branch that Grandfather had, she 
turned around and went back to the barn. 
Bob and Bill could not stop the runaway cow. 
1 2 3 
They liked to feed and take care of the animals. 
1 2 3 
An old cow ran down the road. 
1 2 3 
Grandfather got the cow into the barn. 
1 2 3 ' -.. 
Reference Material and Dictionary (T-9) 
449. Write the first names of the children in the class on the black-
board, and have the children put them in alphabetical order. 
Example : Bob 
Ellen 
Allen. 
Doris 
Carl 
The same thing can be done with the children's last names. 
---------~~ -------------------------------------~----------------------
Exercise 
448 
449 
Uses 
T-7, 3, 4; C-5 
T-9; W-11 
.Difficulty 
3 
3 
Interest 
3-4 
3 -4 
450. Give each child a list with the names of objects in the room on 
one side of it, and blank lines on the other side. Have them 
arrange the objects listed in alphabetical order on the blank 
lines. 
Example: book 
eraser 
desk 
clay 
451 . Have each child keep index cards for every book he has read, both 
at home and at school, telling the author's name (last name first, 
first name and initial), and the title of the book. Have the 
children keep them in a box or file in alphabetical order, accord-
ing to the author's last name. 
Example: Alcott, Louisa, Little Women 
Lawson, Robert, Rabbit Hill 
A brief summary of the story may be included on each card. 
_,.. 
452. Have each child bring in a paper on which is written his telephone 
number, the name under which it is listed, and his address. These 
should be copied as they appear in the telephone directory . 
Example : Hall, John, 14 Bay Road Ha 7.,.3237 
207 
Call on the children in alphabetical order and have each child read 
his slip. The teacher makes a list on the board . When this has 
been done, the children copy the listing in alphabetical order. 
Each child will then have his own telephone book. 
'· 
Exercise 
450 
451 
452 
Uses 
T-9; W-11 
T-9 
T-9 
Difficulty 
3 
3 
3 
Interest 
3-4 
3-4 
3-4 
2 08 
Associational Reading (T-10) 
453. Show pictures to a child and ask him to describe how each picture 
makes him fee 1 . 
Example: a winter scene a feast a football game people working 
454. The teacher will read the following story to the children: 
Bobby has a little dog. His name is Duke. He is very 
smart. One day he went to the store. He carried a basket. 
He took some things home. 
The teacher will now ask the children to draw a picture to go with 
this story. Each child may discuss his picture. 
Classification (T-11) 
455. Look at the words at the top of the page. Each one tells about 
one of the groups of words below . Write the number of the word 
that tells about the word in the box. 
Example: 1. Numbers 2. Toys 3. Animals 4. Food 
top cake ten dog 
ball bread one horse 
boat meat three pig 
doll cookies five cat 
456. Encourage the children to bring labels from canned .:goods and food 
boxes to school. Have them see how many words they can recognize. 
Have the children classify the labels according to kinds of foods. 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
Exercise Uses Difficult:;l Interest 
453 T-10; R-1; W-ll K K-1 
454 T-10, 12, 13; C-4, 5 1 1-4 
455 T-ll; W-1 2 2-4 
456 ' T-11; R-1 2 2-4 
- . 
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457. Read the story. Read each sentence and draw a line under the words 
that will complete the sentence. 
Ann and Mary were making a scrapbook for a sick. friend. 
They looked for interesting pictures of a~l kinds to put in 
it. They found pictures of toys, animals-, food, and flowers. 
When the -scrapbook was finished, they had many pictures. 
If Ann and _ Mary were looking for -pictures of aniinaJ:s, - they'· m-ight 
use pictures of: horses, cats, pigs, cars. 
If Ann were looking for pictures of toys, - she might use pictures 
of: balls, cookies, boats, dolls ; 
If Mary were looking for pictures of food, she might use pictures 
of: bread, milk, dolls, cereal. 
If the~ were looking for flowers, they could use pictures of: 
roses, ~ tulips, carrots, violets. 
458. Have the child read descriptive paragraphs and ask him to list 
descriptive words under the correct headings. 
Relevancy of Ideas (T-12) 
459'; Have the children read the story. 
One day Joe went to the firehouse. He looked at all the 
fire trucks. He talked to one of the firemen. 
''What do you want to be when you grow up?" asked the fireman . 
Joe said, ''I'd like to be a fireman like you." 
Directions : Read each sentence below. Draw a line under each one 
that tells what Joe will do if he becomes a fireman . 
1. He will rfde on a fire truck. 
2 . He will be in the circus~ 
- 3. He will be cross to the children. 
Exercise 
457 
458 
459 
Uses 
T-11; W-11; t-12 
T-11; C-1; W-1; R-1 
' T-12, 10; R-3 
Difficulty 
2 
2-4 
2 
Interest 
2-4 
2-4 
2-4 
2W 
460. Write a title on the board, with sentences below it. Have the 
children draw a line under the sentences that relate to the story. 
The underlined sentences may then be read, forming a story. 
Example: 
At the Farm 
Bob and Susan went to Grandfather's farm. 
They saw many farm animals. 
Susan liked the monkeys. 
Grandfather let them hunt for eggs in the barn. 
The fire truck went fast. 
They found ten eggs. 
461. In each line, cross out the word that does not belong. 
1. orange, apple, bean, grape, lemon 
2. rose, daisy, crocus, pine, lily 
3. hammer, wood, drill, saw, ax 
462. Read the story. Read the sentence beside each paragraph. One 
word makes each sentence silly. Find the silly word, cross it 
out and write the correct word above it. 
Seagulls seem to be hungry all the 
time. They fly near the shore watching 
for fish and clams that have washed in 
with the tide. 
It is fun to watch a seagull eat a 
clam . When he sees a large clam on 
the shore, he dives down and picks up 
the clam with his strong bill. He 
flies into the air with the clam and 
drops it on a rock to break the clam-
shell. Then he dives down again to 
eat the meat from the broken shell. 
Exercise 
460 
Uses 
T-12, 4 
461 
462 
T-12, 11; C-1 
T-12, 1; C~4 
1. Seagulls seem to 
be sleepy all the 
time. 
2. When he sees ~ 
large seal on the 
shore, he dives 
down and picks it 
up with his strong 
bill. 
Difficulty 
2 
3 
3 
Interest 
2-4 
3-4 
3-4 
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463. Read the story. Look at the ideas at the right of the story. If 
you find that the same idea is in the story, put an~ on the line 
in front of it. 
People often think of cooking as 
a woman's work, but most of the head 
cooks in good eating places are men. 
Many of these men learned to cook 
when they were boys. 
Some men cook just for fun. 
They like to get meals ready for 
their families and guests. What 
they like most is to cook a picnic 
dinner at the outdoor fireplace. 
Exercise 
463 
Uses 
T-12, 1 
Some men cook for a 
living . 
Men like to make cakes. 
___ Men go to school to 
· learn to cook. 
Some men cook just 
for fun. 
___ Many men learned to 
cook when they were 
children. 
Men cook hot dogs 
for a picnic dinner. 
Difficulty 
3 
Interest 
3-4 
212 
464. 1. A snapping turtle has three z;. Birds are colored to 
keep them safe. The mother 
bird's feathers are not as 
bright as the father bird's. 
When something comes near 
. . -
good ~ays of keeping safe from 
enemies. It is almost the same 
color as the mud, logs, and grass 
around it. It has a hard shell 
into which it can pull its head 
and feet. It has a strong beak 
which is strong enough to snap 
off a man's finger. 
the nest, to harm the young 
birds, the father bird flies 
into the air. The enemy sees 
the father b~rd but cannot 
see the mother bird on the 
nest. Often the enemy goes 
away without finding the nest . 
Read the following sentences. They tell things about the two 
stories. If the sentence is about the first story, write l qn the 
line before the sentence. If the sentence tells about the second 
story, write ~on the line . If a sentence tells about both stories, 
write 1 and 2 on the line. 
Exercise 
464 
The father flies into the air. 
They have three good ways to keep safe. 
They have a hard shell. 
The mother has dull-colored feathers. 
They use their strong beaks to hurt their enemies. 
Their color protects them from their enemies. 
The enemy looks for a nest. 
·• Uses 
T -12 , 11 ; C -4 , 5 
Difficulty 
3 
Interest 
3-4 
Then 
465. Long ago, in our country, all 
food was home grown and home 
cooked. There were no stores in 
which to buy cooked foods and no 
trains or trucks to carry foods 
from one part of the country to 
another. 
Women canned some fruits and 
vegetables ·· in jars for the winter. 
Some vegetables were put in 
barrels in a vegetable cellar. 
Apples were put in barrels or 
dried for winter use. 
People raised animals for 
meat. In the fall, they killed 
the animals and smoked or salted 
the meat to keep it for winter. 
213 
Nmv 
Today, even a child can 
cook a meal from packaged and 
frozen foods, if he can read 
directions and follow them 
carefully. We can even buy 
frozen dinners served on a 
plate and ready for heating. 
Fresh fruits and vegetables 
can be bought in the store at 
any time of the year . We can 
get frozen and canned fruits 
and vegetables in most stores. 
At stores, many kinds of 
fresh meats are ready for us 
to buy at all times of the 
year. 
Fast trucks, trains, and 
airplanes carry food from one 
part of the country to another. 
Read the following phrases . If a phrase tells about foods of long 
ago, write Then on the line. If a phrase tells about foods of 
today, write Now on the line . 
1. All food home grown . 
2. Frozen foods found at stores. 
3. Fresh fruits and vegetables in winter . 
4 . All canning done at home. 
5. Meat ready for us to buy. 
6. No trucks and trains to carry foods. 
7. Packaged foods easy to get ready to eat .' 
8. Fresh foods carried to different parts of the country. 
Exercise 
465 
Uses 
T -12 , 1 ; C -4 , 5 
Difficulty 
3 
Interest 
3-4 
Drawing Inferences (T-13) 
466. Have the children look at the picture and read the story. Tell 
them to draw a line under the word at the right that will finish 
the story. 
Ann has 'a new pail. 
What do you think she will 
do with it? 
Ann will 
put sand in it 
eat it 
ride in it 
467. Read the story. 
Scrappy was Jack's new puppy. He was very playful and 
liked to chew things. One day he found Jack's new shoes and 
chewed holes in them. Jack's mother said, "IfScrappy does 
that again, we will have to give him away." 
Underline the words that go in the sentences. 
The story is about 
Mother Jack Scrappy 
If Scrappy were your puppy, you would be with him. 
cross happy like 
468. Read the story. Read the questions below the story. Draw lines 
to the phrases that answer the questions. 
John and Dave had new fishing poles. 
They took them down to the river. 
What were they going to do? play ball 
catch some fish 
make a boat 
Exercise 
466 
467 
468 
Uses 
T-13, 12 
T-13, 3, 4, 10 
T-13, 4, 12, 10 
Difficulty 
1 
2 
2 
Interest 
1-4 
2-4 
2-4 
2 1_5 
469. Have the children read the selections silently and answer the 
questions. 
Bob and Joe were waiting for a plane to land at the air-
port. Bob's father was coming home from a trip and the two 
boys had come to meet him. 
Soon the big plane came onto the field very fast. It did 
not stop on the runway, but went on and on until they could 
not see it at all. 
Suddenly they heard a loud "Bang!" 
Questions: 
1. Why didn't the plane stop on the runway? 
2. What was the loud "bang" that the boys heard? 
3. What do you think the boys did when they heard the ,.bang"? 
4. How do you think Bob and Joe felt? 
470 . Directions: Have the children read the selection silently. Then 
answer the questions at the end of the selection. 
Jim and Bill were watching a man working on the road. He 
was driving a steam shovel. He dug big scoops of dirt and 
piled them at the side of the road. The shovel swung back 
and forth and each time it made another big hole. Suddenly 
a whistle blew loud and long. The shovel stopped digging. 
The man got down. He had something in his hand. He went 
over to the side of the road and sat down under a tree. 
Questions: 
1 . Why did the whistle blow? 
2. Why did the steam shovel stop digging? 
3. What did the man have in his hand? 
4. Why did he sit under the tree? 
Exercise 
469 
Uses 
T-13, 4, 10, 12 
T-13, 3, 10; c-4 , s 470 
Difficulty 
3 
3 
Interest 
3-4 
3-4 
21_6 
Word Meaning (C-1) 
471. Have a contest about road signs. Ask the children to see how 
many different signs they can copy and bring to school to show 
the class. Encourage them to read the signs. (Creating a desire 
to read.) 
472. Choose the word at the right which you think is the best word to 
put on the blank in the sentence. 
1. We will bring a 
---------- to the post office 
2 . Are you feeling 
---------- today? 
3. 
4. 
did you go home? 
are you going to buy for Mother? 
5. She is bigger I am. 
6. Mary bought a small cake and she ate it. 
--------
7. The dog has a 
8. Did you hear the 
9 . Th.e dog has a 
10. Did you 
house. 
ring? 
in his mouth. 
your lunch? 
better 
letter 
when 
what 
then 
than 
big 
bell 
bring 
bone 
473. Give the child the meaning of a word and have him locate the word 
in a paragraph . 
474. Show the child a list of descriptive words and have him fit them 
into a story. 
475. Read the question above the story. Read the story. Find the word 
in the story that answers the question and underline it. 
Example: Which word means "Find out"? 
Exercise 
471 
472 
473 
474 
475 
Bill reads many airplane books. He wants to learn all 
he can about airplanes. 
Uses Difficult:;t Interest 
c -1; R-1, 3, 6· , S-9 K K-2 
C-1, 3; W-1, 2, 7 2 2-4 
C-1; T-2, 10 2 2-4 
C-1, 4, 5; W-1, 2 2-4 2-4 
C-1; S-2 2 2-4 
2 1_.7 
47·6. Read each sentence . Look at the underlined phrases and words in 
each sentence. Take the phrases and words from the sentences and . 
write them under the correct headings. 
1. The boy made a boat in the barn .last night. 
2. The children sat down on the ground this morning. 
3. Yesterday, the baby ate her dinner at the table. 
4. Mother put the soup on the stove this noon. 
5. Tomorrow morning father will go to the store. 
Who What When Where 
477. Read the following words and phrase~ . List them under the 
correct headings. 
over there 
now 
on a chair 
a baby 
at noon 
a woman 
on the floor 
next week 
two children 
Who 
Exercise 
476 
477 
Uses 
the boy 
here 
then 
at school 
the men 
at dinner time 
tomorrow 
there 
three little girls 
When 
C-1, 2, 3; T-11 
C-1; T-11; 0-2 
at night 
a girl 
in the morning 
at home 
a man 
under the table 
yesterday 
near a fence 
all the people 
Where 
Difficulty 
2 
Interest 
2-4 
2-4 2 
21_8 
478. Discuss the five senses with the child. When you are certain that 
he understands, name words describing the various senses and have 
the child state which sense you are describing. Have the child 
name some words for the teacher to guess. 
Example: rose-smell; candy-taste. (Many words may have different 
connotations for the child. How~ver, if in the 9eginning 
he names only one sense for a gi~en word, do not question 
him. Gradually lead him to recognize the fact that a 
word may apply to more than one sense.) 
--------------------------~---------------------------------------------
Exercise 
478 
Uses 
C-1; T-10, 11; R-1 
Difficulty 
1 
Interest 
1-4 
SILENT READING 
Rate (S-1) 
479. To measure speed in silent reading, have the children start to 
read a story. In primary grades have them read for two minutes; 
then call time and have them circle the last word they read. 
To find the number of words read, record in the teacher's book 
the total number of words at the end of each line. 
480. The teacher slides a plain white card slowly down the page, 
covering each line as the child reads silently. As he reads, 
gradually increase the speed, checking comprehension frequently. 
Keeping ahead of the card provides motivation for increasing 
speed. 
48L. To keep records of progress rate, let each child make bar graphs 
as shown below. 
Name Number of Words Per Minute 
John 35 40 45 so . 55 60 65 
Oct. 8 
Oct. 15 
, ~ .. ) 
Oct. 22 
Oct. 29 
Losing Place (S-5) 
482. The teacher has duplicated worksheets of a paragraph or a story. 
21_9 
She - reads, stopping at different intervals. Each time she stops, 
the children draw a vertical line after the last word she has read. 
Exercise Uses Difficulty Interest 
479 S-1 2 2-4 
480 S-1 2 2-4 
481 S- 1 3 3-4 
482 S-5 2 2-4 
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483. The teacher distributes duplicated worksheets. (An interesting 
paragraph or story.) Each time she stops reading, have the chil-
dren circle the word after the last one she read. To vary the 
exercise, have the children name the words. 
Oral Recall (S-7) 
484. If there is comprehension difficulty, select an interesting story 
for the child to read silently. Ask him to stop at the end of 
each paragraph to see if he remembers what he has read, by telling 
the story. Gradually increase the length of the units read until 
he can recall a whole story. 
485. Have a child read a short paragraph or story. The teacher will 
have a list of memories previously prepared from the story. Have 
one child tell all he can remember about the story, while another 
child checks the list. 
Exercise 
483 
484 
485 
Uses 
S-5 
S-7 
s -7 
Difficulty 
2 
2 
2 
Inter.est 
2-4 
2-4 
2-4 
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486. The children work in pairs. Each child has a paragraph to read 
silently and questions on his partner's paragraph. Whert they 
have finished reading, each child asks his partner the questions 
on the paragraph he has read. 
Example: 
Transportation Long Ago 
A hundred years ago people could not travel as easily or as 
comfortably as we do. They had no automobiles or airplanes. 
They traveled on horseback or in a wagon or carriage pulled by 
a -horse. There were some crude trains, but they were very slow, 
and there were only a few plac~ connected by railroads. Many 
people traveled from east to west in covered wagons drawn by 
horses. 
1. What methods of travel do we have that people long ago did 
not have? 
2. How were their trains different from ours? 
3. Name three ways that people used to travel. 
4. How did people travel from east to west a hundred years ago? 
Transportation Now 
We have many ways of traveling now. We may travel on land, 
on sea, or in the air. If we wish to go a short distance, we 
may use a bicycle, a streetcar, or a taxi. For long distances 
we travel by train, bus, car, airplane, or ship. A helicopter 
is one of the newest ways for us to travel. 
1. Name three ways we travel if we're going only a short 
distance. 
2. Name five ways we may travel when we are going a long 
distance. 
3. What is the newest way of traveling named in the story? 
4. Where can we travel that would surprise people of olden 
days? 
Exercise 
486 
Uses 
S-7 
Difficulty , 
3 
Interest 
3-4 
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ORAL READING 
487. The . teacher says, "In the stories we read, there are two kinds 
of sentences: those that tell something and those that ask 
something. The sentences that tell something have a period at 
. the end." (Demonstrate on the chalkboard.) "The sentences that 
ask something have a question mark at the end." (Demonstrate on 
the chalkboard.) 
On the line beside each sentence below, write Tell for each one 
that tells something, and Ask for each one that asks something. 
1. Where did you go yesterday? 
v/ 2. Jack went to see his friend . 
3. Are you going home with me after school? 
4. Will David be at the party? 
5. John likes to fish in this brook. 
Have the children practice various intonations with the above 
sentences. 
488. The teacher says, "A period or a question mark at the enci of a 
sentence tells us to stop . The first word in every sentence 
begins with a capital letter which gives us another sign when 
to stop." 
'In the story below, v stop when reading. draw a line in the places where we should 
Jim was at the 
ride on a train. 
Brookside . 
railroad s t ation . He was going to have a 
He was going to visit his grandmother in 
He saw a trainman in the station. 
Jim said, " Do you know what time the train leaves for 
Brookside?" 
The man said, "It leaves at one o'clock. Are you going on 
it? II 
Jim said, "Yes, I'm going to visit my grandmother." 
Exercise 
487 
Uses 
0-4' 2' 5' 6 
0-4, 2; C-3 
Difficulty 
2 
Interest 
2-4 
2-4 488 2 
489. In the following sentences, put a period after those that tell 
something and a question mark after those that ask something. 
/ 
1. Peter and Susan have gone for a walk in the woods 
2. Do you like to fly your kite _on a windy day 
3. What are the children doing in school 
4. Mark has found many shells at the beach 
5. Is there a beach near your home 
Have the children read the punctuated sentences orally to note 
the effect of punctuation. 
490. The teacher says, ''We use an exclamation point at the end of 
sentences to show surprise, excitement, or anger.'' (Demonstrate 
on the chalkboard.) 
In the following sentences, make an exclamation point after the 
sentences that show surprise, excitement, or anger. On the line 
following , each sentence, write~ if the sentence shows surprise; 
write E if the sentence shows excitement; and write A if the 
sentence shows anger. 
1. Dick said, "Pep is a naughty dog." 
2. "I'll meet you at the store," said Betty. 
3. George said, "Father and I are going fishing today." 
4. The man said, "You are the boy who broke my window." 
5. Sally said, "Mother gave me all of these presents." 
Exercise 
489 
490 
Uses 
0-4, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8 
0 -4 ; T -1 ; C -3 
Difficulty 
2 
2 
~----
Interest 
2-4 
2-4 
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491. The teacher says, 'When people in a story are talking, we put 
quotation marks before and after what they have said. 
/ 
v / 
492. 
Example: "I will go with you," said Father. (Write on the chalk-
board.) 
In this way we know who is talking and what is said. Read the 
following sentences and underline the name of the person who is 
talking in each sentence. 
1. Jack said, "I am going home now." 
2. ''May I go out to play?" asked Sally . 
3. "Betty and Sue are with me," said Ann. 
4. Carl said, "I would like to buy Mother a present. " 
Read the story and follow the directions below it. 
Bill and Joe were going to camp for the summer. 
"Have you packed your trunk yet?" asked Bill. ''Mine is all 
ready, but there's no room for my flashlight . '' 
"I packed mine last night," said Joe. ''My mother helped me 
and I have everything packed . I can put your flashlight in my 
trunk, for I still have room." 
"Thank you," said Bill. "Then I will be ready to go." 
"I hope Father comes home early so we can get started," said 
Joe. "I want to get to camp." 
"So do I," said Bill. ''We have fun at camp." 
Write the name on the line to answer each of the following questions: 
1. Who said he couldn't get his flashlight in his trunk? 
2. Who packed his trunk last night? 
3. Who wanted Father to get home early? 
4. Who said they have fun at camp? 
----------------------------------------------------------------------
Exercise 
491 
492 
Uses 
0-4; C-3 -
0-4; C-5 
Difficulty 
2 
2 
Interest 
2-4 
2-4 
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493. The teacher says, "In our reading we often see another punctuation 
mark, which we call a comma." (Make a comma on the chalkboard.) 
"This tells us to pause in our reading.n 
In the s'entences below, draw a ring around all the commas. 
1. Bob, Bill, and Dave went for a walk. 
2. Jack said, "Yes, I should like to be in the play." 
3. Pete, my pet dog, likes to run in the field. 
4. Father said, "Dick, will you rake up the leaves?" 
Have the sentences read orally. 
494. When the first word in the answer to a question is Yes or No·, r- we put a comma after that word. 
/ 
Make a comma in the right place in the following sentences. 
1. Tim said, "Yes I will be at the meeting." 
2. ''No you cannot go," said Mother. 
3. "Yes Betty is my friend," said Helen. 
4. Walter said, "Yes this is the right house." 
495. The teacher says, ''When we have words in a series in a sentence ., 
we separate them with commas. 
In the following sentences, put commas where they should be. 
1. Bill's wagon is red yellow and black. 
2. We ·took Tom Ben and Carl with us. 
3. Sue is playing with her doll duck panda and wagon. 
4. Larry Bobby and John have new skates. 
5. Mother bought apples oranges pears and grapes. 
Exercise 
493 
494 
495 
Uses 
0-4' 2, 6; c -3 
0-4, 6; C-3 
0-4; C-3 
Difficulty 
2 
2 
3 
Interest 
2-4 
2-4 
3-4 
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Voice Tenseness (0-5) 
496. a. To develop relaxation of vocal cords it is necessary to have 
general bodily relaxation. 
E~ample: 1. Have the children pretend that they are rag dolls . 
b. To bring 
1. Have 
2. Have the children pretend that they are sleepy and 
have them yawn and stretch. 
about the awareness of a pleasing voice quality: 
the children imitate the soft purr of a kitten, using 
a sleepy voice . 
2. Have the children -i-mitate the roar of an angry, hungry lion. 
Develop the idea that we should use a pleasing voice when we speak. 
Ask the children if when we talk we should use the soft purr of a 
kitten or the angry voice of the lion . Elicit the answer that we 
use a voice that is halfway between the two. 
497. Develop the idea that our voices have upward and downward shifts, 
inflections, and intonations, and that we should make our voices 
go up and down according to the meaning of the passage being read 
or the characterization portrayed. 
Examples: 
Exercise 
496 
497 
1. Downward- -down to the bottom 
dropped the ball 
landed on the field 
2. Upward--crawled~ 
Good-morning 
swinging through the air 
3. Inflection (change of tone within syllables) 
a. please (inflection would change according to 
meaning) 
b. a strange noise 
4. Intonat ion (melody pattern) 
a. Downward--Dpn't be too frightened. 
What do you want to know? 
So that's how you earn your money, is it? 
b. Upward--Could I go over there and find out? 
Would you please tell ~e what's in that 
big book? 
Uses 
0-5, 6, 7 
0-5, 6, 7 
Difficulty 
K 
2 
Interest 
K-4 
2-4 
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498. Write sentenc.es on the chalkboard. Ask the children which words 
go together as a phrase. Underline the phrases. Develop the 
idea of stress. Ask, '~hich words do we say the hardest or give 
the most stress?" 
Examples: 1. What good times we shall have. 
2. I'm not big enough to lift that box. 
Let children try placing stress on different words to see which 
stress is the most meaningful for a particular phrase. 
499. Develop the concept that we say some words quickly or slowly 
according to their meaning . 
The teacher lists words on the chalkboard and asks the children 
how they would say the following words. Have the children classify 
them under Quick Words and Slow Words . 
Sample words : Quick Words 
ran 
suddenly 
jumped 
swung 
sudden 
bang 
hurried 
Slow Words 
long 
great 
hard 
sighed 
tired 
climbed 
crawled 
500. Have the children read an entire story orally . Suggest that they 
make their voices flexible by using a variation of pitch level, 
vocal ease, correct volume, rate, and correct phrasing to bring 
out the meaning . 
501. Dramatization : Have the pupils read a story and rewrite the 
material for a play . After they have rearranged the story in 
parts, have them study the material and read it as a radio program. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------
Exercise Uses Difficulti Interest 
498 0-6, 2, 5, 7, 8· 
' 
C-2 2 2-4 
499 0-6, 5, 7, 8 2 2-4 
500 0-6, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8 2-4 2-4 
501 0-6, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8 2-4 2-4 
502. Make a tape recording as the children read a story. Play it back 
for the class and ask pupils to notice if the participants used 
effective expression. Ask the children if they have suggestions 
for improvement of expres~'ion. 
503. List the following phrases on the board and have the children 
read them using the correct volume. 
Example: 1. ''Honk, honk" (A loud, impatient voice) 
2. "Clang, clang, clang" (A loud, sharp voice) 
3. ''I don't want to 11 (A high, whining voice) 
4. "Is that mine?" (A high, surprised voice) 
5. "Bzzzzzzzzzzzz" (A low, humming voice) 
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6. "I'm so glad you're here" (A pleasant, friendly voice) 
504. Have the children read the following sentences. Tell them to 
pronounce each word clearly and not to run the words together. 
1. Did you eat? 
2. Where have you been? 
3. I will get the ball. 
4. I'm going to play. 
5. c 'an 't you make the boat? 
---------------·-------------------------------------------------------
Exercise 
502 
503 
504 
Uses 
0-6, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8 
0-7, 6, 8 
0-8 
Difficulty 
2-4 
2 
2 
Interest 
2-4 
2-4 
2-4 
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Durrell Anal. Reading Difficulty 
CHECK LIST OF DIFFICULTIES 
BACKGROUND SKILLS 
__ Hearing vocabulary poor 
_._Hearing comprehension poor 
from D1trrell-Sull£van 
Reading Capacity Test 
__ Faulty voice or speech habits 
f rom observation of conversation 
WoRD MASTERY SKILLS 
Word recognition . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Page 10 
__ Low sight vocabulary 
__ Will not try difficult words 
__ Can spell but not pronounce 
·-- Ignores word endings 
__ Guesses at word from general form 
Word analysis . ........ .... . . . . . . . Page 10 
__ Word-analysis ability poor 
__ Will not try difficult words 
__ Has no method of word analysis 
__ Sounds aloud by: single letters-
blends- syllables 
__ Unable to combine sounds into words 
__ Looks away from word after sounding 
__ Sounding slow or inaccurate 
__ Spells words; successful- inadequate 
__ Silent word study; successful- inade-
quate 
__ Enunciates badly when prompted 
__ Systematic errors (See tabulation) 
__ Names of letters not known 
__ Sounds of letters not known 
__ Blends not k11own 
Word skills in oral reading. . . . . . . . . . Page 5 
__ Low sight vocabulary 
__ Word-analysis ability inadequate 
__ Errors on easier words 
__ Guesses at unknown words from context 
__ Ignores word errors and reads on 
__ Poor enunciation of prompted words 
Word skills in silent reading. From i11jormal tests 
__ Ignores difficult words 
__ Derives no word meanings from context 
ORAL READING 
Phrase reading ..... . .... ... .. . .. . . Page 5 
__ Word-by-word reading 
__ Inadequate phrasing 
__ Incorrect phrasing 
__ Eye-voice span too short 
ORAL READING (Cont'd) 
Voice, enunciation, expression. 
__ Strained, high-pitched voice 
__ Monotonous tone 
__ Volume too loud 
_ _ Volume too soft 
Page [j 
_ _ Poor enunciation in all reading 
__ Poor enunciation of difficult words 
__ Ignores punctuation 
__ Habitual repetition of words 
__ Habitual addition of words 
__ Omits words 
__ Marked insecurity evident 
~ 
Comprehension. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Page 5 or 7 
__ In easy material 
__ In difficult material 
GENERAL READING HABITS .. . ...... . Page 6 
__ Head movements; marked- slight 
__ Loses place easily 
__ Uses finger or pointer 
__ Holds book too close or incorrectly 
__ Frowns and shows signs oi tenseness 
__ Poor posture 
__ Effort and attention low 
__ Easily distracted 
__ Lacks aggressiveness in attack 
__ Shows aversion to reading 
SILENT READING. . . . • • . . • . . . • . • . • . . . Page 8 
Mechanics 
__ Low rate of silent reading 
__ High rate at the expense of mastery 
__ Lip movements; constant- occasional 
__ Whispering ; constant- occasional 
__ Lacks persistence in hard materia l 
_ _ Marked insecurity evident 
__ Poor attention necessitates rereading 
Com prehension 
__ In easy material 
__ In hard material 
Eye movements 
__ Too many per line 
__ Irregular pauses 
__ Regressive movements 
Comparison with oral reading 
Speed : __ Higher __ Same __ Lower 
Recall : __ Better __ Same __ Poorer 
Security: __ Better __ Same __ Poorer 
[ 2 ] 
RECALL 
Oral recall . .. ... . .... . .. . . . 
__ Unaided recall scanty 
__ Poorly organized recall 
Pages 6 and s• 
__ Inaccurate memories and guesses 
__ Response labored and slow 
__ Avoids use of new words in recall 
__ Recalls details badly on questions 
__ Very scanty recall on hard material 
Written recall. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Page 1.~ 
__ Unaided recall scanty 
__ Poorly organized recall 
__ Inaccurate memories and guesses 
__ A voids use of new words in recall 
__ Laborious writ ing 
__ Spelling difficulty impedes recall 
STUDY SKILLS ........... . From informal tests 
Thorough reading skills 
__ Organization and evaluation 
__ Reading for details 
__ Outlining and summarizing 
Speeded reading skills 
__ Locating information 
__ Scanning 
Associa~ional reading 
Use of dictionary and reference materials 
SPELLING. . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • Page 12 
__ Omits sounds or syllables 
__ Adds sounds or syllables 
__ Incorrect phonetic spelling 
__ Correct phonetic spelling but incorrect 
on non-phonetic word elements 
__ Slow handwriting 
WRITING ... . . ... . .... . . . .. . . . ..... Page 12 
__ Speed too low 
__ Poor letter formation 
__ Poor position of hand, pencil, paper, etc. 
__ Irregular height 
__ Irregular spacing 
__ Irregular slant 
* Double check this li st, using a check (vi) for 
difficulties in Oral Recall from Oral Reading 
(page 6) and a cross (X) for difficulties in Oral 
Recall from Silent Reading (page 8). 
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SCHOOL RECORD 
Age at school entrance. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Onset of difficulty . ....... . ..... .. . .... . .. .. .. .. . 
First-grade absences .. .. . . ... . . . . . ... : . . . . ... . .. . Schools attended 
• • • 0 • • • • •• • 0 ••• 0 •••• 0 •••• •••• 0 •• 
Recent absences . . .... . ... ... .. .. . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . Reading method used . . . . . .. ... .. .. .. . . . ... ... . . . 
School report (or classroom visit): Poor discipline ..... . . .... . . . . . .. .. .. ..... . .. . .. . 
Discouraged ..... ..... ..... . .... . . ... ..... . .. . . . 
MEDICAL RECORD 
Latest examination of eyes ................... ... . by ... ... . . .. . .. . .. ... .... . . .. .... . . .... . . . ...... . 
Clinic examination suggests: 
Nearsighted . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Farsighted ... .... ... ....... . . .. . . ..... . . . 
Astigmatism. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Coordination difficulty .. . . . . ... . .. .. . . .. . . 
Hearing. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Auditory discrimination . . . ... .... . ....... . .. ... . . 
Pertinent medical history : Source . ....... . ..... . .. . . . .. ... . ..... . ... . .... . 
PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS - HOME HISTORY: Source 
•••• • • 0 • • • • •• • • •••• •• • 0 •• • • • • • 0 • • • • • •• 0 . 
Other siblings- where in school ? 
Handedness change 
Emotional reactions 
Special interests 
Tutoring possibilities 
Previous tutoring 
REMEDIAL PLANS (Individual tutoring- small group work- remedial class) 
1. Level of reading materials 
2. Motivation type - interests 
3. Word work 
Word analysis - level, type 
Immediate recognition 
Phrase work 
4. Oral reading plans 
Mechanics 
Comprehension 
5. Silent reading plans 
Mechanics 
Comprehension 
6. Study skills 
Thoroughness . 
Flexibility 
Association 
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ORAL READING 
Durrell Anal. Reading Difficulty 
Instructions. Make a record of time, errors, phrasing, and comprehension according to the directions m 
the manual. 
1. Time. . . . . . . . . . Number of Reading Errors . ....... . . 
Muff IS a little yellow kitten. 
She drinks milk. 
She sleeps on a chair. 
She does not like to get wet. 
-- 1. What color wa~ the kitten? 
_ _ 2. What does she drink ? 
__ 3. Where does she sleep ? 
__ 4. Why doesn't Muff like to go out on rainy days? 
2. Ti11U: . . . . . . . . . . Number of Reading Errors . . ....... . 
A littl e bla ck d og r a n away from hom e. 
played with 
him. It 
He wanted 
way. H e 
him hom e. 
t wo 
bega n 
big dogs. 
t o r ain. 
The y ran a way 
He went under a 
to go home, but he did not know 
_1. 
_2. 
_ 3. 
_4. 
_5. 
saw a bo y he knew. 
Who ran away from home ? 
How many other dogs did he play with ? 
Why did the dog go under the tree? 
What did the dog want then? 
Whom did he see ? 
__ 6. How did he get home? 
The boy 
3. Ti11u. . . . . . . . . . Number of Reading Errors . . .. . .. .. . 
He 
from 
tree. 
the 
took 
4. Time . . . . . . . . . . Number of Reading Errors . ...... .. . 
Henry · go es to a large lake In summer. Last 
summer, a motorb oat sank near his hou se. The 
boat had ten m en on it. The man who was 
runmn g the boat brought it ve ry cl ose to the 
shore when th e wa t er w as low. H e hit a big 
rock und er water. It mad e a hole In th e bottom 
of th e boat. The water ca me In very fast . All 
of the me n swam to s h ore. 
__ 1. Where does Henry go in summer? 
__ 2. What happened nem his house? 
_ _ 3. Wh at kind of boat was it? 
__ 4. What did the boat hit ? 
__ 5. How fast did the water come in? 
_ _ 6. ·How many men we1:e on the boat? 
__ 7. What happened to t he men on the boat ? 
5. Time . ... . . . . . . Number of Reading Errors . . ....... . 
In 1807, R o bert Fulton took the fir st 
In a steamboat. He went o ne hundred 
long 
a nd 
trip 
fifty 
miles up the 
miles an hour. 
Hud so n Ri ve r. Th e boat went five 
This was fas t er than a steambo at 
Six boys put up a tent b y the si d e of the n ver. had ever go ne before. Crow ds gathered on both 
Th ey to ok things t o eat with th em. When the banks of the n ver . to see this new kind of boat 
sun went down, they went into th e tent to slee p. go by. The fish ermen did not like the boat . 
In the ni ght, a cow came and bega n to eat grass Th ey were afr aid that its noise 
around th e t ent. The boys were afraid. They would driv e a way all the fish. 
thought it was a bear. 
_·_ 1. How many boys went camping? 
__ 2. Where did they put up their tent ? 
__ 3. What did they take with them besides their t ent? 
__ 4. Wh at did the boys do when the sun went down? 
__ 5. What came around their tent in the night? 
__ 1. What did Robert Fulton do in this story ? 
__ 2. What kind of boat was it? 
__ 3. What river was the trip made on? 
__ 4. How far did the boat go ? 
__ 5. How fast did it go? 
__ 6. Who did not like the boat? 
and splashing 
__ 6. What was the cow doing? __ 7. What were the fi shermen afraid would happen 1 
-- 7. What did the boys think the cow was? 
TIME AND ERROR RECORD 
READING TIME 1 IN GRAD E 
PARA- No . Ol' ERRORs 
GRAPH 1 2 3 4 5 6 No. 
-
READIN G COMPRE . L M I-I L M H L M H L M H L M H L M H 
1 50 38 30 27 20 15 
2 90 75 60 55 41 30 
3 65 so 40 35 25 20 
4 70 40 32 30 27 24 
5 70 50 42 40 35 30 27 25 22 
6 90 75 65 60 55 52 45 40 32 
7 80 72 65 60 55 42 
8 90 65 50 
1 In seconds. 
6. Time . . . . . . . . . . Number of Reading ErrotJ . .... . ... . 
The 
South 
richest 
Africa. 
diamond 
Deep 
fie! d 1 n the world is 1n 
pits yield a hard substance 
called "blue ground" which contains the diamonds. 
The blue 
a year. 
ground IS spread over 
The weather gradually 
the drying fields for 
crumbles 1t. Then 
it IS taken up and run through Washing machines 
which sort out the stones and the diamonds . The 
value of the diamonds IS determined by color, s1ze, 
and purity. Blue, yellow, orange, brown, and green 
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8. Ti7M. . . . . . . . . . Number of Reading Error1 . . . . . ....• 
B~en 1865 and 1900, the northern part of the United 
States ~njoyed great prosperity. Many new industries 
developed, among them the malting of thread and ready· 
made clothes. The invention of machinery revolutionized 
methods of manufacture. For example, the. introduction 
of the Me Kay sewing machine permitted the manufacture 
of shoes in big factories. Radical changes in steel- making 
allowed enormous expansion of the Hon and steel industries. 
The Bessemer process of smelting ·was introduced into the 
diamonds have been discovered . The most valuable, country in 1864 and the open-hearth process in 1867. As a 
ones are pure white. The I argest diamond 
found weighed almost two pounds . 
__ 1. In what country is the richest diamond field of the world ? 
__ 2. What is the substance containing the diamonds called I 
__ 3. Why is the blue ground spread over the drying fields I 
__ 4. What do the washing machines do I 
__ 5. What are some of the colors of diamonds I 
__ 6 .. Which diamonds are the most valuable I 
__ 7. How heavy was the largest diamond ever found I 
7. Time . . . .. .. . . . Number of Reading Error! .. . . ..... . 
ever 
Golf originat ed 1n Holland as a game played on 
1ce. The game 1n its present form first appeared 
1n Scotland. It be came unusually popular and 
kings found it s o enjo y able that it was known as 
"the royal g ame ." James IV, however, thought 
that people n egle c t ed their work to indulge 1n this 
fascinating sport so that It was forbidden 1n 1457. 
James relent e d when h e found how attractive the 
g~me w as, and it immediately regained its · former 
Golf spread gradually to other popularity . 
tries, being introduced 1n America In 1890. It 
grown In favor until there 1s hardly a town 
does not boast of a private or public course. 
__ 1. Where did golf originate I 
__ 2. How was it first played I 
__ 3. Where did it first appear in its present form I 
__ 4. Why was golf forbidden by James IV I 
__ 5. Wh y did he change his mind I 
__ 6. When was golf first introduced in America I 
__ 7. What evidence have we of its popularity? 
coun-
has 
that 
result, more machinery could be built, and factories became 
more produ ctive. 
__ 1. What great development is described here I 
__ 2. When did this industrial growth take place? 
__ 3. What were some of the industries tha:t arose I 
__ 4. In which part of the United States did this take place? 
__ 5. What invention increased the production of shoes I 
__ 6. What processes of steel making were used I 
__ 7. What effect did increased steel production have on industry? 
CHECK LIST OF DIFFICULTIES 
PHRASE READING . 
__ Word-by-word reading 
__ Inadequate phrasing 
_ _ Incorrect phrasing 
__ Eye-voice span too short 
VOICE, ENUNCIATION, EXPRESSION 
_ _ Strained, high-pitched voice 
__ Monotonous tone 
__ Volume too loud 
__ Volume too soft 
__ Poor enunciation in all reading 
__ Poor enunciation of difficult words 
__ Ignores punctuation 
__ Habitual repetition of words 
__ Habitual addition of words 
__ Omits words 
__ Marked insecurity evident 
WORD SKILLS IN ORAL READING 
__ Low sight vocabulary 
__ Word-analysis ability inadequate 
__ Errors on .easier words 
__ Guesses at unknown words from context 
__ Ignores word errors and reads on 
__ Poor enunciation of prompted words 
CoMPREHENSION 
___ Good 
___ Fair 
••• Poor 
MEDIAN READING 
GRADE 
( 5 1 
ORAL READING- UNAIDED ORAL RECALL 
Durrell Anal. Reading Difficulty 
Instructions. Record time, errors, number of unaided memories, inaccurat e memones, and prompted mem-
ories, according to directions in the Manual. 
1. Tim~ . ... ... No. ofR~ading Errors . . ... . 
Bob .. .' ...... . .. . ~ . . :. : .. 
was gmng ... .. ... .... .. . . 
i:o school .... . ........... . 
H"e saw a red light: ... . ... . 
an·d he stopped .......... . 
The green light came ... . . . 
and Bob ran f~st ..... . . . . . 
Total ......... . 
2. Timt . .... . No. of Rtading Errors . .... . . 
A boy had .. ..... .. .. · ... . . 
a big gray cat ............ . 
He was going to give her .. . 
some milk .... . . . . ..... .. . 
She did not come .. ... ... . . 
when he called ....... . . . . . 
He saw her . .... . ...... . . . 
up in a tree . ............. . 
looking down ....... .. . .. . 
at a big dog ... . ... . . . .... . 
The boy sent the dog a way. 
Then the cat jumped down . 
from the tree . ... .... .... . 
and came for her milk ..... . 
Total ...... ... . 
3. Tim~ . .. .. . No. of R~ading Errors . .. . . . 
Dick . .. . ........ . .... .... . 
jumped out of bed .. ..... . . 
and ran downstairs ....... . 
It was his birthday . ...... . 
He found a big basket .... . 
on his chair .. ..... ... . .. . . 
at the table . . .. ........ . . . 
Something was moving .... . 
in the basket . .. .......... . 
Dick took off the cover ... . . 
Out jumped ... .. . ....... . 
a little bro~n dog ..... .. .. . 
The dog started to bark . .. . 
and wag his tail. ..... .... . 
He was glad to get out .... . 
Total . .... : ... . 
4; . Timt . ..... No. ~f Rtadin~ Errors . . : . . . 
A boy ...... . .. . ... . . .. : .. 
was hurt .. . .. .. ... . . ..... . 
on our street ... .. . .. ..... . 
yesterday .......... ..•. .. . 
He had been playing ball .. . 
and was riding . ..... . ... . . 
his bicycle .. .. ..... .. . . .. . 
away from .... ... .. .. . ... . 
the ball field .. ... ........ . 
when a car .............. . 
came down the ro a d .. . . . . . 
He did not see . ...... .... . 
th ecar coming .......... . . 
because he was loo.king bac k 
at the bo ys .. .. .......... . 
who were still playing ball .. 
The ca r was going slowly .. . 
It hit the boy, .... . . .... . . . 
but did no t run over him .. . 
His arm .......... . .. .... . 
was hurt . . .... ... .. . .... . 
a nd his bicycle ......... .. . 
was bent . .. ........... . . . 
Total .... . .... . 
5. Timt . . .... No. of Rtading Errors . .... . 
Peter Cooper . . . . . ....... . 
built o ne of the first . ..... . 
railroad engines ........ .. . 
in the United States . . .... . 
It was used to pull ca rs ... . 
from a city to a town ..... . 
thirteen miles away . ...... . 
No on e thought tha t . ... .. . 
the engine could do this . ... . 
In August ............. . . . 
in the year 1830, ......... . 
it was hook ed to a car .... . 
packed full of people .. .... . 
It went at a speed . .. . .... . 
of eighteen miles an hour .. . 
and made the trip . . ... . . . . 
in forty-eight minutes ..... . 
People were s urpri se d ..... . 
that anyone could breathe . . 
while going so fast .. . ... . . . 
Total . ........ . 
[ 6 ] 
6. Time . ... .' . No. of Reading ErrorJ . ... .' . 
Large .kites have been used. 
for .a great many things .. . .. 
.In war they have been used . 
t o carry signal lanterns ..... 
and to carry automatic 
cameras ... . ..... . .. .. . . 
over enemy territory . .... . . 
One general. ........ . .... . 
used kites to pull ropes . .. . . 
a cross a swift river. ... ... . 
so that he could start to build . .. . 
a swinging bridge . .. .... .. . 
Snme people in China· ..... . 
make "singing kit es " . ... . . 
which are supposed ... .. .. . 
to frighten away ...... .. . . 
evil spirits .... ........... . 
The weather bureau h as used 
kites ... . ... .... . . . .. . .. . 
to study temperature .. . .. . 
and the speed of the wind .. 
at great heights ........... . 
A string of kites once went up ... . 
over four miles in the air .... 
Some kites are big enough .. 
to lift a man ............. . 
Total .. .... .. . . 
CHECK LIST OF DIFFICULTIES 
RECALL 
__ Unaided recall scanty 
__ Poorly organized recall 
__ Inaccurate memories and guesses 
__ Response labored ~nd slow 
__ Avoids use of new words in recall 
__ Recalls details badly on questions 
__ Very scanty recall on hard material 
GE NERAL READING H -; BITS 
__ Head movements; .marked-
__ Loses place easily 
__ Uses finger or pointer 
__ Holds book t oo close or incorrectly 
__ Frowns and shows signs of tenseness 
__ Poor posture 
- .- Effort and attention low 
__ Easily distracted 
__ Lacks aggressiveness in attack 
__ Shows aversion to reading 
a 
7. Timi!.. . . . . No. of Reading Errors .. ... . 
Baseball is called . . . .. . . . . . 
the national sport ... .. . . . . . 
It developed fr .om games . . . 
k:nown as "rounders" . . . .. . 
·and "town b all ." ..... .. . . . 
It was pla y ed in colleges ... . 
as early as 1825 . . . .. .... . . 
and. its popularit y ... . . . .. . 
has constantly increased . . . . 
It is easily understood . .. . . 
and demands simple equip-
ment .... .. . . . .. . .... .. . 
Curiously enou g h, . . ..... . . 
war h as been r esponsible .. . 
for the growth of th e pastime. 
Men learne d it in camps . .. . 
during the Civil War. ... .. . 
and organized teams . .... . . 
on returning home . .. .. . . . . 
The World War. . . . . . .. .. . 
extended it further. . ... . . . . 
Wherever American soldiers .. .. 
hav e been stationed 
they hav e creat ed .. 
an interest in baseball .. .. . . 
which remained .... .. . . . . . 
after the m e n departed . . . . . 
Both amateur and . . ... . .. . 
professional pi ay ers ...... . . 
welcome the baseball sea~on. 
Total ......... . 
PARA- No. oF MEMORIES IN 
GRAPH READING 
No. ERRORS 
1 2 3 4 
1 5 6 
2 8 10 
3 10 12 
4 14 15 
5 12 14 
6 12 
7 
8 
Summary 
GRADE 
5 
17 
18 
14 
8 
6 
16 
13 
10 
8. Time . . . . . . No . of Rwding Errors . . .. . . 
Failure to plan . .. . . . ... . . . 
for suitable defense . . ..... . 
under irregular conditions .. 
of warfare .. . ..... . . . . .. . . 
accounts for defeat ..... . . . 
in the first war . . .. .. .. . .. . 
waged by the United States. 
An army .. . .. . .. .. ... . . . . 
of two thousand men .. ... . 
under Gener al Arthur St . 
Clair .... ... ..... . .. . . . . 
marched north wa rd ... . . . . . 
from Cin cinnati .. . . .. ... . . 
to punish Indians who . .. . . 
had broken treat y provisions. 
They neglected to gu ard 
against . . . .... ....... .. . 
unexpected assault ....... . 
and found themselves de-
fenseless . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . 
when hostile Indians . . ... . . 
suddenly attack ed th e m . .. . 
in the forest. .. . . . ... ... . . . 
Firearms gave little protec-
tion . .. .. . . . . . . .. .. . . . . 
against an enemy in a mbush . 
After a futile attempt at 
defense, . . .. . . .. ... .... . 
St. Clair ordered his men . . . 
to retreat ......... . . . .... . 
TIME AND ERROR RECORD 
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8. Continued 
Onl y fift y .. . ... .. . . . .. . . . 
esca ped uninjur ed .. .. .. .. . . 
Presid e nt Wa s hin gton . .. . . . 
f elt v ery bitt e rl y .. . . ... . . . 
about St. Clair' s carelessness 
in the countr y ' s first . .. .. . . 
military campa1 gn . .... . . . . 
Total . .. . .... . . 
CoMPREHENsiON 
___ Good 
___ Fair 
___ Poor 
M EDIAN READING 
GRADE 
R EADING TIME 1 IN GRADE 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
L M H L M H L M H L M H L M H L M H 
50 36 30 27 24 18 
70 60 55 36 30 
65 50 38 31 25 20 
50 40 32 30 27 22 
55 45 35 30 27 22 
80 65 60 55 50 47 43 40 35 
80 70 67 60 52 40 
80 60 45 
[ 7 ] 1 In seconds. 
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SILENT READING- UNAIDED ORAL RECALL 
Instructions. Record time, number of unaided memories, inaccurate memones, and prompted memones 
according to directions in the Manual. 
l . Time . . . .. . No. of Memories .. .. . 
Peter is ..... .... .. ...... . 
a big white r a bbit .. ... . . . . . 
He has lon g ears .. ... . ... . . 
He h as a littl e t ai l. . .. . . .. . 
He can jump and hop .. . .. . 
Total ... . .. ... . 
2. Time .... . . No. of Memoriu .. . . . . 
A hen had . . . . . .. .. . .. . .. . 
six little yellow chickens ... . 
One morning ... .. .. ...... . 
she took them for a walk . . . 
They looked for . . . . . ..... . 
something t o eat .... .. .... . 
The y fo und some seeds and 
sand . ... . .... . ...... . . . 
A d og ca me .. . . ...... .. .. . 
t o play with them .... .. .. . . 
The hen .. . .. ..... . .. .... . 
did not like the d og ... .. . . . 
She fl ew at the d og ..... : .. 
and made him run away ... . 
Total .... ..... . 
3. Time . . ... . No. of M emories .. ... . 
Three boys . .... . ..... ... . 
built a hous e .. . ... . .. .. .. . 
in the woods . . . . .. .. . . ... . 
They put a table .... . .. .. . 
and tw o old chairs i n it .. .. . 
There was a basket . . . . .. . . 
full of a ppl es . . .. . . .. ... . . . 
under the table .. . . . .. . . . . . 
One afternoon .. . .. . . . .... . 
they went a way .... . .. . . . . 
and left th e do or o pen .. . .. . 
When they came back, .. . . . 
the y found two little pigs . . . 
ea tin g th e apples ... .. . . .. . . 
T otal . . . . .. .. . . 
4. Time . . . . . . No. of Memoriu ... .. . 
A little girl . . .... . . . . .... . 
got off the train . .. . . . .. . . . 
all alon e . ... .... . . . . . . . .. . 
There was no bo d y .. . . . . .. . 
at the station . .... . . .. . . . . 
t o meet her. . ... . ... . . . . .' . 
She asked th e man ..... . .. . 
in si de the station . . . . .. .. . . 
where her moth er was . ... . . 
H e said that her m ot her .. . . 
could not get th e car st art ed .. . . . 
A man was tr ying to fix it.. 
Th e littl e girl sa t d ow n . . . . . 
t o wait . ...... . . .. .. . . . . . . 
A few minut es I ater. . .. . . . . 
abigcar .. . .... . . ..... . . . 
ca me around the cor-ner . .. . 
with h er moth er in it .. . ... . 
Th e littl e girl go t in . . ; ... . . 
and they drove ho me .... . . . 
T otal .... . . . . . . 
S. Time ..... . No. of Memoriu ..... . 
About one hundre4 and 
years ago, . . . . . .... . .. . .. . 
in France, .. . ... ..... . . .. . 
the first man . . .... . . ..... . 
went up in a balloon ...... . 
Hi s balloon was made o 
paper. ....... . .. . ... .. . 
covered with strips of .cloth . 
to make it strong . .. . .. . .. . 
A long rope ke pt it .. . . . ... . 
from going too high . . . . .. . . 
Later this man took a friend . . .. 
up in the balloon with him .. 
On this trip they rose .. . .. . 
over five hundred feet .. . . . . 
The trip lasted . . ...... . .. . 
thirty minutes ... . . . . .. . . . . 
They came down .. .. . . ... . 
several miles ... . ... . . .. . . . 
f rom where they started . .. . 
Total . ... . .. . . . 
CHECK LIST OF DIFFICULTIES 
M ECHAN ICS OF SILENT READING 
__ Low rate of silent reading 
__ High rate at the expense of mastery 
__ Lip movements; constant- occasional 
-- Whispering; constant - occasional 
__ Lacks persistence in hard material 
__ Marked insecurity evident 
__ Poor attention necessitates rereading 
R ECALL 
__ Unaided recall scanty 
__ Poorly organized recall 
__ Inaccurate memories and guesses 
__ Response labored and slow 
__ Avoids use of new words in recall 
__ Recalls details badly in questions 
__ Very scanty recall on hard material 
EYE MovEMENTS 
Range of eye movements per line __ to __ 
__ Irregular pauses 
__ Regressive movements 
COMPARISON WITH ORAL READING (Under/i11e) 
Speed ; higher - same- lower 
Recall ; bett er - same- poorer 
Security ; better- same - poorer 
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COMPREHENSION 
•• • Good 
••• Fair 
• •• Poor · 
MEDIAN READING 
GRADE 
6. Timt . .... . No . of Mnnorits . .. . . . 
Ea rl y settl ers . 
in Ameri ca .. .. ... . .. .... . 
fo u n d t h at Indians . . .. . . .. . 
wo uld se ll ski ns and land .. . 
fo r gl ass bea d s .. . . . . . ... . . . 
Ma n y men earned their liv-
ing. 
by making gl ass beads . . . . . 
a nd bottles .. . . . .. . .. ... . . . 
I n 1827 ..... .... .... . . . . . 
a man invented a way . . . . . 
t o press molt e n glass .. . . . . . 
in to i r o n mol ds .... . .. .. .. . 
T h e mos t famous gl ass wo r ks 
was 1n t h e town of Sand-
wic h i n Massac h usetts ... 
T he San d wic h gl ass had .... 
a bright si l very appeara n ce. 
and it could be mol ded i nto . 
very elaborate and attractive 
patte r ns . ...... ... . . . ·. · . 
Beautiful l amps and candle-
st i cks . .. ... . .. .. . . 
as well as all sorts of dishes 
we r l" made from . t his gl ass .. . ... . 
I n ma n y New Engl and homes ... . 
pieces of Sandwich glass . .. . 
are s till found on disp l ay ... . 
Total .. . ... . . . . 
No . OF MEMORIES IN GRADE 
PARA-
GRAPH 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
----
·---
1 4 5 
--
- -
----
2 7 10 
- - - - - - - -
- -
3 7 11 
--
- -
--
- -
- -
4 12 15 
- - - -
--
- -
- -
--
5 10 12 15 
-- - -
- -
--
6 10 13 16 
- - - - - - - -
7 9 14 
- -
----
- -
--
8 12 
- -
- -
- - - -
Summary 
L 
45 
81 
7. Timt . .... . No. of Mtmories ... .. . 
Baske t ba ll. . ........ ... .. . . .. . 
I S one of the m o r e rece nt 
ga m es ..... . .... . ...... . 
It was d evise d ...... . .. . . . 
by a coll ege inst ru ctor ... . . . 
who des ired a game t o i nter -
pose . . . . .... ... . .. .... . 
between the footba ll ...... . 
an d baseba ll seaso n s ...... . 
The ga m e dema nd s .. ..... . 
prec ision of moveme nt, .... . 
concent r atio n , . . . . . .. . . . . . . 
a nd grea t e nd ura n ce ... . ... . 
It is mo r e popul a r ........ . 
in t h ose loca lit ies w h e r e . .. . 
It does not compet e wit h 
h ockey ... . . . . . .. .. ... . . 
Opi nion diffe rs as t o w h ether . . .. 
i t is a satis facto r y game .. . . 
for girls ... . ...... .. .. . . 
It h as been mo d ified . .. . 
to make it less strenuous. 
for them . .. . . . . .. . .... . 
by restricting 'th e pl ayi n g 
area .... .. .... . . . . . .. . . 
of eac h player ..... .... ... . 
Some of th e l arge W este rn .. 
unive r sities ....... .... ... . 
h ave aud iences . . . .. . ..... . 
of over twen t y th ousand .. . . 
a t t h eir con fer e n ce ga m es . . · ) · .. . 
T otal . ....... . . . .. . 
TIME AND MEMORY RECORD 
READING T JME 1 IN 
1 2 3 
M H L M H L M H L 
35 27 24 18 13 
60 53 47 37 28 
62 50 35 30 23 16 
45 35 30 26 
62 40 36 34 
70 
1 In seconds. 
< 
8. Tinu ..... . 
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No. of Memorits . .. . 
Rai lroa d communication .. . . 
d evelo ped r api dl y .. ...... . 
just a ft er th e C i vil War .... . 
Between 1865 and 1873, ... . 
t h i r ty-five thousa n d .... . . . 
mil es of track wer~ I ai d .. .. . 
T h is d oubled the dista n ce . . 
peop le coul d travel .... .. . . 
by railroad .... .. . . ... . .. . . 
Some of t he new roa d s . . . . 
connec t e d im portant cities, . 
and some extended westwar d 
beyond pop ul ated r egions . . . 
Cong r ess ... . .... .. . ..... . 
f avo r e d t his sudden . .... · .. . 
d evelop m en t . . . . . .. . ... . . . 
by grant i ng l a nd to co m -
p a ni es .. . .. .... .. . .. . .. . 
i nte rest e d in f u r t h eri n g .. .. . 
t h e expans ion ... · ... . . . .. . . 
Gra n ts incl u ded terri to r y .. . 
l y i ng wit h in twenty mi les .. . 
of t h e p roposed r oadbe d . .. . 
Alt er nate sections .... . . . . . 
were all otted t o the rai l roa d ; 
th ose i n between were . . . .. . 
rese r ved fo r h omesteaders .. . 
T h e sa le of sec t ions of l an d . 
owne d b y t h e rail r oad ... . . . 
was made easier ..... . . . .. . 
thr o ug h t his c h eckerboa r d .. 
a rr a n ge m en t .. . .......... . 
T otal. .. . ... .. . 
GRADE 
4 5. 6 
M H L M H L M H 
23 18 
30 28 26 23 18 
55 47 43 38 30 27 24 18 
60 46 40 37 33 24 
60 45 35 
Durrell Anal. Reading Difficulty 
FLASHED WORD RECOGNITION · AND WORD ANALYSJ[S TEST- First Grade 
LIST A 
FLASH 
RECOGNITION 
1. t 0 
2. the 
3. in 
4. I it tl e 
5. tree 
6. girl 
7. d 0 g 
8. run 
9. it 
_·_ 10. come 
--1l.me 
--. 12 . yellow 
--13. mother 
--14. you 
--15.1ook 
-- 16. are 
-17.milk 
--18. children 
--19. away 
__ 20. she 
--2l.one 
-22. all 
--23. day 
--24. father 
ANALYSIS 
1. t 0 
2. t h.e 
3. in 
4. I it tl e 
5. tree 
6. girl 
7. d 0 g 
8. run 
9. it 
--10. co me 
--11. me 
--12. yellow 
--13. mother 
--14. yo u 
-- 15. I oo k 
--16. are 
--17.milk 
-- 18. chi I d r en 
--19. away 
--20. she 
--2l.one 
-22. all 
--23. day 
-- 24. father 
LIST B 
FI.ASH 
RECOGNITION 
l.door 
2. pt g 
3. g 0 0 d 
4. this 
5. morning 
6. bed 
7. I ike 
8. eat 
9. around 
--10. under 
--1l.rain 
-- 12. barn 
--13. live 
--14. cry 
--15. sleep 
-- 16. c a II 
--17. chicken 
--18. time 
--19.peep 
--20. fish 
--21. asleep 
--22. other 
-- 23. chair 
-- 24. seen 
ANALYSIS 
1. door 
2. pt g 
3. g 0 0 d 
4. this 
5. morn 1 n g 
6. bed 
7. I ike 
8. eat 
9. around 
-- 10. under 
--ll.rain 
--12. barn 
--13. live 
--14. cry 
--15. sleep 
- 16. call 
--17. chicken 
-- 18. time 
--19. peep 
--20. fish 
--2l.asleep 
--22. other 
. -- 23. c hair 
--24. see n 
FLASH 
RECOGNITION 
1. orange 
2. I o s t 
3. cut 
4. sister 
5. rose 
6. blow 
7. tall 
8. hole 
9. I o ve 
--10. pen 
-- 11. frog 
LIST C 
ANALYSIS 
1. orange 
2. I o s t 
3. cut 
4. sister 
5. rose 
6. bl 0 w 
7. t a II 
8. hole 
9. I o v e 
--10. pen 
- . - 11. frog 
--12. picture --12. picture 
--13. joy --13. joy 
--14. himself --14. himself 
-- 15. sand -- 15. sand 
-- 16. pI e as~ -- 16. pIe as e 
- - 17. cover --17. cover 
---18. anima~ --18. animal 
--- 19. place --19. pla ce 
- · 20. d a r k -- 20. d ar k 
---21. people --21. p eop le 
--· 22. chimney -- 22. c himney 
- · 23 . t a I k -- 23. t a I k 
--· 24. b a r k -- 24. b a r k 
-25. ball -25. ball --25.name --25.name --25.river --25. river 
--26. big --26. big --26. breakfast-- 26. breakfast --26. afraid - ·- 26. afraid 
FLASH RECOGNITION 
Total Corrtct Gradt . • ...•.••• 
DETAILED ANALYSIS OF FAULTY 
PRONUNCIATION 
(From word pronunciation test) 
Vowel errors Total Examples 
Phonetic . ... . ...... . . . 
Non-phonetic .... . . .. . . 
Consonant errors 
Phonetic ....... .. .... . 
Non-phonetic . . . . ... . . . 
Reversals 
b-d-p-q ........... ... . 
In sequence . .. . . ... . . . . 
Addition of sounds 
Beginning . . ... . ..... . . 
Middle of word .. .. . .. . 
End of word ... . ...... . 
Omission of sounds 
Beginning . ...... . .. .. . 
Middle of word .. . . ... . 
End of word . . . .. ... . . . 
Substitution of whole word 
Similar form ..... . .. .. . 
Similar idea ..... .. .. . . 
WoRD ANALYSIS 
Total Correct Grade ......... . 
CHECK LIST OF DIFFICULTIES IN 
WORD ANALYSIS AND WORD RECOGNITION 
WoRD RECOGNITION SKILLS 
__ Low sight vocabulary 
__ Will not try difficult words 
__ Can spell but not pronounce 
__ Ignores word endings 
__ Guesses at word from general form 
WoRD ANALYSIS 
__ Word-analysis ability poor 
__ Will not try difficult words 
__ Has no method of word analysis 
__ Sounds aloud by: single letters- blends- syllables 
__ Unable to combine sounds into words 
__ Looks away from word after sounding 
__ Sounding slow or inaccurate 
__ Spells words: successful -- inadequate 
__ Silent word study: successful- inadequate 
__ Enunciates badly when prompted 
__ Systematic errors (See tabulation) 
__ Names of letters not known 
__ Sounds of letters not known 
__ Blends not known 
[ 10 ] 
Durrell Anal. Reading Difficulty 
FLASHED WORD RECOGN,ITION AND WORD ANALYSIS TEST 
Instructions. Record phon·etically all incorrect responses according to directions in the Manual. 
FLASH RECOGNITION 
1. blue 
2. right 
3. drink 
4. fl y 
5. ground 
6. w 0 0 d 
7. birthda y 
8. road 
9. f a ir 
_ _ 10. s trong 
__ 11. s m o ke 
__ 12 . e lephant 
__ 13. differ ent 
__ 14. h o rs e 
__ 15. stamp 
_ _ 16. which 
_ _ 17 . h a ndle 
__ 18. s li ce 
_ _ 19. quickly 
__ 20. be I i eve 
__ 21. bridg e 
__ 22 . farmer 
__ 23 . turkey 
__ 24. inch 
__ 25: kn ow 
1. battle 
2. witch 
3. shoes 
4. sa i I or 
5 . s k ate 
6. cleaned 
7. c rawl 
8 . poI ish 
Y. quarter 
_ _ 10. speed 
. _ _ 11,. e i t h e r 
__ 12 . tongue 
_ _ 13. u n d e r s t a n d 
_ _ 14. si n g l e 
__ 15. wor kman 
__ 16. sauce r 
__ 17. g uard 
18 . tw;light 
19. c;1apter 
_ _ 20 . drawn 
_ _ 21. crank 
__ 22 . midnight 
__ _ 23. f orgo t t f' :1 
·-- 24. r e v i e w 
_ _ 25. n O I Se 
LIST 1 
ANA LYSIS 
1. blue 
2. ri g ht 
3. d r ink 
4. fly 
5. g r o und 
6. w 0 0 d 
7. birthday 
8. road 
9. fair 
__ 10. s tr o n g 
__ 11. s mok e 
__ 12 . e I e ph ant 
_ _ 13. different 
_ _ 14. hor se 
__ 15. sta mp 
__ 16. which 
_ _ 17 . handle 
__ 18. s lic e 
__ 19. quickly 
__ 20. b e I i e •• e 
_ _ 21. bridge 
_ _ 22 . farmer 
__ 23. t u r key 
__ 24. inch 
__ 25. know 
LIST 2 
1. battle 
2. witch 
3. s hoes 
4. sa i I or 
5. s kate 
6. cleaned 
7. crawl 
8. p o I i s h 
9. quarter 
_ _ 10. spee d 
__ 11. eit h e r 
__ 12 . tongue 
_ _ 13. understand 
__ 14. sing I e 
_ _ 15. work man 
_ _ 16. sa u cer 
_ _ 17. gua rd 
__ 18. twilight 
__ 19. c h apte r 
__ 20. drawn 
_ _ 21. crank 
__ 22 . midnight 
__ 23 . forgotten 
__ 24. r e v 1 e w 
__ 25. nOISe 
FLASH RECOGNITION 
T otal Correct . ..•. .. Grade .. ... ... . . 
FLASH R ECOGNITIO N 
1. ima gi ne 
2. f I own 
3. n ote book 
4. b r o a d c as t 
5. diff e ren ce 
6. canary 
7. h orses hoe 
8. Invent 
9. janitor 
__ 10. di st urb 
__ 11. blunt 
_ _ 12. kn oc ks 
__ 13. pretend 
__ 14. photograph 
_ _ 15 . carpenter 
_ _ 16. c e iIi n g 
__ 17. provide 
__ 18. batter y 
_ _ 19. brittle 
_ _ 20 . u n I o a d i n g 
__ 21. drawbridge 
__ 22. troublesome 
_ _ 23. whe e I barr ow 
_ _ 24 . h e a d q u art e r s 
__ 25. d e I aye d 
1. crowned 
2. ache 
3. practice 
4. argue 
5. d e I i g h t e d 
LIST 3 
ANALYSIS 
1. ima g ine 
2. fl ow n 
3. n ote b oo k 
4. b r o a d c a s t 
5. d iffe renc e 
6. c an. a r y 
7. horseshoe 
8. 1 n vent 
9. janitor 
_ _ 10. di st urb 
__ 11. blunt 
_ _ 12 . kn oc ks 
__ 13. pretend 
_ _ 14. photog raph 
__ 15. ca rpenter 
__ 16. c e i I i n g 
__ 17. provide 
__ 18. b a tt e r y 
__ 19. brittle 
-- 20. u n I o a d i n g 
__ 21. drawbridge 
_ _ 22. t r o u b I e so me 
__ 23. wheelbarrow 
-- 24. h e a d q u art e r s 
__ 25. d e I aye d 
LIST 4 
1. c r owne d 
2. ache 
3. practice 
4. argue 
5 . delighted 
6. t h o u g h t f u I n ess 6. t h o u g h t f u I n e s s 
7. championship 
8. n ep h ew 
9 . advertisement 
_ _ to. shingle 
_ _ 11. f re i g ht 
_ _ 12 . blund e ring 
_ _ 13 . wren c he s 
__ 14. postpone 
_ _ 15. w ind s hi e ld 
__ 16. strengthen 
_ _ 17. pr air i e 
__ 18. p owe rfull y 
__ 19. smo ld e r 
__ 20. occas io n a II y 
__ 21. standardize 
_ _ 22 . o b s tin ate 
__ 23. c 1 r c um stances 
_ _ 24. t r i u m p h a n t 
__ 25. th o r o ugh 
7. c hampionship 
8. n ep he w 
9. advertisement 
__ 10. s hingl e 
__ 11. fre ight 
__ 12. blund e ring 
__ 13. wrenches 
__ 14. p os tp o ne 
__ 15. windshield 
__ 16. s trengthen 
__ 17. prairie 
_ _ 18. powerfully 
_ __ 19. s molder 
__ 20. o c c as i o n a II y 
__ 21. sta ndardize 
_ __ 22. o b s tin ate 
_ _ 23. c 1 r c um stan c es 
__ 24. t r i u m p h a n t 
__ 25 . thorough 
WoRD ANALYSIS 
T otal Correct. . . . . . . . . . Grade . . .... . ... . 
[ II ) 
Durrell Anal. Reading Difficulty 
PHONETIC INVENTORY 
What are the names of these letters ? What do these letters say ? 
s c p e d m a b c I a b t J u m h p 
w g 0 n h y u v j k z q X e f 0 g X n v q d w y k z 
T s A I L E p N R G B c u What do these say? 
0 K F M Q D H w y z v X J th St wh sh br ch dr tr d fr 
gr pi sm tW fl sk sw 
Phonetic inventory results: 
Letter names missing .. . .. .. . ...... ... . . ... ...... . . . . .... ........ .. . 
Letter sounds missing ......... . . ... _. .............................. . 
Blends missing ............... . ....... .. ..... .... .. ................. . 
DIFFICULTIES IN SPELLING NORMS FOR 
WORD RECOGNITION AND ANALYSIS 
CHECK LisT OF DIFFICULTIES NoRMs 
__ Omits sounds or syllables LIST 1 LIST 2 
Grade III- 6 
Grade IV- 9 
Grade V -12 
Grade VI -15 
Grade VII - 18 
__ Adds sounds or syllables Grade II- 8 
__ Incorrect phonetic spelling Grade III- 12 
__ Correct phonetic spelling but incorrect Grade IV- 16 
on non-phonetic word elements 
__ Slow handwriting 
DIFFICULTIES IN HANDWRITING 
CHECK LIST OF DIFFICULTIES 
__ Speed too low 
__ Poor letter formation 
__ Poor position of hand, pencil, paper, etc. 
__ Irregular height 
__ Irregular spacing 
__ Irregular slant 
NoRMS 
(Letters per minute) 
Grade II- 35 
Grade III - 45 
Grade IV- 55 
Grade V -65 
Grade VI- 75 
Hand preference: Right . . . . . . Left . .. .. . 
NUMBER OF 
COR RECT WORDS 1 
LIST GRADE WoRD WoRD 
RECOGN ITION ANALYSIS 
L M H L M H 
A- B or C 1 10 23 38 14 34 58 
1 2 6 11 20 10 22 35 
1 3 29 38 46 48 62 70 
2 4 54 62 65 79 88 90 
2 5 68 72 76 92 94 95 
3 6 80 85 88 97 98 100 
1 See Manual con~erning cred its for easier li sts . 
CHECK LIST OF DIFFICULTIES IN 
WRITTEN RECALL 
__ Unaided recall scanty 
__ Poorly organized recall 
_ _ Inaccu rate memories an d guesses 
__ A voids use of new words in recall 
_ _ Laborious writing 
_ _ Spelling difficulty impedes recall 
· RuLED LINEs FOR WRITING oR SPELLING 
[ 12 ] 
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BostonUniveorsity _Educat ional Cl i nic 
1 butt want gave· the-ir enough stand . ~ . . 
by water girl thing avening start 
a . call well got think f!£Vtn'1 stree·t 
about cam.e. we·rs gray three fa i r sUDIIler 
al l come. when gue a:s- took fal i . tabl·e 
ana coulld where half' tre:e ·farm talk 
~- day who hand try f ather ten aJt did why hard under' f;ew. than 
org down would has: until f i re those 
can fi:"ODil your head use glad till 
d o ge-t - haar very gr eat todaty 
t or give 3 hea.'rd Wialk gree·n together 
go good hope wa.,- happy town 
h8.11Te had. above> if whit:e h igh tradn 
her help afte·r keep wish hold trues 
h is her against · know without home turn 
I here: alone la~t w.ork hundred upon 
iii him along laugh writa kept wait 
is house· am letter ye--attr l and week 
it how another live- yes· lat6) would 
little into answer love> young lay wor d . 
me its ask matter l earn yellow 
my just bear· meet 4 light yet 
riot let bed might line 
of like· been milk afraid. mind 5 
on: long beforet' more ago mi s s 
one look best morning alinost month al rmrdy 
6iit made between most always: neexl al s o 
se.fll make bird mother animal only anything 
she man: b]Jack Jere> around our arm:. 
thmt man~ lJiLUe; :mUch a t own bag 
th&: may book name baby paper bar n 
them maan both naa\[1" bad par t be:au t iful 
there- must brown nevar" ball pass: behi nd 
t hey no car new baske:t people be.l l 
to now cat night because place b it 
UP. old catch nothing began point blow 
was ove:r chair off being pull. board 
we: play children oh · .. believeo r aac.h . box 
went pleaaa ClOSe' once birthdmy r ead bread 
what put cover open boat r eas-on br i ght 
which ran cut or bring r emember brot her 
will run doe a. other buy res t:: busy 
with . said dog pay care right c ap 
you saw door present carry r ol l child 
say eat rabbit change r oom coat 
2 so even red city r ound company 
ao.m:a eye same cle&n salt co.~1; 
again. ttmce· far school .cold s:econd cours:e 
an - tall. fa.at seem country se:nt c ry 
any thank fee.l send dinner set dance~ 
as( then find s:le~e.p dona aever aU. dark 
aw8J1 this-: fine· soon each short different 
bac k time firs:t ~till early show don ' 1t 
bet toe found atop agg sing draw 
bet ter t wo four such either s:ix dre·ss· 
boy us: friend sure: end s omethin-g drink 
ea~ 
aver 
everything 
exce;pt 
•
e 
fr~~ 
fell 
field 
fill 
five 
floor 
flowE!!!' 
fly 
full 
ftin " 
game: 
gar. dan 
gone 
grotind 
grow.r 
held 
hide 
hill 
hit 
hole 
horace 
hot 
hungry 
I'll 
·jump 
kind 
knew 
la·rge 
lea;va 
left 
lost 
lot 
men 
minute; 
money 
move 
.Mrso 
noise 
number 
*ii picture 
piece. 
poor 
quiet 
ra.in· 
rearly 
./ 
soil 
snake 
shall 
shoe 
should 
side 
sister 
sit 
small 
snow 
sometime 
song 
spe:ak 
st&y 
s:tone 
&tory 
strong 
sun 
suppose 
Slllrprise 
the:se 
third 
thought 
through 
told 
tomorrow' 
top 
waa:'m 
lral.tch 
while 
win 
w:ind 
wonder 
winter 
woman 
'VlOOd 
.yard 
6 
across! 
addreJrs 
afternoon 
air 
beg 
begin: 
body 
bre.a>k 
brought 
build 
cmn'tt 
card 
caae 
PRIMARY REMEDIAL ~ADING VOCABULARY 
causa:· 
class 
c lell.r' 
color 
copy 
cress 
&ead 
dea:p -
didn't 
di&:' 
dig -
drive 
drop 
CBJSt 
eight 
e:ls:e 
e.xce:pt 
family 
felt 
finish 
fit 
foot 
fix 
forget 
front 
hair 
hat 
he!H'1t 
heB.Ny 
instead 
:llimy 
le:ad 
long 
low 
nmii. 
mark 
mil& 
min~ 
music 
myse:lf 
next 
nice 
nota 
ought 
page: 
pa·s:t 
plant 
prin.t 
quick 
quite 
ra~ther 
re:al 
river 
save 
see 
seven 
ship 
8cick: 
sign 
siJJk 
soid 
sound 
Siouth-
spring 
step 
sto·re 
suit 
awe:&t 
te:ach 
through 
thousand 
touch 
vis1t 
wall 
war 
wash 
wear 
weather 
whether 
we::st 
whose-
wide 
wonder 
world 
wrong 
wrote 
yesterday 
yourse,lf 
7 
Bbla 
absent 
ac:t 
add 
ahead 
alika 
alive 
although 
among 
amount 
angry 
anybody 
apart 
apple: 
asleep 
awful 
bank 
b&il;t -
ba-long 
bill. 
born 
bother 
bottom 
bought 
birldga· 
brolten 
brush 
burn 
bus1ness 
button 
candy 
caught 
cent 
certain· 
church 
choose 
climb 
cloth -
clothes 
college 
cook 
cool 
count 
cup 
dec id& 
doctor 
doe:s:n 1 t 
dollar 
dry . 
durf.ng 
excuse 
f$t 
fed 
fight 
finger 
fold 
foll·ow: 
:food 
forget 
free: 
fruit 
runny 
glass 
gold 
grade 
grOWl 
handle: 
hang 
happen · 
hardly 
ha-ven't 
horn 
hour 
hunt 
hurry 
hurt 
idea;, 
inside·, -
inte·rErst 
iron 
kick 
kill 
knock 
leSi.st 
lie 
life 
lift 
liS;ten 
los'Et' 
mea::aure 
meat 
middle 
mix 
mistake 
mounta>in 
news: 
nine 
nobody 
nor 
north 
nose 
o'clock 
office 
order 
paid 
paint 
pencil · 
pers:.on 
pick 
plan 
poss·ible-
pound 
pour 
practice 
price: 
push 
really 
receive· 
rich 
rock 
rubber 
Page: 2 
rule 
am 
safe 
sail 
a.a:il 
'semtt 
sew 
shine 
shoot 
shot 
shut .. 
since 
sir 
size 
akin 
s.lip 
slow: 
amok& 
so.ft 
son:. 
sorry 
spend 
stamp 
spoil 
s:tM" 
stat a 
station 
a tee>~ 
stitch 
strange 
straight 
struck 
study 
sup pel!' 
swim· . 
teeth: 
threw 
throw.· 
tie 
tire 
tra-. 
trip 
trouble 
unders tend, 
wagon 
weigh 
we't 
when 
won't 
wouldn't 
wrap 
written 
ride 
ring 
road 
seen 
Code for Grade Levels: List 1 8 Pre-P.rimer -List a, Low One - List 3, 
High Ope -List 4, Low Two- List 5, High Two- List 6, Low· Three-
List 7 '8 High Three 
.. · ,' 
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